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From the Editor’s Desk 

Greetings from MSSV Journal of Humanities and Social Sciences 

We are pleased to inform you that the Journal is going to publish its next issue of 

Volume V, Issue II of its Bi-annual Online Journal “MSSV Journal of Humanities and Social 

Sciences on 10
th 

June, 2021 during the ongoing Covid 19 Pandemic situation. We would like 

to take the opportunity to offer our gratitude to Dr. Hitesh Deka, Hon‟ble Vice-Chancellor. 

MSSV, Nagaon for providing us this platform to include some of the articles from various 

fields of humanities and social sciences. As editors, we are proud to have a peer-reviewed 

interdisciplinary forum for discussion of all issues related to language, literature, sociology, 

history, economics, education, psychology, political science, anthropology, philosophy, social 

work, media studies, culture based studies, ethnic studies, gender studies and other similar 

and related fields to encourage new and unexplored areas of research. It is now published bi 

annually. Submissions are accepted throughout the year. All submissions undergo blind peer-

review. The peer-review process takes time but we will try to get back to you within three 

months. We are confident that this collection includes some of the best, most stimulating and 

most readable articles to suit the interests of the readers. We also hope that the contents 

presented here will stimulate new contributors to make future researches. The journal follows 

the same well-established ethical practices as all other reputed journals. It has zero tolerance 

for plagiarism and expects all contributors to declare that the papers are completely original 

and not published in part of full elsewhere.  

At last but not the least, we would like to take the privilege to offer our gratefulness to 

all the contributors.  

 

With regards, 

 Dr. Tribeni Saikia 
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About the University 

 
Mahapurusha Srimanta Sankaradeva (1449-1568) was a multi-dimensional genius,who 

transformed and modernizedAssamese society with his egalitarian ideology. He 

worked in diverse fields like religion, literature, music, dance, drama, architecture, 

social reconstruction,etc. He translated most part of the Bhagavata Mahapurana 

intoAssamese language and was the first ever play writer in any Indian language other 

than Sanskrit. He wrote more than 26 (twenty six) scriptures mostly inAssamese 

language besides the Brajawali form and one in Sanskrit. In addition he had composed 

many lyrics/songs including the Borgeets.All these justify to call him 

SARVAGUNAKARA by his most loyal disciple Madhabadeva. His philosophy too 

was unique and different from other branches of Hindu philosophies. Aboveall he was 

a humanist. He welcomed every one irrespective of caste, creed, sex into his order. He 

was also a pioneer in adult education, mass communication, etc. He called upon the 

society to educate women and the downtrodden people. 

 

Srimanta Sankaradeva Sangha was set up in 1930 in order to carry forward the reforms 

initiated by the saint. It is the largest NGO in North East India and it has been working 

relentlessly among the masses for inculcating the values preached by Srimanta 

Sankaradeva. It is running several schools in the state to spread value based education. 

The Sangha envisagedto establish a University and authorised its Srimanta 

Sankaradeva Education and SocioEconomic DevelopmentTrust, Nagaon to sponsor 

the establishment of the University. Srimanta Sankaradeva Sangha submitted the 

proposal for a University under the Assam Private Universities Act, 2007. 

Mahapurusha Srimanta Sankaradeva Viswavidyalaya came into existence under the 

provisions of Mahapurusha Srimanta Sankaradeva Viswavidyalaya Act 2013 

(AssamAct No. XIX of 2013) and was formally founded on 10th of June, 2014. The 
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University has been recognised under Section 2(f) of UGCAct, 1956.This University, 

running under the aegis of Srimanta Sankardeva Education and Socio-economic 

Development Trust, treads its journey following the egalitarian humanistic philosophy 

of Srimanta Sankaradeva and has been trying to empower the student fraternity by 

making them holistically educated and socially responsible citizens. In the initial stage, 

the members and well wishers of the Sangha contributed to raise the 

University.TheAssam Government has granted 300 bighas of land for the permanent 

campus of the University in Raidongia, Nagaon. The University is supported with the 

grant of 15 (Fifteen) crores from the Government ofAssam for construction of the 

permanent campus. 

 

 

Since 2014, the University has completed six academic years. We have now two 

academic campuses, respectively in Nagaon and Guwahati.A total number of 100 

faculties and officials has been offering their contributions in 13 different departments. 

These departments offer Postgraduate, M.Phil. and Ph.D. programmes. Some of the 

departments also offer undergraduate and certificate programmes. The University also 

fulfils its social responsibilities in different socio-cultural causes by initiating 

awareness and enrichment activities in the fields of education, health, women 

empowerment, etc. The Mahapurusha Srimanta Sankaradeva Viswavidyalaya 

fraternity firmly believes that a new era of social regeneration will start from this 

University. 

 

 

******
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 

STATUS OF TIWAS IN NAGAON DISTRICT OF 

ASSAM-AN EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

 

 

Ajit Debnath 

Manuj Kr. Patar 

 

Abstract 

Tiwa community is one of the culturally rich tribal communities of North East India. 

The Tiwas have their own distinct language, cultures and traditions like other Tribals of 

North- East. They have two sub groups like hill Tiwas and plain Tiwas. The main objective of 

this paper is to analyse the socio-economic conditions and human development status of Tiwa 

community in Nagaon district of Assam. The paper is based on both primary as well as 

secondary sources of data. The paper is divided into three sections. The first section includes 

the introduction, objectives followed by the research methodology. The second section has 

dealt with literature review only. The third section has dealt with the results and discussions. 

Keywords: Socio-economic, human development, Tiwa community, HDI. 

 

Introduction  

The term human development refers to the 

study of how people achieving on physical, 

intellectual and social levels. It was first 

coined by novel laureate Amartya Sen, in 

1998. It is the process of enlarging peoples 

choices and improving human capabilities 

and liberty So, people can live a long and 

healthy life, access to education and decent 

standard of living and  engage in their 

community and the decision that effect their 

lives (Bhardwaj et.al., 2012 ). Development 

is a kind of process which creates growth, 

progress of positive change, reduces the 

socio-economic deprivation, environmental 

and demographic ingredients. For proper 

development within a country, it is basically 

need the expansion of output and wealth. In 

generally, economic development is a wider 

term than economic growth. Economic 

development evolved some parameters like 

literacy, population growth, malnutrition, 

health facility, housing problem, law and 

order etc. It includes both quantitative and 

qualitative indicators.  Actually development 

is the welfare of human beings. 

      The human development perspective of 

development as is commonly understood 

differs from the conventional approaches to 

economic growth, human capital formation, 
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human resource development, human 

welfare and basic human needs (Nayak, 

2010). According to United Nations 

development programme (UNDP) in 1990s 

―Building human capabilities is fundamental 

to expanding choices‖,  ―human 

development is about creating an 

environment in which people can develop 

their full potential and lead productive, 

creative lives in accordance with their needs 

and interest (UNDP HDR, 2001). Human 

development expresses as expansion of 

human capabilities and choices. This new 

paradigm of development advocates an 

alternative model that is drawn on cultural 

heritage of a society and borrow from others 

when possible useful (Nurse, 2007).   

          Sen (1999) introduces the broadest 

possible definition of development-

expansions of freedoms. His set of freedom 

includes a wide range of human freedoms-

freedom from hunger, illiteracy, disease, 

freedom from insecurity; from political, 

cultural and religious tyranny. They also 

include the positive freedoms of thought, 

cultural expressions and the enjoyment of 

leisure-many of these issues are deeply 

associated with development and firmly 

rooted in day- to- day economic challenges 

of promoting sustainable and inclusive 

economic growth(Basumatary,2005). 

Human Development is a process of 

enlarging people‘s choices. In principle, 

these choices can be infinite and can change 

over time. But, at all levels of development, 

the three essential choices are for people to 

lead a healthy and long life, to acquire 

knowledge and to have access to the 

resources needed for a decent standard of 

living. Additional choices, highly valued by 

many people, range from political, economic 

and social freedom to opportunities for being 

creative and productive and enjoying self-

respect and guaranteed human rights. 

Human development has two sides: firstly, 

the formation of human capabilities such as 

improved health, knowledge and skills. 

Secondly, the use of theirs acquired 

capabilities for productive purposes, leisure 

or for being active in cultural, social and 

political affairs (Nayak, 2010). 

      Anyway, (HD) measures of socio-

economic progress of a nation, state and 

district and also it has been basically 

measured in the form of a composite index 

called as Human Development Index. It is 

assimilated only three kinds of dimensions 

such as life expectancy, real GDP per capita 

and educational attainment which is 

reflecting the human development. From 

among them health, education and income 

are the most three basic dimensions of 

human well being. The  HDI value of 

dimensions longevity measured by life 

expectancy at birth, educational attainment 

measured by a amalgamation of adult 

literacy which is combined primary, 

secondary and tertiary enrolment ratios and 

lastly , standard of living  which is examined 

by real GDP per capita based on purchasing 

power parity in terms of dollar.  

       India is a vast or large populated 

country inhabited by a large number of 

communities. But among them quite a few 

communities namely SC and ST have 

remained backward. The socio-economic 

formation of tribal communities is not 

advanced than non-tribal communities. In 

India, about 15% tribal population lives in 
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different geographical areas of the country 

which is constitute plains and hills areas. 

Majority of Tribal people exist in the state of 

UTs as itself Lakshadweep, Mizoram, 

Nagaland, Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh, 

Assam and Dadra and Nagar Haveli. They 

have at different phases of social economic 

and educational development. Law literacy 

levels, Economic backwardness, dependent 

on poor agriculture level of technology are 

the main characteristics of Tribal population 

in Assam.  

      Various types of communities are 

constituted in the state of Assam. The 

present study is based on the Tiwa 

communities. The ‗Lalung‘ prefer to call 

themselves as Tiwa. According to Lalung 

language ‗Ti‘ means water and ‗Wa‘ means 

superior. As the Lalungs landed on the 

plains following the course of the river 

Brahmaputra, they introduced themselves as 

‗Tiwa‘ to the inquisitive of non- ‗Tiwas‘. It 

is quite probable that ‗Tiwa‘ derives its 

origin to the term ‗ibbatia‘ meaning people 

hailing from Tibbet. In course of time this 

‗Tibbatia‘ might have changed in to ‗Tiwa‘ 

It is believed that in ancient times three great 

divisions of the Bodos namely ‗Tipra‘, 

‗Tiwa‘ and ‗Dimasa‘ lived along the banks 

of a lake near Tibbet. In course of time they 

entered Assam through the north-east passes. 

The local people could not pronounce ‗Tifra‘ 

and thus in their tongue ‗Tifra‘ became 

‗Tippera‘ ‗Tiwas‘ introduced themselves as 

‗Tiwa Libing‘ or ‗Tiwa Libung‘. In course 

of time the prefix ‗Tiwa‘ was eliminated and 

in place of ‗Libing‘, Lalung came to be used 

(Sarma, et.al, 2014).   

         The Tiwas also known as the Lalungs 

are culturally rich tribal community 

inhabiting the state of Assam and Meghalaya 

of North- Eastern region. They have own 

language, traditional culture and custom. In 

the state of Assam, they are mainly found in 

the district of Nagaon, Morigaon and also a 

few numbers of Tiwa people resided in 

Dhemaji district. They are also acculturated 

ethnic group. The Lalungs have rich treasury 

of oral literatures containing of Myths, tales, 

legends songs and riddles. They have played 

an important role in the history of Assam in 

Assamese in Assamese society and culture 

like the other tribes of North- East India. 

These kinds of tribes divided in to mainly 

two subdivision i.e. the hills and plains. The 

hills Tiwa lives in the Karbi-Anglong district 

of Assam and in the North-Eastern corner of 

Ri-Bhoi districts of Meghalaya. They speak 

a Tibeto-Burman language of the Bodo- 

Garo group. The plains Tiwa lives on the flat 

lands of Assam, mostly in Morigaon, 

Nagaon and Kamrup district and they speaks 

Assamese as their mother tongue. Also, the 

Namghar cultures are evolved in to the Tiwa 

villages. In Nagaon and Morigaon, they are 

resided in Kapili, Mayong, Bhurbandha, 

Kathiatoli, Kampur development block and 

Raha development block areas of Nagaon 

and Morigaon District of Assam.  

Economically backward, low rate of literacy 

level primarily based on agriculture and 

acute land problem are the main 

characteristics of Tiwa communities. Hence, 

the present study will try to find out the 

human development of the Tiwa community 

in Nagaon district of Assam. It will be 

measured on various indicators relating to 

education, health and GDP ratio. A 
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comparative study will also be conducted to 

find out the socio- economic status of Tiwa 

people in Nagaon district of Assam. 

Therefore, the study has wide scope to 

eliminate the various defects of Tiwa 

communities. 

 

Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of the present study are as 

follows: 

1. To analyse the Socio-Economic 

conditions of Tiwa community in 

Nagaon district of Assam. 

2. To examine the human 

development status of the Tiwas 

in Nagaon district of Assam. 

Data Base and Methodology of the Study  

      The study was empirical in nature 

based on primary data. In fact the present 

study used both primary as well as 

secondary data. To collect primary data, the 

study used stratified sampling technique. 

The different stages are given as below: 

       In the first stage, Nagaon district was 

the universe of the study. In the second 

stage, three blocks mainly Raha 

development block, Barhampur development 

block and Kathiatoli development block 

were selected and five villages from the 

these blocks were selected. Finally, the 

households were selected by using random 

sampling technique. Attempts were made to 

at least twenty households from each 

selected villages.           

In addition, the present study used basically 

some secondary sources such   as several 

governments‘ reports, different articles and 

journals, Books, Newspaper, Published and 

unpublished works of any research and 

various websites.  

In Human Development Index (HDI) 

construction, formulation of HDI metric is 

the final stage of the study. The United 

Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 

formulated HDI by incorporation there basic 

components of well-being i.e., health, 

knowledge, and command over resources 

.Thus, HDI can be constructed either in 

terms of region‘s deprivation or shortfall or 

in terms of region‘s attainment in each of the 

various selected indicators. 

         However, initially, HDI in Human 

Development Report (HDRS), (1990, pp.108 

and 1991, pp.88), was constructed from 

deprivation perspective. In the present study, 

the HDI was calculated as follows: 

1) Firstly, the life expectancy at birth index was calculated by using the  

 Life expectancy at birth Index=   
𝐿𝐸𝑦−𝐿𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝐿𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝐿𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑛
  

LE y = Life expectancy for a particular country, Y 

2) Secondly, the educational index was calculated by using the following formula: 

Educational Index= 

   
2

3
  (Adult Literacy Index)+

1

3
  (Gross Enrolment Index)  
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Where, 

     Adult Literacy Index = 
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 −𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 −𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
  

And 

     Gross Enrolment Index =  
𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 −𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 −𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
  

3)  Thirdly, Income Index was constructed as follows: 

     Income Index =   
log  𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 −log Minimum  Value

log  𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 −log 𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚  𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
  

After calculation of all these there dimension indices, HDI can be calculated which is he 

simple arithmetic average of the three indices. 

 HDI =   life Expectancy Index  Education Index  (Income Index)
3

 

 

There are many studies evolved on 

human development status of tribal people 

around world. There is an extensive 

literature on human development through 

human development index. Some of the 

important literature reviews of the present 

study are given below: 

K. Basumatary (2005), in his research 

entitled ‗Political Economy of Bodo 

Movement in Assam: A human 

Development Perspective‘ has presented that 

the socio-economic position of Bodo 

community and various factor affecting to 

the relating community in terms of human 

development. He has analysed that to judge 

various indices of human development in 

study area e.g. Human development Index 

(HDI), Education Index (EI), Consumption 

Index (CI) and Health Index (HI) etc. in 

study area.  From his research work he has 

recommended that the proper socio-

economic, education policy and government 

authority can help to growing human 

development in study area. S. Alkire (2010), 

in her research paper entitled ‗Human 

Development: Definitions, Critiques and 

Related Concepts‘ has found that the human 

development is included various dimensions 

likely health and life, education, standard of 

living freedom of political, creativity and 

productivity environment, social and 

relational and also cultural and arts. She has 

also showed that the concept of human 

develop relating to two sides as formation of 

human capabilities and another is acquired 

capabilities for people make. She focussed 

that the expanding of income and wealth are 

the main elements for growing development 

and also focussed that it must be involved of 

people. P. Nayak(2010), in his research 

paper entitled ‗Growth and Human 

Development in North Eastern Region of 

India‘ has presented that the status and 

growth  of human development in North 

Eastern region and also analysed that the 

region have own religious beliefs, cultures 
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and Languages. From his study he has found 

that north-eastern region has been quite 

satisfactory of all India average situations 

for human development. He has also found 

that the regions have some crucial problems 

for stagnation of economic growth i.e. 

poverty, gender disparities etc. He suggests 

that for achievement of economic growth 

and development, it must be essential to 

importance on production activities and 

equitable distribution. R.Bhardwaj et 

al.(2012), in their research paper entitled 

‗Human Development‘ has presented that 

human development consists six basic pillars 

which are equity, sustainability, 

productivity, empowerment cooperation and 

security. They analysed that the human 

development index which is a comparative 

measure of life expectancy, education and 

standard of living of a country. From their 

study they have suggested that for better 

living standard of a country it must be 

needed government developing policies and 

programmes. E. kanagaraj(2013), in his 

research paper entitled ‗Human 

Development among Primitive Tribes in 

Tamil Nadu‘ has found that the nature , 

scope , reasons,  organisation and effect of 

these problems on tribal life. He has 

focussed that the household human 

development  attainment distinguish 

between the schedule primitive tribes of the 

Kota, the Kurumba, the Irula and the Non 

schedule primitive tribe of the Badaga. He 

suggested that the some welfare policy 

making and programming for tribal 

development of the primitives tribes of 

Tamil Nadu. R. Sarma et al.(2014), in their 

research paper entitled ‗Somatometric study 

of a Mogoloid Community –― The plain-

Tiwas‖ of central Assam‘ has examined that 

the adult representatives of both male and 

female of ―Plain- Tiwa‖ people inhabiting in 

Sidhabari and  Manipur villages of 

Morigaon district of Assam and also covered 

100 male and 100 female individuals. They 

have found that the basic elements which are 

affect their culture, social systems and 

traditions i.e. food habit and also leading to 

intra community and cast marriage.  J.J 

Heckman and S.Mosso(2014), in their 

research article entitled ‗The Economics of 

human development and social Mobility‘ 

has revealed that the Economics of human 

development and social mobility and also 

represent economic models for skill 

examine. They have focused on skills and 

the Technology of skill formation which is 

accounting the life cycle of childhood, 

adulthood and also sensitive periods of 

childhood in the formation of skills. They 

also established empirical relationship 

between the child achievement and family 

income. They also used the Econometric and 

statistical model to define level of Income of 

the family .They have found that the 

basically recent literature  is based on 

multiple generation models with multiple 

periods of adulthood and childhood and also 

found that the dynamics of skill formation 

which is impact on the process of human 

development. G. Anbuselvi and P.J Lesson 

(2015), in their research work ‗Education of 

Tribal Children in India- A case study‘ have 

found that the education of tribal children is 

a critical issue Marayoor and kanthalor 

panchayat in Idukki district. They have also 

found that some socio-economic factor are 

affecting in tribal education in research area. 

They have suggested that for welfare of 
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tribal people, it must be needed basic and 

adult education training.  N.C Jana and P.K 

Ghosh (2015), in their research Paper 

entitled ‗Socio-Economic Condition and 

Quality of life in the Tribal Areas of Orissa 

with special Reference to Mayurbhanj 

District‘ has explained that the Socio-

Economic status of traditional Culture, 

religious, aspect of life and literary in the 

Tribal area of Orissa at Mayurbhanj district . 

They have found that people living in 

Mayaurbhanj district, major hindrance to 

common socio-economic factor affecting 

Such as Poverty, lack of adequate primary 

health facility and lack of developmental 

facilities. They have Also recommended that 

proper education facilities, spread of 

education improvement of tribal art and craft 

is essential tool for the Socio-Economic 

development of tribes. Dr. Somanna and 

Shrinidhi VS (2018), in their research paper 

entitled ‗Socio –Economic and Human 

Development profile of Schedule Tribes in 

Kodagu‘ has examined that the socio – 

economic and human development of the 

tribes in Kodagu district such as Yerava, 

Kudiya, jenukuruba, Kadukuruba and 

Soliga. They have found that the education, 

health, and livelihood opportunities are the 

major concern. They have recommended 

that the properly implementation of 

government intervention strategy, poverty 

alleviation programme, skill development, 

expansion of the tertiary and secondary 

sector are the main importance for human 

development and economically empowering 

of these communities.  P.Debnath (2018), in 

his research paper entitled ‗Socio-Political 

Institutions of Lalung (Tiwa) Community of 

Assam with Special Reference to Morigaon 

District‘ has focused that the tribal people 

Vague Culture and their rich identity which 

are integrating Part of Indian Society. He has 

also identified the language, geographical 

location and Problem of the Tiwas people. 

      Thus, this section dealt with various 

studies at international level, national level 

and state level regarding human 

development and socio-economic studies of 

various communities. However, there are 

few studies regarding human development 

status of any particular ethnic group. 

Besides, there is no study on human 

development regarding Tiwa communities. 

Hence, the present study is an attempt to fill 

the knowledge gap in this regard. 

 

Socio-economic Characteristics of the 

Surveyed Respondents:  

       In this section, it has made to examine 

the socio-economic characteristics of the 

surveyed respondents of the households. It is 

based on primary survey which is 

elaborately examined. The primary survey 

for research work has been collected in the 

morning and evening period. The interviews 

were taken in the study area basically heads 

of the households or spouses of them or 

adult members of households. It is explained 

in detailed in the following sections. 
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Table-3.1 

Civil Status of the Respondents 

Civil Status Percentage 

Single 4 

Married 91 

Widowed 5 

Total 100 

Source: Primary Survey, 2020. 

 Table3.1 shows the civil status of the respondents. Majority of the respondents found to 

be married (91percent), widowed (5percent) and only 4 percent were found to be single. 

                                                                    

Table-3.2 

Age of the Respondents 

Age Percentage 

18-30 years 5 

31-45 years 42 

46-60 years 44 

Above 60 years 9 

Total 100 

Source: Primary Survey, 2020. 

Table 3.2 shows the age of the respondent. Majority of the respondent found to be age group 

of 46-60 years (44 percent). The respondent found to be age group of 31-45(42percent) , 

above 60 years(9percent) and 18-30(5percent).                                                                 

 

Table-3.3 

Occupation of the Respondents 

Occupation Percentage 

Farming or Agriculture 72 

Self employed as 

trader/businessmen/contractor 

3 

Govt. employee 12 

Retired employee 8 

Others 5 

Total 100 

Source: Primary Survey, 2020. 

 

Table 3.3 shows the occupation of the respondent. In the table, Majority of the respondents 

were found to be farming or agricultural activities (72 percent).  The respondent found to be 
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Govt. employee (12 percent), Retired employee (8 percent), self employed as 

trader/businessmen/contractor (3percent) and others (5percent). 

 

Table-3.4 

Income from Various Sources of the Respondents 

Sources of Income Percentage 

Income from Services 20 

Income 

from Agriculture 

73 

Income from Labourer 7 

Total 100 

Source: Primary Survey, 2020. 

Table 3.4 shows the income from various sources of the respondent. From the surveyed data it 

is found that Majority of the household that is 73 percent come from Income from agriculture. 

Incomes from Services were found only 20 percent and Income from Labour only 7 percent is 

found in study area. 

 

 
Source: Primary Survey, 2020. 

 Figure 3.1 indicates the house particulars of the respondent in the study area. Most of 

the household found to be Mud walls and Thatched roof, approx. 53 percent followed by Mud 

walls and Tiled roof 33 percent. Thatched Walls and roof 10 percent and Brick walls and tiled 

Asbestos roof were found only 4 percent.                 

 

Table-3.5 

                                       Educational Particulars of the Respondents 

 

Thatched 

walls and 

roof

10%
Mud 

walls and 

Thatched 

roof

53%

Mud walls 

and Tiled 

roof

33%

Brick walls 

and tiled 

Asbestos 

roof

4%

Figure-3.1 

House Particulars of the Respondents 
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Literacy level of the 

respondent 

Percentage 

Primary 24.7 

High school 50.6 

Higher Secondary 14.6 

Graduate 9 

Post Graduate 1.1 

Total 100 

Source: Primary Survey, 2020. 

Table-3.5 shows the literacy level of the respondent in study area. Most of the respondents 

were Metric passed, approximately 50.6 percent followed by primary 24.7 percent. Higher 

secondary level found to be 14.6 percent; graduate 9 percent and post graduate were found 

only 1.1 percent. 

 

Figure-3.2 

Availability of Sanitary Facility 

 

 
Source: Primary Survey, 2020. 

Figure 3.2 indicates that the sanitary facility of the household in study area. Majority of the 

respondent found to be septic latrine that is 54 followed by covered pit 42 percent; no toilet 

3percent and community latrine were only 1 percent. 
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                                                     Figure 3.3 

Educational Status of Spouses 

 

Source: Primary Survey, 2020. 

Figure 3.3 shows that the educational status 

of spouse of the respondent in study area. 

Majority of the respondent were found 

primary passed that is only 37.8 percent 

followed by high school level 30.6 percent. 

In case of higher secondary level, only 

7.1percent are found in study area followed 

by graduate 5.1 percent and 19.4 percent are 

found illiterate.  

Human Development in Assam: 

        Table 3.6 shows the Human 

development report in the districts of Assam. 

Human development three indicators like 

health, education, standard of living focuses 

on the table and also focuses the human 

development index rank in the districts of 

Assam. According to human development 

report survey, 2013 Tiwa inhabited districts 

as Rank of HDI Morigaon (13), Nagaon (9), 

Kamrup Rural(4), Kamrup Metro(1), 

Lakhimpur(11), Sonitpur(17), Jorhat(2), 

Dhemaji(21),  Sibsagar(5) and Karbi 

Anglong (8). It is seen that Tiwa inhabited 

districts are more or less HDI rank of the 

other district of Assam. 

Table 3.6 

Comparison of Human Development Indicators: Tiwa Inhabited and Other 

Districts of  Assam 

District Rank: Health Rank: Education Rank: Living 

Standard 

Rank: HDI 

Morigaon 6 11 25 13 

Nagaon 10 10 7 9 

Kamrup(R) 1 15 11 4 

Kamrup(M) 12 1 1 1 

Sibsagar 17 2 3 5 

Jorhat 11 3 2 2 

Sonitpur 22 21 5 17 

Lakhimpur 9 6 15 11 
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Dhemaji 21 7 24 21 

Karbi Anglong 5 17 12 8 

Baksa 26 23 21 26 

Barpeta 2 9 16 6 

Bongaigaon 16 13 8 14 

Cachar 27 16 13 24 

Chirang 4 12 17 7 

Darrang 8 27 23 19 

Dhubri 19 26 26 23 

Dibrugarh 18 5 9 15 

Dima Hasao 3 14 6 3 

Goalpara 7 22 14 10 

Golaghat 13 8 19 16 

Hailakandi 24 24 27 27 

Karimganj 25 19 20 25 

Kokrajhar 14 18 22 20 

Nalbari 20 4 4 12 

Tinsukia 23 20 10 22 

Udalguri 15 25 18 18 

Source: HDR Survey, 2013 

Status of Human Development of Tiwas: 

An evaluation from survey data 

       In Nagaon district of Assam, the 

researcher has collected primary data from 5 

sample villages. The villages are under of 

various development block of Nagaon 

district. Majority of Tiwa people are 

engaged in agriculture sector in Nagaon 

district of Assam. Following are the sample 

villages of the study area may explain one 

by one with their characteristics. 

1. Nabar Lalung Gaon 

         Twenty (20) sample households of the 

village have been surveyed for the study. 

The village is located in Kampur Tehsil of 

Nagaon district of Assam. 121.54 hectres, 

the total geographical area covered the 

village. Kampur is  nearest town of Nambar 

Lalung gaon Which is approximately 12 km 

away and 20 km away from district 

headquarter Nagaon. Majority of people are 

engaged in primary sector i.e agriculture 

activity. From surveyed data, literacy rate of 

the village is 55 percent of the total 

population. The women of this village 

engage different economic activities like 

rearing of cattle, pig, and eri-worm etc. The 

village is under kathiatoli development 

block. Majority of the people of this village 

speak Tiwa language. 

2. Mohgar 

       The village is under Kathiatoli 

development block of Nagaon district.  

Twenty (20) sample households of the 

village have been surveyed for the research 

purpose. In this village, most of the people 

are Tiwa community. The village is 16 km 

away from district headquarter Nagaon. 
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Majority of the people of this village are 

very poor. Most of the people speak Tiwa 

language. They are living minimum standard 

level and also economic condition is very 

poor. From surveyed data, literacy rate of 

the village is 53 percent of the total 

population. In economic activities, most of 

the people are existed in agriculture and 

farming. 

3. Khahigarh Namgaon 

      The village is located under of Raha 

development block in Nagaon district of 

Assam. Twenty (20) sample households are 

selected from this village. Most of the 

people are engaged in agricultural activities. 

The women of this participate in many other 

activities such as weaving, fishing and 

marketing, etc. The village is 25 km away 

from district headquarter Nagaon. The 

nearest town of this village is Raha away 

from this village about 3 km.  The people of 

this village are mainly depend on 

agriculture. Above 80 percent population are 

depend on agricultural activities. From 

surveyed data , it is seen that health, 

economic condition are not satisfactory and 

also literacy rate is very poor. 

4. Lawphulabori 

      The village is located under of Raha 

development block in Nagaon district of 

Assam. For the study, twenty sample (20) 

households are selected from this village. In 

this village, majority of the peoples are Tiwa 

community. Raha is nearest town of 

Lawphulabori gaon which is approximately 

3 or 4 km away. The village is 24 km away 

from district headquarter town. People of 

this village are engaged in different 

economic acitivities. From surveyed data, 

most of the people are depend on agriculture 

activities. They used a very old method for 

agricultural practices and also farming is 

absolutely rain fed. The women of this 

village are take part in different economic 

activities like weaving, rearing of cattle, pig 

and eri worm etc. From surveyed data, it is 

basically seen that majority of the people 

economic, health condition is not rich and 

literacy rate of this village is not satisfactory. 

5. Bamuni Bor Lalung Gaon 

      The village is located under Barhampur 

development block in Nagaon district of 

Assam. For the study, a total of twenty (20) 

sample households of the village have been 

surveyed. In this village, most of the people 

speak Tiwa language. Nagaon is nearest 

town of this village which is approximately 

19 km away. From surveyed data in this 

village, the primary sector activities are the 

main source of income and employment. 

Above 80 percent people are depend on 

agricultural activities. They use traditional 

method for agriculture cultivation. They 

basically use human and bullock powers in 

their farming like wooden plough with iron 

ploughshare, iron hoe- with bamboo handle, 

etc. In this village, machines, chemical 

fertilizers and pesticides are scantily used. 

From surveyed data, literacy rate is very 

poor in this village. 

              The following table 3.7 shows the 

Human development indicators and 

evidences from primary survey. 
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Table: 3.7 

Human Development Indicators: Evidences from Primary Survey 

Sl. No. Indicator of Human Development Value 

1 Life expectancy at birth 0.64 

2 Educational Index 0.57 

3 Income Index 0.290 

Source: Calculated from primary survey, 2020. 

From the above calculate data, HDI is found to be 0.47. This shows that the human 

development index is very low for Tiwa 

communities in comparison to state (0.57) 

and national level (0.647).  

3.3 Policy Recommendations 

                The Primary objective of any 

empirical study is to take out policy 

implications for addressing the various 

issues and challenges focused during the 

process of investigation. The following 

policy recommendations are suggested for 

effective implementation of the strategies to 

the pace of human development in Nagaon 

district. 

 The study revealed that the low levels of 

income of the households of the study 

area in the district. In this case, the first 

priority of the government should be 

make efforts to the income levels of the 

households. In addition to providing 

wage employment opportunities for the 

households and importance on ―Self-

help‖ group and inclusive growth in the 

study area. 

 The study indicated that the low literacy 

level of the respondents of the study area 

in the district. In this context, for 

improving literacy levels of the 

population, it must be needed the 

established higher educational institution 

to adopt nearby village to strive to 

improve the literacy levels of the 

population in the district. 

 The important finding indicates that 

majority of the households depend on 

agricultural activities in the study area, 

approximately 72 percent. In order to 

improve agriculture productivity, 

Government should be taken various 

initiatives in agriculture  such as 

irrigation facilities, modern technology 

method used in agriculture, HYV seeds, 

fertilizers, pesticides and insecticides etc  

in  the district. 

Conclusion: From the study, it can be 

clearly say that majority of Tiwa people are 

still lagging behind in the pace of socio-

economic development. They are very 

economically poor and living minimum 

subsistence level. In this context, it is more 

essential that the tribal people are actively 

involved in decision making progress in 

planning and the implementations of the 

programmes and it also creates more 

confidence among them in the policies of the 

government. This type of approach would 

make the planned efforts of the government 

with more significant.  
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MARGINALITY AND SOCIAL JUSTICE: 

A READING OF H.L.V. DEROZIO‟S „FREEDOM TO 

THE SLAVE‟ AND „THE ORPHAN GIRL‟ 
 

Dipak Jyoti Baruah 

Abstract 

This paper is a critique upon the lyricism of H.L.V. Derozio vis-à-vis his socialistic 

humanism. The study would be made against the socio-political and historical background of 

the Ideological moorings of the poet. The paper is by and large an analytical study, which is 

facilitated by close reading of the two poems: ―Freedom to the Slave‖ and ―Orphan Girl‖. It is 

also aided by a study upon the relevant socio political and historical background. The method 

of deductive reasoning is used while dealing with the subject. 

 

Key words: socialistic humanism ideological deductive 

 

True to his Indianness, H.L.V 

Derozio in his expressions shared the major 

concerns, fears and longings of a common 

suffering Indian of his time. Though he 

wrote in the English language, as regards to 

his attitudes, modes and outlooks, he had the 

mind of a complete ‗Indian‘ intellectual. The 

social renaissance of his time and the anti-

colonial consciousness that was growing on 

in the minds of the people- this would 

explain the radical dynamics of his 

expressions. Having a desire to create a 

space for the marginalized where the 

repressors and oppressors would get their 

dues for attempting to subvert the 

marginalized, he was against the 

condescending postures of the orthodox few 

of the society. 

Bengal was at that time on the face of a 

cultural and intellectual Renaissance, as the 

spread of western education was beginning 

to bring a strong enthusiasm for learning 

from the western science, philosophy and 

literature. Being the nerve centre for modern 

education, Kolkata (then Calcutta) was 

opening door of liberal humanism along 

with nationalism through such stalwarts 

among the contemporary intelligentsias like 

Raja Rammohan Roy (1772-1833). 

Rammohan Roy wrote against the practice 

of idolatry among the Hindus, defended the 

Hindu theological position against the 

Christian criticism and also launched a 

movement against the practice of Sati. His 

tirade against the Sati tradition and idolatry 

got expressed through several of his writings 

thus influencing many a hearts and 

consequently boosting the growth of 

polemical literature. Rammohan Roy and his 

ilk responded to the contemporary reality of 

their country through their literature which 
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played a pivotal role in bringing about a 

process of radicalization of thoughts among 

many a youth of their time. Writing about 

the position of Rammohon Roy in the social 

and cultural awakening in the first half of the 

nineteenth century, historian Bipan Chandra 

writes: 

―….While a large number of Indians 

refused to come to terms with the 

West and still put their faith in 

traditional Indian ides and 

institutions, others gradually came to 

hold that elements of modern 

Western thoughts had to be imbibed 

for the regeneration of their society. 

They were impressed in particular by 

modern science and the doctrines of 

reason and humanism. The central 

figure in this awakening was 

Rammohun Roy, who is rightly 

regarded as the first great leader of 

modern India.‖ (Bipan Chandra 128) 

Rammohan tried to make people aware of 

the corrupt practices and domination of the 

contemporary upper class people in the 

name of religion and politics. Priests, for 

example, exploited the ignorant masses by 

spreading superstitions and engaging them 

to many irrational rites. He wanted that his 

countrymen awoke to the need of human 

dignity in the social life. He was a scholar 

par say with felicity over a number of 

languages and intellectually he was well 

versed with the thoughts of both East and 

West. He was contesting the practice of 

idolatry by the Hindus through illustrations 

from the Vedas. Citing the Vedas, he argued 

that the ancient Hindu texts preached the 

worship of one God. Rammohan tried to 

promote a spirit of rational approach about 

everything- Indian religion and traditions not 

spared. He spearheaded an intellectual 

revolution towards reform of Hinduism 

while not undermining the inner strength of 

its philosophy. He criticized certain things 

about the religion which he considered to be 

the results of the dogmas of orthodoxy and 

he was declared a heretic and an outcaste by 

his detractors for such a stance of him. In 

1828 he gave birth to a religious society 

known as the Brahmo Samaj. It was a liberal 

form of the Hinduism based on the principle 

of human dignity and anti-idolatry. He was 

also a rebel against many other medieval 

dogmas prevalent in his contemporary 

Indian society including a woman becoming 

Sati at the death of her husband and the 

taboo related with the remarriage of a 

widow. He led a movement with drawing 

participation from many likeminded people 

against such social practices. He was also a 

pioneer in Indian journalism. He published 

journals and wrote in them about the social 

injustices of his time.  

Derozio in his thoughts and expressions 

displayed similar ideological moorings and 

he threw his leadership among a section of 

bright students of the Hindu College, where 

he was working as a Lecturer in order to 

shape their intellectual and creative horizons 

in such a way that they would come to 

question the old, decadent traditions, rites 

and customs. Derozio was teaching at the 

Hindu College in between 1826 and 1831. 

An air of radicalism in the sphere of 

thoughts and activities of a section of the 

educated youth of the time was greatly in 

evidence due to his influential leadership, 

who with their daring socio-political 
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outlook, expressed disdain over the colonial 

rule and also the social injustices prevalent 

in the public life of their time.  Derozio from  

the environment of the time imbibed the 

spirit of social reform, rationalism and 

concerns for the contemporary reality- 

things that were generally  being embodied 

by the debates initiated by Raja Rammohan 

Roy. As regards to the  bright students of his 

college, he baptized them with a spirit of 

free thinking. The ideals of the French 

Revolution: liberty, equality and freedom 

became the ideals of the life of these youth 

who besides other things ―carried forward 

Ramomohan‘s tradition of educating the 

people in social, economic and political 

questions through newspapers, pamphlets 

and public associations‖ (Bipan 

Chandra135). Being positioned at the 

crossroads of the dawn of the towering 

sweep of the renaissance, their intellect was 

mainly a product of the spread of English 

education. The political thinkers, 

philosophers and scientists of the West had 

greatly influenced the thoughts and ideas of 

the educated section of the Bengalis of the 

time. They by throwing open for the people 

the doors of universe of knowledge and 

ideas, started liberalizing their minds and 

emancipating them from much of their 

traditional bondage of thoughts and beliefs. 

The marvels of the Renaissance was starting 

to revolutionize the Bengals‘ society from 

the early part of the nineteenth century. It 

was shaping up a host of youths of time with 

an intellectual order, and also by boosting 

their moral fibre. Many of them wanted to 

share their knowledge and sensibilities with 

their fellow beings through creative means. 

They felt that literature and art could be 

effective means for disseminating new ideas 

and for bringing about certain amount of 

changes to the society. Above all, the 

western type of education aroused a social 

consciousness and also inspired a spirit of 

revolt in the mind a sizeable section of youth 

against many age-old superstitions and 

orthodoxies of various kinds. Their social 

awareness became the guiding principle for 

all their creative works through which they 

tried to promote the need of liquidating the 

harmful superstitions and taboos. Revolting 

against social hypocrisies and promoting 

gender equality too had figured in their 

agenda. In fact the beginning of the 

nineteenth century witnessed certain 

newness in the entire social, cultural and 

economic scenario of the world, as the world 

was on the face of a modern era where the 

leaders of the societies all over the globe 

tried to preach a religion free from 

orthodoxy and dogma and lay importance 

upon the religion of humanity. It was an era 

where the tradition was challenged and old 

values were no longer considered tenable. 

All this had some impact upon the cultural-

political life of then Bengal. Derozio also 

associated himself actively with an 

organization called ‗Young Bengal‘. Under 

his leadership ‗Young Bengal‘ grew by leaps 

and bounds. It was an organization which 

thrived on the principle of loving knowledge 

and giving up the habit of believing anything 

based on unreason. The members of the 

Society were convinced that unless people 

came out of their medieval orthodox 

outlook, no real progress of the mind and 

society could be possible. Founded by a 

band of brilliant students of the Hindu 

College, the Society was instrumental in 
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spreading the sensibility that there was need 

of reestablishment of the social life on the 

basis of reason and truth. The aim of the 

body was to get the society freed from the 

things like superstitions, idolatry and 

unuseful social dogmas.  The Young Bengal 

was also bringing out a few journals from 

time to (viz. Parthenon, Jnananesan, Hindu 

Pioneer, Quill and Bengal Spectator). In 

1828, Derozio also formed a platform as 

means of intellectual exercises by the 

students of the Hindu College, named: 

‗Academic Association‘. The members of 

this Society drew their perspectives about an 

ideal society from the ideas of the thinkers 

like Voltaire, Hume, Locke and Tom Paine. 

Debates on various contemporary social, 

political and economic issues were 

organized under the aegis of the Young 

Bengal and the Academic Association and 

for all such activities, many scholars tend to 

consider these as pioneering institutions in 

the formation of the foundation of the 

Bengal Renaissance. Thanks to the Young 

Bengal movement and the writings of 

Rammohan Roy, during that time in Bengal, 

issues on women‘s education, the practice of 

Sati and the plight of the widows in the 

contemporary Hindu Society too got a 

ground for lively discussions. These issues 

also received adequate reflection in the prose 

and poetry of the time. Inspired by Derozio, 

the members of the Young Bengal in 

particular tried to make the best use of the 

time and advanced the movement by an 

arduous effort of building public opinions 

through news papers, journals, pamphlets 

and public associations. The role played by 

the Young Bengal in this regard may be well 

understood from the fact that Pyarichand 

Mitra- the writer of the first Bangla novel: 

‗Alaler Ghare Dulal‘ was also a member of 

the Young Bengal and he has etched his 

name in the history of Bengal as a harbinger 

of women education. He and all other 

members of the group made vigorous 

campaign for the education of women and 

remarriage of the Hindu widow. It may be 

noted that even after his death, the legacy of 

Derozio remained crucial for shaping up of 

the mind and sensibilities of yet another 

generation of youth in Bengal and the case 

of Pyarichand can be an example in this 

context. No wonder then that Derozio is 

considered to be one of the pioneers of the 

Bengal Renaissance. 

It was through the social reform movement 

steered by Rammohan Roy, Gopal Krishna 

Gokhle etc. in the nineteenth century that the 

modern liberalism took its birth and shape in 

India. Derozio‘s sensitivity about the 

underdogs of the society was the outcome of 

his passionate following of such a legacy. In 

the poems: ‗Freedom to the Slave‘ and ‗The 

Orphan Girl‘, for example, the poet brings 

before us the images of two different figures 

who are among the common suffering 

masses who are always defenseless by 

circumstances. The objective of the poet in 

these poems is to stimulate our empathy and 

solidarity, our passionate pity for the 

wretched amongst us. To the poet, they are 

but his fellow beings, having to undergo 

tremendous sufferings due to the brutal and 

sordid circumstances in a world where 

justice is denied to a large chunk of 

denizens. However, the squalor and 

depravity are the things not just for these 

two beings alone, the tyrannical system lets 

loose a cache of monstrous ordeal to a whole 
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lot of human beings amongst us, which takes 

control of their fate by its ingenuous ways of 

making them petty foil to its ruthless passion 

and desires for pelf and booty. In the poem: 

‗Freedom to the Slave‘, the poet very 

brilliantly and sensitively extrospects upon 

the condition of a slave. The slave is a man 

who cannot come to terms with the world 

around him like the others who are not in the 

chains. In his bondage to his master, he is 

deprived of the natural rational-analytical 

self and one can easily surmise upon, why a 

slave cannot make his escape route from his 

master on his own. To highlight upon the 

psychological depravity, anguish and the 

subdued state of his being, the poet incites 

us to do an imagining about how one (a 

slave) might be feeling when he suddenly 

ceases to be a slave. The poem may also be 

taken as a symbolic representation of the 

deep yearning of the poet along with his 

fellow countrymen for freedom from the 

colonial subjugation. However, apart from 

that, Derozio was also a revolutionary, who 

spoke of action to his followers for bringing 

change in terms of the prevailing 

environment of injustice, oppression and 

tyranny. From this perspective, one can also 

find in his persona a kind of introspective 

attitude for exploring the essential crisis in 

the contemporary society of man. He finds 

that a man is chained more by his condition 

of a deep rooted subservience to a system in 

which he is reigned upon by another man 

who robs him of the human dignity or lends 

him upon a state of human depravity. The 

man who is sought to be subservient by his 

masters under ruthless terms have to 

undergo excruciating mental sufferings 

mainly from his deep sense of the loss of 

human dignity. Human beings suffer in the 

name of caste, creed, religion and 

nationalities, yet even the most degraded 

man in subjugation may retain somewhere 

inside him some trace of a longing for being 

recognized as a human being, which one 

may also call as his longing for freedom. 

The poem is not a philosophic one, but one 

written strategically with a view to touch 

upon a feeling in our mind about 

spontaneous recognition of the elixir of 

liberties. It is the poet‘s way of affirming 

why it is appropriate for anyone to rebel 

against the subjugator, who brings the 

dignity of a human being to the level of a 

slave‘s (be that repressor one composite 

body of system or a single individual). The 

quotation from Campbell : ―And as the slave 

departs, the man returns‖-given in the 

beginning of the poem summarizes the 

poet‘s view of man in a civilized society. 

The line relates to us about the essence of 

human dignity. A man can retain his dignity 

as a human being so long as he is a free 

being for such a man is conspicuous by his 

nurturing of rational and analytical thoughts. 

He is unable to see, assess and comprehend 

the world in his own way if terms are set 

forcefully upon him by another person or 

another force. It is in this sense that the 

poem concludes with the lines: 

Blest be the generous hand 

that breaks 

The chain a tyrant gave, 

And feeling for degraded man 

Gives freedom to the slave.  

(‗Freedom to the Slave‘.  25-

28) 

-Here, the poet says that since the enchained 

cannot come out voluntarily from his yoke, 
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he is bound to look upon for rescue by 

certain other people. These people, he hopes, 

can change his condition by taking the 

cudgel upon their hands to break the chain 

put up by the tyrant. 

If in the above lyric the poet‘s heart pines 

for a generous hand which could grapple 

with the challenge to break the chain to 

which the slave is reigned in, in the other 

poem, i.e. ‗The Orphan Girl‘, he draws the 

dreary life of an innocent beautiful orphan 

girl with all the vulnerabilities that she is 

constrained to negotiate with all along her 

survival. Thus, the poet in these poems is 

found deeply moved by the suffering of the 

marginalized and the distressed section of 

the society. The uncertain fate of the orphan 

girl deeply moves the poet and he blames the 

insensitivity of the society for deprivation of 

the social justice deserved by her as a human 

being. In order to draw empathy from his 

readers, he compares certain of her features 

with the things of nature. Her hair is as black 

as the wing of a raven, her cheek‘s 

complexion is as pink as the colour of tulip, 

her voice is as soft as the night wind‘s 

melody, her brow is as beautiful as the 

moonbeam etc. Then the poet goes to inform 

the readers about the circumstances behind 

her ‗life‘s dreary desert‘. Her father had 

sacrificed his life in war being a soldier; and 

her mother could not survive for long after 

her father‘s death as she was under profound 

shock and sorrowful distress over the 

incident. For her, there is no humane 

treatment for the distressed in the society she 

lives in even as she has to lead a life of 

humiliation being physically, mentally and 

sexually assaulted by the people. In the 

bleak and dreary world of her, she has no 

friends to rely upon and there is no ‗shelter‘ 

where she could expect to be greeted with a 

warm and generous heart: 

She hath no friend on this 

cold, bleak earth, 

To give her a shelter, a home, 

and a hearth; 

Through life‘s dreary desert 

alone she must wend,… 

(‗The Orphan Girl‘. 16-18) 

If at the end of the lyric: ‗Freedom to the 

Slave‘, the poet desperately looks for a 

generous hand which could grapple with the 

challenge to break the chain to free the slave 

from the clutches of his tyrant, at the end of 

this poem too he appeals for someone‘s hand 

to assuage the sorrows of the orphan girl and 

to save her from her uncertain fate. A ‗poor 

friendless wanderer‘ as she is, the girl 

desperately hankers after the warmth of a 

generous heart and will there be anyone who 

could honour himself by helping her out  to 

change her condition?: 

And blest be for ever his 

honored name 

Who shelters an orphan from 

sorrow and shame! 

(‗The Orphan Girl‘. 28,29) 

The objective of both the poems thus is to 

arouse the passionate sympathy of the 

readers to the damned denizens of a society 

who have to lead a wretched life owing to 

the inequality and injustice, and not 

basically due to the cruelty of their fate. By 

drawing a pen picture of their condition of 

human depravity he tries to jolt the readers 

into an awareness about the need of 

expressing solidarity for the vulnerable 

suffering multitudes in this earth upon whom 
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the hegemonic societies ‗regale‘ in inflicting 

sorrows and shame. Besides this, Derozio‘s 

concern for the burdened life of the women 

in his contemporary society also gets echoed 

through the evocative lines of ‗The Orphan 

Girl‘. During his time, the Bengal 

Renaissance was at its nascent state and the 

social reformists were beginning a crusade 

against the rite of Sati. They were also trying 

to arouse the people‘s solidarity in favour of 

adoption of an Act permitting the widow 

remarriage. True to his self as a humanist, 

Derozio was also passionately advocating 

for the women‘s rights and this poem is a 

specimen of his solidarity with the 

movement for the human rights of women 

which was continuing during his time. In 

this context, we may further refer to his 

narrative poem: ‗The Fakeer of Jungheera‘. 

This poem is a narrative about the distressed 

life of Nulinee, a high- caste Hindu widow- 

who was rescued by a robber-chief from 

being burnt in the funeral pyre of her late 

husband. The robber-chief had been in love 

with the woman but he had to sacrifice his 

life for his act of saving Nulinee from her 

imminent death and following the death of 

the robber-chief, Nulinee had to undergo 

further distress.  

Derozio in his own way carried forward 

Rammohan Roy‘s trail blazing movement of 

making of a new India based upon the 

principle of education and social justice. 

Poetry, debates and other modes of 

intellectual discourses were the tools for him 

in propagating the humanistic values for 

social reforms. Thus, Derozio was an 

outstanding champion of the doctrines of 

reason and humanism who took upon 

lyricism as a means to arouse and spread the 

awareness about the need of building a 

society on the premises of human dignity 

and social justice.  
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COLONIALITY OF CULTURE AND ORAL HISTORY  

IN NORTH EAST INDIA 
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Abstract 

In this article, I analyse a central knot that relates to North East India‘s historical 

writing: the interrelation between coloniality and culture. I explore the ways in within which 

approaches to North East India‘s colonial past have been reworked over time, more 

significantly post 1857. I historicize these shifts by framing them against international 

intellectual developments and the cultural and political currents that reconfigured the past in 

this region. I argue that new lines of inquiry are needed to raise some probing questions about 

the colonial underpinnings and cultural manipulation that history writing did in an 

exceedingly colonial context in this region.  

 

Introduction 

There is deep relationship between 

culture, folklore and oral history. Initially, 

once it developed within the western 

world, it merely meant the study of 

traditions, ancient customs and festivals, 

dateless ballads, myths, legends, tales and 

fables. From these, students went on to 

create their own deductions of past history, 

life designs, cultures and customs. Most of 

these deductions were made, not by 

positioning oneself in the past, but by what 

one already knew. However these didn't 

pass the scientific parameter of rationality 

as large gaps in these deductions were left 

uncovered. In later years, as there was an 

outgrowth of human understanding of 

nature, culture and folklore were thought to 

be a natural expression of man in rural 

areas before town, commerce and 

organized civilization 

emerged.Historically, the conception of 

folklore additionally meant that it hid the 

identity of the authors, obscuring their 

origins, as these got transmitted from 

generation to generation. In this sense, it 

legitimized historical songs and tales as 

integral components of the cultural 

heritage of society. Yet, the obscurities of 

people‘s narratives were embroiled in 

complications on their origin, and to offer 

credible explanation, and had to be placed 

within the hands of some creator: divine or 

human. In the absence of a human creator, 

narration was then assigned to the 

collective tradition of the community. 

There was therefore no area in folklore for 

personal tales and poems. Any expression 

had thusto pass through the sieve of a long 

history of communal approval before it 

was often thoughtabout as folklore. 

Analysis on folklore looked into the 
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different associated problems with this 

communality, its relationship to the 

individual, rights, people transmission, 

themes, language and forms. Communal 

creation, recreation, expression and 

transmission became cornerstones of 

folklore and cultural analysis. Tangled 

with the attribute of communality is the 

conception that folklore and cultural 

expressions are universal. This is why 

folklore expression is often expressed and 

cast among a selected community and 

expresses its distinctiveness by 

transcending the boundaries of language 

and region. Researchers then realize these 

expressions in numerous terms and relate 

them to remote countries.These links 

facilitate to recreate historical processes of 

the past in distinctive ways. The study of 

folklore and cultureas it developed and 

relied on the certain markers helped 

distinguish it as a separate branch of study. 

This thus helped to trace the historical 

roots of society and culture.  

In the light of the above, folklore 

analysis has told the story of the Americas 

and Europe since the dawn of humanity. In 

this sense, transmission of folklore could 

be a very important a part of the 

methodological study of folklore. Without 

human intervention in the study of these 

beliefs, customs and traditions over space 

and time, these would be relegated as 

cultural scraps and become a part of 

cultural anthropology. Like other different 

forms of academic analysis, folklore and 

cultural analysis also traces live 

experiences from the past and present 

histories of evolution of communities and 

the social expression of man. The 

folklorist, in effect, tries to grasp the 

importance of those passed on data, in 

varied forms, that constitutes the core of 

oral socio-cultural history (Dundes and 

Bronner, 2007). It therefore transcends the 

barrier of language and has several aspects 

of historical and organic process. 

Traditionally, folklore and oral 

history remains outside the domain of 

known time, and hence, at its original 

stage, precedes any acknowledged 

recorded history. They are the primitive, 

crude expressions of the literary, visual, 

and musical cultural heritage of the people 

of a particular region which has emerged 

over time. Naturally, therefore folklore in 

its primary state has never been claimed to 

represent a pure and uncontaminated 

primeval and perennial recitation.There is 

always a loss of learning, inventive 

improvisation, and additional general 

historical processes of cultural contacts and 

evolution that often contribute to the 

alteration of themes and tenor of folklore 

and oral history. However, it's also 

additionally true that those elements of 

folklore and oral history have been 

transmitted over time which has withstood 

the test of time. Many such communally 

and culturally helpful traditions to society 

have either been lost or discarded which 

have failed to maintain some form of 

purity over time. This, therefore, provides 

the scientific underpinning to folklore, 

cultural studies and oral history. In spite of 

the popularity of such historical factors, a 

constitution of folklore and oral history is 

that those stories, songs, practises and 

sayings which exist within a minimum 

standard of their ancient predecessors are 
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generally accepted. These naturally get 

transmitted from generation to generation 

solely through a verbal medium before the 

arrival of writing skills. The oral nature of 

folklore is one among the crucial attributes 

that qualifies some folklore as authentic, 

whereas those which have evidentiary 

contact with written texts become 

contaminated (Ben-Ami and Dan, 1983).  

The concept of folklore, has 

therefore over the years, consolidated with 

the expression and interrelation of many of 

the above attributes. These have set the 

standards and limits for the study of 

folklore, and often oral history, as a part of 

cultural analysis. One of the important 

features of a nation that had been subjected 

to a legacy of coloniality is also the politics 

and processes of identity formation 

through cultural manipulation. In this 

sense, coloniality is the pattern of power 

that emerges from an invisible part of 

history (Lissovoyand Bailon, 2019). 

Modernity and coloniality are concepts 

thathave been initially presented by 

scholars such asAnibal Quijano (2007) and 

Walter Nignolo (2007). They argued that 

concept of modernity and coloniality are 

inseparable and that decolonization has to 

look deeply into their inter relationships 

and underpinnings. Thus, critical academic 

and identity research, in a decolonial 

setting, cannot ignore the influences of 

coloniality in any geographical setting.   

 

Colonial Transmission and Culture 

In this article, I present a central 

conceptual knot that concerns North East 

India‘s historical writing: the 

interrelationship between culture and 

colonization. Most cultural and traditional 

knowledge analysis within the North East 

has taken a narrative, archiving, and 

mapping pathway, instead of having an 

analytical and probing path. In none of the 

literature that I surveyed, the impact of a 

colonially reconstructed culture and oral 

history was highlighted. Thus, there has 

been a gap in the connections and 

processes of the past with the present and 

the transmission modes of many of these 

histories have remained nebulous.I use 

secondary sources to explore and interpret 

the ways in which approaches to North 

East India‘s colonial past have been 

transformed over time, more particularly 

post 1857. I attempt to historicize these 

shifts by framing them against 

international intellectual developments and 

the cultural and political discourse that 

reconfigured the past in this region. I argue 

that new lines of inquiry are required to 

ask some probing questions about the 

cultural manipulation that writing did in a 

colonial context. As such, there is a 

necessity to reassess how cultural 

colonization actually worked on the 

ground.  

In explaining how the question of 

culture came to occupy centre stage in 

colonial historiography and its 

transmission, we need to recognize that 

this shift is not unique but rather part of a 

broader shift in the intellectual terrain post 

1857. This was when the form of 

colonialism itself changed in several 

colonial territories in India, Africa, 

Australia and New Zealand. Over the past 

decades international scholarships on the 

dynamics of empire building and the 
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nature of colonial culture have thus shifted 

to the very centre of historical debate. 

Cultural colonialism has been root cause in 

manipulation, reinterpretation or neglect of 

folklore, oral history and cultural practices.  

TalalAsad‘s scholarship presented 

how questions of colonialism inflected the 

governing assumptions of anthropology 

(Asad, 1973). But it was later that 

anthropologists began to take deeper 

interest in untangling the colonial projects 

in ways other than economics. A growing 

scholarly engagement with African and 

South Asian writers began in the 1970s 

that posed new scholarly questions and 

challenges to the traditional reading of 

colonialism (Fanon, Mandani et al). Soon, 

many historians were raising issues on the 

coherence of colonial history and the 

growing divide between colonial history 

and the national historiographies of former 

colonies. New scholarly literature and 

political debates reframed the significance 

of colonialism as a historical problem. 

Indigenous activists and critical 

intellectuals argued that colonialism did 

not merely resort to empire building but 

engaged in cultural elimination, violence 

and dispossession. This led to social, 

economic, and cultural marginalization of 

indigenous peoples. In the case of New 

Zealand, for example, this kind of 

argument can be found in the works of 

scholars like Dick Scott (Scott, 1975), 

while other scholars such as Fanon and 

Mamdani produced similar scholarly 

literature in the African context. In South 

Asia, we find scholars such as 

GayatriShivak and RanajitGuha (Guha, 

1981) who did seminal works in this area 

of research. Such scholarly re-evaluations, 

which framed the development of cultural 

colonialism around dispossession, 

exclusion and conflict is also reflected in 

Australian scholarship of scholars like 

Raymond Evans, Kay Saunders and 

Kathryn Cronin.  

As already mentioned, in India, the 

Subaltern Studies Group led by 

RanajitGuha and others undercut the 

traditional narratives stressing on the 

conflicts between social collectives and the 

relationships of social identities. In this 

sense, indigenous and subaltern violence as 

well as their suppression and dispossession 

were seen, not as unfortunate side effects 

of the national freedom movement, but 

instead as integral part of the colonial 

project that redefined cultural aspects. 

Thus, a new thinking of writing history 

from bottom up, that relied on oral history 

and folklore took root in India. This was a 

marked intellectual shift from the 

traditional colonial sources that most 

historians relied upon. In the end, the new 

cultural history was concerned with finding 

meaning in cultural transmission, often 

expressed in the form of folklore. This 

attention towards culture was marked by a 

new engagement with scholars such as 

Foucault and Said. There was a 

preoccupation with the construction and 

management of cultural differences that 

came to be integral to indirect rule 

colonialism. 

These international scholarships did 

filter into the study of colonialism and 

culture in North East India. My own work 

on indirect rule colonialism (Goswami, 

2016) reflects and presents to a great extent 
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how the colonial project was based more 

on a cultural footing than on an economic 

one. This led to expression of a new form 

of structural violence. This has led to 

strong connection between cultural 

expressions, such as folklore and oral 

history, and the processes of colonial 

transmission. Thus, colonization can be 

better understood as a sequence of 

processes where exploration, invasion, 

occupation, appropriation, and nation 

building depended on the creation of 

cultural asymmetries. This led to political 

and economic inequalities (Gibbons).  

Analysing the colonial past through 

the lens of culture is, therefore a crucial 

transition in our historiography. Most 

importantly, this approach greatly enlarges 

our understanding of what colonialism 

means. In this sense, colonialism is no 

longer simply an economic process of 

exploitation, but is rather a tool that 

permeates culture, including folklore and 

oral history. This also meant that the best 

way to approach the study of colonialism 

was through ethnographic studies that 

traced back live cultural and folklore 

existence. Sources that hitherto seemed to 

belong to the domain of culture, such as 

stories, ballads, poems, travel narratives, 

ethnographic texts, literature and art, thus 

takes a new analytical importance. This 

shift is also reinforced by the 

contemporary turn to questions of empire 

in literary studies and the present interest 

of postcolonial scholars in understanding 

colonialism through non-literary forms of 

cultural production. 

 

 

Cultural colonialism in the North East 

In the background of the above 

discussions, it is necessary to understand 

exploitation and identity in North East 

India from a new prism of cultural 

colonialism. The year 1826, when the 

Yandaboo pact was signed, is usually 

referred as a reference point for any 

discussion on Assam‘s colonial history. It 

had been through this pact between the 

British and the Burmese that Assam 

became a colonial province in 1826. By 

this time, the ‗Assamese‘, had become an 

established community settled in this 

region over centuries. The Ahoms, several 

caste Hindu groups and other indigenous 

people had assimilated into each other to a 

great extent. Spiritual conversion had also 

contributed significantly to the assimilation 

of native autochthonous peoples. A 

„borasom‟ (greater Assam) as it is 

regionally known, existed. As the British 

started colonial expansion within the 

region, they encountered a society that 

didn't fit the standards of a vertically 

organized caste-based society of North 

India. Rather, colonial ethnographers 

found various autochthonous communities 

cohabiting with other Hindu communities 

in a socially cohesive society. This society 

presented a challenging and confusing 

social fabric that was troublesome to 

interpret. So, British ethnographers 

labelled these peoples and their culture as 

―absent subjects‖ (Saikia, 2004).  

As the province became subject to 

a sustained program of colonialexpansion 

and economic exploitation, the age-old 

trade links of Assam with regions to the 

east, like Asian nations of Bhutan and 
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China, were cut off. Instead colonial rulers 

started to open up the trade routes to the 

west. It was around this time in 1858 that 

Henry Maine developed his theory of 

indirect rule colonialism. This form of 

colonialism initially implemented in 

Assam shifted the focus to a new form of 

cultural colonialism that did not erase or 

exploit differences but started to manage 

them (Goswami, 2016). The content and 

implementation of Maine‘s indirect rule 

colonialism was therefore immensely 

different from earlier paradigms enforced 

by the British.  

The East India Company had since 

1757 allowed native kings (like 

PurnadharSingha in Assam) retain their 

political authority with the power to pass 

law, subject to British superintendence and 

management including the payment of a 

royalty (Iyer, 2008). Maine‘s indirect rule 

was additionally focused on managing the 

cultural differences of conquered elites, 

whereas the earlier direct rule colonialism 

was primarily premised on economic 

exploitation. In this sense, indirect rule 

erased the differences between the 

colonizer and the colonized, acknowledged 

the differences between the colonized 

people and tried to shape them. In trying to 

shape these differences, colonial 

ethnographers tried to differentiate 

everything in Assam between the Western 

ideas of universal civilization and non-

Western ideas of native customs. This 

meant a shift from the homogenizing ideas 

of civilization to articulating and managing 

local variations in society. This resulted in 

an exceedingly new variety of 

protectionism and cultural reinterpretation 

that tried to preserve customs and 

traditions, produce new political identities, 

and endeavoured to form their own 

perception of the past.This laid a path for 

new forms of histories, and new identities 

for the inhabitants of the region. The 

shaping of this new variety of colonialism 

was achieved by creating new histories, 

discarding oral histories, and reinterpreting 

folklore that had been transmitting and 

memorializing the past. This established a 

brand new genre of colonial history. As 

this new paradigm of cultural colonialism 

expanded over time, the tools of censuses 

and the institution of a separate legal 

apparatuses completed this institutional 

structure. In essence, as I have already 

mentioned, indirect rule aimed to form the 

subjectivities of the entire society 

inhabiting Assam and did not focus only 

on the elites as economic colonialism 

normally does. This necessitated a shift 

focused from just mobilizing and 

exploiting natural resources to the shaping, 

reinterpretation and physical change of 

cultures, cultural elements, cultural 

indicators and identities. Thyus, in the end, 

colonialism in the North East additionally 

incorporated major components of cultural 

colonialism (Mamdani, 2013). 

In the early colonial years, the two 

opposing systems of non-intervention in 

local affairs and annexation of territory 

continuedside by saide.However, post the 

Sepoy Movement of 1857, the thought and 

approach towards the tribals underwent a 

basic change in the colonial thought. This 

came to be referred to as the ‗forward 

policy‘. Based on a nativist theory, the 

colonial agents outlined the ‗hills‘ tribes as 
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totally different from the ‗plains‘ 

population. Slowly, in due course of time, 

the hill tribes were slowly conquered one 

by one, and as the character of indirect rule 

differed from place to place, it was 

difficult to understand whether the changes 

were part of administrative reforms or part 

of a larger cultural colonial paradigm.To 

keep up this continuous policy of 

colonisation, imperialists ab-initio focused 

on the administration of the hill areas. 

However, in later years, the administration 

began to affect all aspects of life for the 

native people. Ultimately, based on this 

new colonial administration, the social 

group areas of North East came to relish a 

special exclusivity in the name of 

protecting their cultures, though research 

has now established that this protectionism 

actually became reinterpretation and 

reconstruction of social and cultural life. 

(Goswami, 2016) 

That a special thought for the social 

group folks of the North East was being 

enforced is seen within the directions of Sir 

Cecil Beadon, elected official of 

geographic area (1862-1867):  

A main principle to be adopted in 

the administration of these people 

when they have been made to feel 

the power of the Government and 

submitted to its authority is not to 

leave them in their old state, but 

while adopting a simple plan of 

Government suitable to their 

present conditions and 

circumstances, and interfering as 

little as possible with existing 

institutions, to extend our 

intercourse with them, and 

endeavour to introduce among 

them civilization and order 

(Zorema, 2007). 

 

It was Edward Gait, an official of the 

colonial administration, who wrote the first 

colonial history of Assam. He named his 

book A History of Assam and it still 

continues to be a regular source of study 

and research  in the state.Gait started his 

book with several controversial statements 

by referring to the Ahoms as invaders 

(there is a difference between invaders and 

migrants) and the Mahabharata and 

Puranas as myths. These labels continue to 

stick till today. Gait further declared that 

history itself was unknown to the first 

inhabitants of province and the ―the stories 

culled from later sources cannot, of course, 

be dignified with the name of history‖ 

(Gait, 1906). This official variety of 

history-writing therefore discarded and 

omitted the traditional knowledge 

primarily based oral history and folklore of 

the region, thereby manufacturing a 

moralist top-down history that didn't 

mirror the subaltern (Guha and Spivak, 

1988). Fredrick  

Luggard, who was the colonial 

administrator in Africa, later transported 

and enforced this post 1857 variety of 

indirect rule colonialism in that continent. 

Luggard wrote that it indirect rule went on 

the extreme of not mere organization of 

administration but was a much larger 

project that covered the socio-cultural and 

political aspects that governed native 

peoples (Luggard, 1970). The concept of 

creating an ‗authentic‘ native rule, an 

acceptable native culture and a codified 
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indigenous law thus relied upon the sharp 

differentiation between colonially-defined 

natives that was set out in the statutes by 

law. This differentiation has been the main 

focus of a lot of of the governing 

philosophy of indirect rule and continues 

to be implemented in the North East India 

till date. Several histories were written 

throughout this era by colonial historians 

and many British colonial agents began a 

political campaign and state sponsored 

project of official history writing.  

Whereas officials like Edward Gait 

wrote on Assam, others like Hutton and 

Gurdon wrote on the Naga and Khasi 

tribes. Because the British were confused 

in the periodization of these communities 

in Indian history, they, as per their own 

understanding, loosely divided Indian 

history into totally different periods — 

ancient, medieval, and modern. They 

delineated the ancient narratives as the 

golden period in Indian history, and also 

the labelled the medieval period as the 

dark-age. This allowed them the power to 

declare that pre-British Asian nationslike 

India had no history, that the dark age of 

Asian history has been overcome only after 

the arrival of modern civilization with the 

arrival of Europeans. In this way, they 

propagated that they were the new shining 

light in the darkness, and thereby erased 

the differences and antipathy between the 

colonizer and the colonized. The colonizer 

in this case became the saviour and demi-

god. In this manner, colonial agents 

represented themselves as the saviours of 

Assamby guiding the society towards 

civilization. In order to make their 

paradigm of cultural colonialism 

acceptable, different colonial agents in the 

region had one factor in common: they 

wanted to discard ancient and oral 

histories, and replace them with a brand 

new version formed by colonial realities. 

All of these colonial ethnographers 

therefore began their narratives with a 

similar assertion that Assam all those who 

lived here had no previous history. By 

doing so, they discarded not only the oral 

memory as tools of historical analysis but 

also all earlier texts as sources.  

Colonialism came late to the 

Apatanivalley in Arunachal Pradesh. 

British officers had initially visited the 

valley in 1897 and had stayed only for 2 

days, followed by more or less six equally 

transient visits between 1920 and 1930. In 

examining the colonial record and oral 

histories in Arunachal Pradesh, British 

colonial agents emphasised the region‘s 

isolation, despite the fact that the Ahom 

kings of the Brahmaputra valley had 

several deep links and had also negotiated 

treaties with the Hill tribes till the first part 

of the nineteenth century (Blackburn, 

2003).  

A similar approach was followed in 

writing the history of the Khasis. In 1903, 

Sir Bampfylde Fuller, then Chief 

Commissioner of Assam, prepared a 

project for the preparation of a series of 

monographs on the various tribes and 

castes of the region. These studies were 

taken up by specialised colonial writers 

under the consistent theme of cultural 

colonialism and indirect rule developed by 

Maine. Major Gurdon, Superintendent of 

Anthropology in Assam and editor of the 

entire series of these monographs, took 
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upon himself to explain the Khasis. The 

initial contact between the colonizers and 

the inhabitants of the Khasi Hills occurred 

in the middle of the eighteenth century and 

brought them nearer in the aftermath of the 

Burmese invasion in 1824. David Scott, 

the Governor-General‘s Agent, entered the 

Hill territory of the Khasi tribes for the 

first time in that year. In spite of this early 

contact, Gurdon states that no history is 

discernible before the arrival the Welsh 

missionaries later in the century (Gurdon, 

1914).  

Hutton wrote on the Nagas. He 

cites S. E. Peal and laments the delay in the 

study of the Naga tribes and the ensuring 

loss of a lot of material about their past 

histories which, he states may never be 

recovered. In this way, he too rejected the 

oral and traditional narratives of the Nagas 

and he goes on to record, in his own 

manner, several of the changes within the 

customs of the AngamiNagas. With the 

Aos and LhotaNagas, he writes, many 

elderly beliefs and customs were already 

dead and forgotten. As for the Khasis, 

Hutton too states that the history of the 

Naga tribes can't be established out of their 

local obscure traditions. In fact, he writes, 

there is no previous record to understand 

the precise relations that the Naga tribes 

had with the assorted communities of the 

plains before the arrival of the British 

(Hutton, 1921).  

As already mentioned, the History 

of Assamby Edward Gait takes an 

analogous approach and states that the 

science of history, was unknown to the 

first mortal of the province and it is not till 

the Ahom invasion in 1228 that there is 

something approaching a connected 

account of the people and the region. For 

the many hundredsof years previously, 

there were some scattered facts from Hiuen 

Tsang, a Chinese traveller, and ―dubious 

and fractional detailsof the sacred text like 

the Puranas‖. The stories culled from the 

latter sources cannot, he claimed, be 

dignified with the name of history (Gait, 

1906). In order to suit the colonial project 

of indirect rule, Gait went further as he 

even discarded a number of events cited 

within the written histories (buranjis) of 

the Ahoms as unreliable, preferring 

thereby to stress a colonial script. He even 

tries to link the buranjis with Pali 

language, a literary language of Magadh 

province in central India (Gait, 1906). This 

effort aimed to downplay the influence of 

the Ahoms in Assam and tried to 

demonstrate the notion of economic and 

cultural exchange within the western states 

and Assam. This memory was aimed 

toward delegitimizing the Ahom rulers 

(Saikia, 2004). It seems that as more 

colonial agents penetrated the interiors of 

Assam to expand the reach of colonial rule, 

the British ethnographers were continuing 

to write on the dearth of histories of the 

natives in these margins. Thus, a lot of oral 

history were either lost or recast during the 

startof the nineteenth century. 

By this time therefore, colonial 

practises had already established a neat 

classification between the natives of 

Assam – Aryans and non-Aryans – and 

within these broad classifications were 

many other groups and subgroups of caste 

and faith. Within these groups and sub 

groups, the colonial agents found the ‗Tai 
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Ahom‘ which however they could not 

match into any of the established classes or 

castes. So they defined the Tai Ahoms as 

an unknowable community and shortly 

declared them dead. For convenience, a 

brand new class, Assamese, was devised 

and everybody within the region was 

christened with this new name. This 

included several indigenous groups as well 

as the Tai Ahoms.The overwhelming 

majority of Assamese, the colonial agents 

declared, were some form of Hindu. 

Additionally, they also established that 

within Assam, there were other linguistic 

Hindus and Assamese speaking Muslims. 

The Assamese Muslims became Assamese 

by colonial estimation but the Bengali 

Hindus were deemed as a migratory 

community. On the extreme side, the later 

colonial administrators did not make a case 

for what Assamese meant or signified 

(Saikia, 2004). These colonial narrations, 

afterwards, became the normative sources 

of history in post-colonial Assam. 

Conclusion 

As I have presented, it is now well 

established that coloniality is an experience 

of domination by a stronger power and that 

it is ―one of the purest forms of cultural 

destruction as it insistently degrades self-

image of those who are colonized‖. 

Cultural politics involves the expression of 

the collective social values through group 

identities and commitments (Pye and 

Verba, 1965). As such, a nation‘s 

development consists not only of its 

political arrangements but also its cultural 

identity.  

The discussions above clearly sets 

out that colonial manipulationof cultural 

markers, as well as traditional knowledge, 

and oral history led to new varieties of 

colonial rule. Thus, as we shift our focus to 

the study and transmission of colonialism 

from a cultural viewpoint, what assumes 

importance is the cultural dynamics of 

colonialism, and the ways in which 

colonial domination and the tools for such 

domination were used. Colonial 

construction, cultural adulteration, 

manipulation and reinterpretation of 

cultural and oral history, sometimes even 

folklore, needs deeper analysis. We should 

bear in mind the underpinnings and 

background of these spatial, social, and 

cultural locations and institutional 

frameworks from which the colonial logic 

of cultural manipulation arose. It is well 

researched now, that British colonizers in 

India and other colonial regions of the 

world implemented indirect rule 

colonialism based on culture. Naturally, 

this form of colonialism was underpinned 

by colonial interests and European 

understanding of indigenous knowledge in 

North East India. As discussed above, the 

movement of British colonizers into the 

frontier lands of North East India shaped 

the values and expressions of the people 

which were either discarded or were 

changed with the contemporary European 

interpretations.  

Interpretation, under indirect rule, 

thus took a brand new colonial meaning. A 

large part of these colonial interpretations 

were done by non-folklorist, non-oral 

historians and non-cultural experts.  

In his book The Story-Time of 

British Empire: Colonial and Postcolonial 

Folkloristics (Naithani, 2012) Naithani 
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makes a critical presentation of this. 

Heanalyzes the role of traditional 

knowledge scholarship within the 

construction of colonial cultural politics 

and argues, that connecting cultural 

histories, particularly in relation to settled 

countries, is crucial for understanding 

those countries' traditional knowledge.I 

have also presented my own researchof 

these colonial manipulations, influences 

and underpinnings of culture within the 

context of North East India (Goswami, 

2019). This obviously implies that the 

connections between cultural transmission, 

the copy of European models of social 

structure and their cultural practices 

anddynamics of colonial dominance 

remain unclear in this region. I hopefuture 

research will take a deeper look into 

thecoloniality of culture and oral history in 

North East India. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE 

AND EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY 

 

Mercy Hazarika 

Drrpshikha Carpenter 

 

Abstract 

Organizational climate refers to a set of properties of the work environment, beheld 

directly or indirectly by the employees. A healthy organizational climate is an important 

aspect for the success of an organization. The study of the climate of an organizational is 

important as it provides the understanding on the flow of communication, sense of 

involvement, belonginess, team spirit, job satisfaction etc. of employees. Employees‘ 

perception of the work climate is extremely important as it reflects the involvement of 

employees in the organization. Studies reveal that organizations that have a healthy 

organizational climate has more committed employees. Employees who are loyal and 

committed tend to be more productive and hardworking. The aim of this study was to 

examine the factors influencing the organizational climate and to find out if there is a 

relationship between organizational climate and employee productivity. 

 

Keywords: Organizational climate, employee involvement, productivity. 

 

Introduction  

The concept of inclusive education in 

India is relatively new. As a part of 

international standard, India is promoting 

inclusive education according to the 

Sustainable Development Goal 4 on 

education. UNESCO highlights the inclusive 

education system that removes the barriers 

and allows participation and achievement of 

all learners respecting their needs. This 

initiative allows schools to provide a good 

education to all students irrespective of their 

varying abilities. Inclusive education is an 

ongoing process. Greater impetus is given 

from the time of Right to Education Act 

(2009). The major intervention for inclusive 

education under Sarba Siksha Abhiyan 

Mission and Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha 

Abhiyan is to give maximum focus to 

children with special needs. These are 

reflected in identification and enrollment, 

awareness creation, barrier free 

environment, assessment and distribution of 

aids and appliances, corrective surgery, 

curriculum adaptation and distribution of 

Braille Book, Celebration of World 

Disability Day and Braille Day, training of 

teachers, parents and community, 

Conducting of Day care Centre and so on. 

Since our country caters to different sections 

of people, the lens of intersectionality can 
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provide a way in mainstreaming inclusive 

education by broadening the scope.  

The World Conference on Special 

Needs Education in Salamanca (1994) 

adopted a statement on inclusive education 

by representatives of 92 Governments and 

25 International Organisations for the first 

time that set the agenda of inclusiveness of 

special educational needs on a global basis. 

It postulated that learners with disabilities 

who can be educated in general schools 

should be educated in general schools and 

those studying in special schools should be 

transferred to general schools once they are 

ready to make the shift.  UNESCO (2001) 

suggests adaptation of flexible strategies for 

assessment and accreditation that means 

students who learn at a slower pace should 

be allowed to do so to encourage 

maximization of their success in effective 

learning. Booth (1996) has stated that access 

to education is only the first stage in 

overcoming the exclusion of persons with 

special needs. The challenge here is the 

ability to bring a shift in public perspective 

and values. 

According to UNICEF's report on the 

Status of Disability in India (Kundu, 2000) 

states that there are 30 million children in 

India suffering from some kind of disability. 

According to the NCERT- UNESCO 

Regional Workshop report (2000), the 

number of special schools has increased to 

around 3,000 by the year 2000 in 

comparison to 66 schools in the year 1947. 

A NSSO Report (2002) clearly indicates that 

presence of special schools in a parallel 

stream influences the enrollment of children 

with disabilities in regular schools. This will 

reduce the gap of inequality fostering equal 

opportunity and inclusiveness. 

The World Bank Report (2007) on 

India reported that educational attainment 

and attendance of the children with disability 

were very poor and far below than the 

national averages. Data suggests that people 

with disabilities have much lower 

educational attainment rates, with 52% 

illiteracy against a 35 % average for the 

general population. As mentioned in Chapter 

2 under clause 3, subsection 2 of  the Right 

of Children to Free and Compulsory 

Education Act, 2009, number of  children 

with disability shall be liable to pay any kind 

of fee, charges or expenses which may 

prevent him or her from pursuing and 

completing the elementary education and 

each child having disability shall have the 

right to pursue free and compulsory 

elementary education in accordance in 

compliance with (Equal Opportunities, 

Protection and Full Participation) Act, 1996 .  

The recent seventh all India School 

Education Survey- NCERT (2017) reports 

that out of India‘s  200 million school aged 

children ( 6-14 years), 20 million require 

special education.  

 

Assam‟s profile on Disability 

Assam, a state geographically 

situated in the north east part of India has 

recent data on the number and type of 

disability identified in schools. Referring to 

the number of government schools under the 

District Information System for Education in 

Kamrup Metro District (2017-18), there are 

848 schools where the number of Children 

with Special Needs is 256. The number of 

totally blind identified is 9, with low vision 
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is 82, hearing impairment is 48, speech 

impairment is 53, locomotor disability is 60, 

mentally retarded is 70, learning disability is 

31, Cerebral Palsy is 12, Autism Spectrum 

Disorder is 7 and Multiple Disability is 26. 

This data shows that the highest number of 

students with special needs fall under 

locomotor disability therefore a barrier free 

environment is completely needed in the 

school setting.  

However, there is an ability to 

improve on the inclusion of children with 

special needs over the years. It is reflected 

with the table given below: 

 

Table 1. Coverage of Children with 

Special Needs (CWSN) in Assam 

Year Children with 

Special Needs 

(CWSN) 

Enrolled Home based 

education (HBE) 

Out of School 

Children (OSC) 

2001-02 9184 8261 0 923 

2017-18 81782 74100 7682 0 

Source: Axom Sarba Siksha Abhiyan 

Mission, Govt. of Assam. 

The above table has clearly been able 

to show the increase in the number of 

identified children with special needs and 

enrollment. The home based education has 

been forefront to reach children with 

locomotors or sensory disability. This 

initiative helps in reducing drop out from the 

schools. The out of school children has been 

high in 2001-02 which is eliminated in 

2017-18. However, the progress of inclusion 

is still a long way to go with the current 

intervention practices. The intersection of 

identities often acts as a barrier and creates 

complications for persons with disabilities 

while seeking full inclusion.  

In the year 2018, the Government of 

India subsumed the three schemes of Sarba 

Siksha Abhiyan, Rashtriya Madhyamik 

Shiksha Abhiyan and Teacher Education for 

achieving school effectiveness in terms of 

equal opportunities for schooling and 

equitable learning outcomes. One of the 

major features of Samagra Siksha is focused 

on identification and assessment of children 

with special needs and provision of aid 

appliances, environment buildings and 

orientation programmes to create positive 

attitude and awareness about nature and 

needs of CWSN. 

This paper is aiming at looking into 

the importance and barriers of inclusive 

education in schools as well as to understand 

the role of teachers in executing inclusive 

education in schools. 

Methodology 

The study is carried out in the 

Rupnagar area, named after Late Rupnath 

Brahma area of Guwahati city, Assam. It has 

a mixed population of Assamese, Bodo, 

Karbi, Rabha, Garo, Tiwa communities.  

The study is conducted in two schools. One 

is run by the Government of Assam, and the 

other one is run by Shishu Shiksha Samiti, a 

state level affiliated committee of Vidya 

Bharati. Prior permission is taken from the 

two school Principals. The study is 

qualitative in nature based on the method of 

Focus Group Discussion and Observation. 

The universe of the study is the teachers 

associated with schools. The inclusion 

criteria of the teachers are their association 

from the beginning of these schools and the 

exclusion criteria are the newly recruited 

teachers. Eight teachers including males and 

females are involved in the focus group 
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discussion. They are asked a set of questions 

on the importance of inclusive education, 

challenges, barriers and suggestions.  The 

time period is from 11:30 am to 12: 30 pm 

and from 12:30 pm to 1:30 pm for the two 

sessions where the class burden is lessened 

accordingly. The researchers moderated the 

two sessions. The sessions were recorded on 

phone with the consent of the teachers. The 

names of the schools are not mentioned to 

maintain confidentiality. Their viewpoints 

are narrated thematically. 

Discussion 

There are various themes which 

evolved during the course of study on 

inclusive education. The teachers are from 

nearby areas and the students come from a 

mixed community background with poor 

economic background. 

 

Inclusive Education 

Inclusive education is a system 

where all students learn together and the 

system of teaching, learning is adapted to 

meet the needs of students. When the 

teachers from the schools were asked about 

their ideas and views on inclusive education, 

the views were similar in more or less 

manner.  

When children with special needs 

and other children are taught 

together, that is inclusive education 

be it slow learners, students with low 

IQ and others.  

 

Implementation of Inclusive education 

The majority of students who come 

to school with special needs are slow 

learners (learning disability). But they are 

not physically impaired. 

―Slow learners are given more time 

and extra classes are given to identify 

them. Teachers also pay home visits 

to help the students with their 

academics. This also helps in 

improving their studies and 

performance. This has been 

implemented since 1
st
 April 2003, 

since the day of establishment. This 

is a step taken by teachers as an 

individual initiative. No such 

guidelines have come from anybody 

or any act. This is done every 

Saturday. Those with little difficulty 

are given extra classes by the in 

house teachers during summer 

vacation. Students with learning 

disabilities come from other schools 

to get admission in this school. More 

importance is given to English, 

Maths and Science and other subjects 

are taught once or twice in the entire 

tenure‖-Teacher of Private School. 

 

Identification of learning disability by the 

Teachers 

Identification of any symptom of 

disability starts during the admission process 

in the school. The age of the children during 

that time is around three years. The process 

of interview conducted for admission 

purpose sometimes helps in identification of 

slow learners. Improvement of the slow 

learners is seen by the time they reach Class 

5-6 with active support from the teachers. 

―Four- five students were identified 

with problems of lack of attention, 

less grasping capacity and 
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uncontrollable emotions. Parents 

were consulted during home visits 

and special consideration for exams 

were given but it yielded no positive 

result‖- Headmaster of Government 

School 

  

Celebration of important days 

The Board of Secondary Education 

has initiated celebration of International Day 

of Disability in its annual calendar. 

Disability Day and its importance are 

imparted to the students through speech in 

the morning assembly by teachers to provide 

a sense of unity as students come from 

mixed backgrounds. In the Private School, 

the day is not given adequate attention but 

other days like science day are celebrated. 

As other forms of disability are not found, 

the day is not celebrated.  

 

Source: Government School 

Barriers in Inclusive Education 

The teachers in the two schools have 

found major impediments in implementing 

inclusivity. Inclusive Education is not 

possible in high schools because no such 

training is provided to teachers for teaching 

children with special needs. No cases of 

mental disorder or hyperactive disorder have 

been found in the two schools but learning 

disability and low vision were found.  

―While giving attention to slow 

learners, the other learners feel left 

out and they get bored and create 

noise. But the teachers try to 

maintain it at their level so that no 

one suffers. This is one big 

challenge. A child might be absent 

minded due to various reasons 

(suffering from love related issues, 

heart break, molestation) and might 

need more attention that will require 

more investment of time. These 

students may impact the behavior of 

other students due to their 

absentmindedness. No mentally 

retarded student has been admitted 

till date but there was once a student 

who had low vision. In that case, 

during the matriculation exam, extra 

effort by our teachers was given by 

visiting the student and reciting the 

notes to the student. But the result 

was not fruitful. The student could 

not pass the matric exam and after 

that no follow up was done‖- 

Teacher of Government School. 

Training 

Training is an important component 

in the upgradation of skills. As the teachers 

handle different courses including the other 

co-curricular activities for a balanced 

teaching, training becomes essential.  

―No training is provided to the 

teachers for inclusive education or 

teaching children with special needs. 
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But five years ago, a five day 

training program was organised by 

‗Don Bosco Mission‘ for all 

headmasters. A three hour session 

was taken by NGO ‗Shishu Sarothi‘ 

where the awareness was given on 

disability rights, issues and 

challenges and the ways of handling 

the disabled‖- Headmaster of 

Government School. 

―The teachers have found the 15 day 

teachers training program fruitful 

which the school has conducted. No 

training is provided to teach 

exclusively children with special 

need in the private school‖- Teacher 

of private school  

 

Suggestions for government Initiatives 

The suggestions are given by the 

entire teacher in the schools and common 

views are expressed. Apart from regular 

curriculum, an environment should be 

created in school where a student is exposed 

to such knowledge that will be helpful in 

his/her day to day life.  Special training 

should be provided for all teachers in 

demonstrating the methods of taking classes 

in an inclusive set up. Introduction of special 

educators at the earliest should be 

implemented. The curriculum does not 

suffice or stand strong in giving knowledge 

about class or children handling. It should be 

done accordingly. The problem of child 

marriage is also common in the school going 

children especially if the child has a 

disability which gives rise to the problem of 

school dropout. 

It has been found that a number of 

students  in the two schools suffer from 

learning disabilities. They are observed by 

their teachers during the time of admission 

and initial classes. The students showed less 

retention, absentmindedness and poor 

performance. Brief training is given to the 

school teachers by NGOs however no formal 

special training on catering to the needs of 

children with special needs is observed. This 

is required for best educational practice in 

the schools. Home visits are conducted to 

ensure retention of the students. Remedial 

classes are conducted by the teachers during 

summer break which has attendance. There 

is a demand for special tutors. A systemic 

curriculum should be integrated with the 

current practices to meet the goal of equality 

in education. For the celebration of 

December 3(International Day of Disability) 

speech is given by the Head Teachers for its 

significance. It is observed that the drop-out 

students who have learning disabilities are 

married off early.  

 

Conclusion   

Quality teaching is inclusive teaching 

in any educational set up.  In Assam, broad 

based research is needed to assess the 

previously followed missions and 

programmes. Attention should be given for 

the implementation of inclusive education 

for children with special needs. Ramp 

facility should be provided for wheelchairs, 

comfortable sitting arrangements and wash 

rooms constructed keeping in mind a barrier 

free environment. The optimum number of 

students needed in a classroom should be 

comfortable for the teachers to mentor them. 

The enabling Information, Communication 

and Technology (ICT) should be provided to 

schools through proper support from the 
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Government. Apart from Braille textbooks; 

hearing aids, wheelchairs, crutches, and 

Mid-day meals are to be provided with a 

helper for the children with special needs. 

Training should be given to all teachers in 

proper manners irrespective of government 

and private schools as lot of students and 

teachers changes school. In Teacher 

Eligibility Test (TET) syllabus, an entire 

chapter on inclusive education should be 

included so that the newly appointed 

teachers will have knowledge about 

inclusive education. Although idea of 

inclusive education is felt among the 

teachers in the study however 

implementation is far from reach especially 

in schools itself. There are a few NGOs in 

Guwahati who are working exclusively with 

children with special needs like Shishu 

Sarothi, Destination to name a few. Some 

private schools have also introduced an 

inclusive environment to encourage the 

concept of education for all. In the long run, 

the newly implemented ‗Samagra Siksha‘ 

for a holistic and integrated approach for the 

students till the age of 16 can provide some 

kind of hope for children with special needs. 

An overall academic and social development 

of students will ensure inclusive education 

where training on sensitive language to the 

teachers for the mixed community to 

inculcate inclusive participation and promote 

high quality education. 
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THE WANCHO LANGUAGE: 

A LINGUISTIC INTRODUCTION 

 

Partha Pratim Phukon 

 

Abstract 

The Wancho is one of the major tribes of Longding district of Arunachal Pradesh. 

They are also living in five villages in the adjacent areas of Sivasagar District of Assam. The 

Wancho community possesses their own language i.e Wancho. In this language there are 

mainly two dialectal variations viz. Nimu (Lower Wancho) and Nianu(Upper Wancho). In 

the context there is a little differences in phonological and morphological and lexical 

variations. In the context of the wancho language the Nimu dialect is used in all social and 

public works. The Bible also translated to Nimu dialect of Wancho language. 

 Every language has its own grammatical catagories such as noun, pronoun, 

adjectives, verbs, number, and gender, person, case and numerical also. The Longchang 

dialect also follows own grammatical peculiarities in respect to morphological features. The 

morphology of this language is mostly agglutinative. Affixes are used with the nouns for 

inflection in number, gender and case. This article aims at analyzing the inflection of noun 

words of Wancho. 

Keywords: Sino-Tibetan, Tibeto-Burman, Wancho language, Inflection, Noun, Gender, 

Number, Case, Word Formation, Numerical Process. 

      

Introduction 

An Introductory Note on the Subject  

Arunachal Pradesh is a multi tribal and multi 

cultural state. Various Linguistic tribes are 

living in various places of Arunachal 

Pradesh. The state is with a population 

numbering 1, 38, 2611(census, 2011), and 

the people speak more than 50 languages. 

The people of the states are popularly 

considered as tribal. Every tribe has their 

own dialectical variations. These variations 

are found according to their place of 

inhabitant. So, the variety of languages may 

not be called as dialect. They contend 

sociolectal and ethnolectal varieties. There 

are quite a good number of varieties among 

the people and they took their dwelling areas 

in the state chiefly on the river banks and in 

the interior areas of the dense forests of the 

territory. Linguistically the state shows the 

maximum diversity, with nearly hundred 

languages altogether. The indegenious 

inhabitants of this region are mostly tribal 

and since prehistoric time they are 
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continuing their own tribal customs and 

tradition. 

 

The Wancho Community and their 

Linguistic Area 

The work wancho means hill people. The 

Story of migrations of the wanchos alludes 

to the fact that search for cultivable land and 

inter tribal feuds impelled them to migrate 

from their abode across the Patkai and settle 

in Tirap a few centuries ago. It is certain that 

the Wanchos came before the arrival of 

Ahoms of Assam.  

 The Wancho language as well as the 

Wancho Community is dominant in the 

Longding district of Arunachal Pradesh. The 

Wanchos are living in 68 villages of 

Longding District. The Wancho is an 

endangered language and undeveloped 

also.Linguistically the Wanchos are belongs 

from Tibeto burman branch of Sino-Tibetan 

language family and mongoloid group 

anthropologically. Wancho language has no 

any Traditional script. Now they use Roman 

script universally.  

 

Aims and Objectives 

The main objectives of the study of The 

Wancho Language: A Linguistic 

Introduction is given bellow- 

 To study about the origin and 

linguistic status of the Wancho 

language. 

 To study about the word formation 

process of the Wancho language. 

 To study about the inflectional 

process of the Wancho language. 

 To study about numerical process of 

the wancho language. 

 

Methodology 

The method adopted in this study the 

descriptive analytical method. The data have 

been collected by field study from some 

dwelling parts of the speech community. 

The study attempts to find out basic 

inflection of the noun words of the Wancho 

language. The Collection of procedure of 

required for the structural and non-structural 

analysis is broadly divided into two 

categories i.e primary and secondary. The 

primary data have been collected from the 

native speakers of Wancho in different 

localities of Longding district of Arunachal 

Pradesh in three forms. 

 Supplied Vocabulary 

 Sentences 

 Information Conversation 

Most of data were recorded using a 

digital voice recorder. The dataset is 

prepared that contain isolated words in 

monosyllabic and disyllabic forms. 

Keeping view to the goal, some of the 

words are selected in controlled minimal 

pair. 

2.1 Methods of Data Collection 

i) Primary Source: Primary Data have 

been collected from various conversations 

with the people in both formal and informal 

situations. In formal situations, questions 

have been asked from the prepared 

questionnaire and in the informal situation, 

general conversation has been recorded. The 

informants are selected from the different 

dialect areas of this language. For this 

purpose, I have visited various places of 

Kanubari, Russa and Rangluwa.  
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ii) Secondary Sources: Data are collected 

from the written documents viz. books, 

journals, project reports, government 

records, internet etc. 

Review of Literature  

A few books presented the Wancho 

Community have been taken to mention as 

foreworks in the study. The wanchos written 

by Parul Dutta published in 1990 is a 

Description of socio cultural life of speakers 

of this language.  

To study in an analytical view a work is A 

Note on Wancho Language (1977) author 

K.Dasgupta analyzed scientifically the 

phonologically and vocabulary of different 

dialects of the Wanchos. In Grierson‘s 

Linguistic Survey of India and Robins 

Burling‘s The Tibeto-Burman languages 

some aspects of Wancho language as 

discussed. 

Fr. Francis T.J.sdb‘s First Ever Wancho 

Grammar cum English-Wancho Tutor is a 

very important book for the study. It has a 

very high academic value and linguistic 

value. 

An article entitled Wancho Phonology 

and Word list published in Linguistics of 

Tibeto-Burman Area, Vol-21, and No.02 is a 

very high standard article which is scientific 

and linguistically prepared. It helps to the 

study. 

 

The Origin of the Wancho Language 

G. A. Grearson, Paul K. Benedict 

[Sino-Tibetan A Conceptus, 2009, p.6], 

Suniti Kumar Chatarji,[Kirata-Jana-Kriti, 

1975, pp. 24-25] elaborately discussed the 

Sino- Tibetan speech family. They remark 

that the Wancho language is an offshoot of 

Sino-Tibetan origin. Later on some 

researchers have tried to explain the Wancho 

language as a sub group of Naga Group. 

Pramod Chandra Bhattacharja‘s opinions [ 

Linguistic Situation in North-East 

India,2003,pp.130-133],about the origin of 

the Wancho Language may be shown as 

Sino-Tibetan, Tibeto- Burman, Assam- 

Burma, Naga, Wancho. From cultural point 

of view, the Wancho community has a very 

close similarity with Naga communities i.e. 

head hunting. But now a day the tradition is 

totally closed. Of course these explainations 

are not sufficient for declaring the Wancho 

Language as an off-shoot of the Naga of the 

Boro-Naga Group. Researcher Robins 

Burling [Tibeto Burman Languages in North 

East India, http://tibetoburmanlanguages.net 

classifying, 21.09.2017] is trying to explain 

the Wancho Language is a sub group of 

Kanyak. But the main point is that the 

Kanyak and Wancho are sub branch of Naga 

Language. The tabular forms of the origin of 

the Wancho language are shown by the 

following picture.  

 

Linguistic Status of the Wancho 

Language 

 According to the EDIGS 

[www.ethnologus.com.EGIDS Level] the 

Wancho language can be estimated as an 

endangered and developing language. In 

time of communication with other 

communities the speakers of the Wancho 

language feel some sort of hesitation. 

Specially the new generation of speakers 

feel hesitated to present their identity by 

speaking their respective language. The 
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linguistic awareness for the language is 

degrading in current generation. As per the 

assessment of the EDIGS scale, the Wancho 

language can be observed as an endangered 

developing language because it is used for 

face- to-face communication within all 

generations, but it is losing speakers. The 

EGIDS consists of 13 levels with each 

higher number on the scale representing a 

greater level of disruption to the 

international transmutation of the language. 

More than 40 languages or dialects in India 

are considered to be endangered and 

believed to be heading towards extinction as 

only a few thousand people speak them 

officials said. According to a report of the 

census Directorate, there are 22 scheduled 

languages and 100 non-scheduled languages 

in the country, which are spoken by a large 

number of people of one lakh or more. 

However 42 languages which are spoken by 

less than 10,000 

people.[https://currentaffairs.gktoday.in, 

29.06.2019]

The Wancho language is endangered 

but not critically endangered. It is in 

developing stage and it may be developed by 

proper language planning. The picture which 

is shown Wancho language as an 

endangered language that is given below- 

 

 Each and every speaker from child to 

adult including old people uses the 

language. 

 Wancho language is still at its 

coloqual form. There is neither 

traditional script nor Government 

recognized graphical script of the 

language. However, at present they 

have adopted Roman script and the 

Bible has also been translated to 

Wancho language adopting this 

script. Moreover, there is a limited 

written version of literature, 

inscription, songs, proverbs etc in 

Wancho language. 

 The development of the language is 

restrained as there is no written 

literature of the Wancho language. 

 There is a sporadic study of the 

language yet the lack of a complete 

scientific study creates problem in 

the development of the language. 

Due to the absence of scientific 

analysis there is a problem in 

publication of textbook, grammar etc 

in Wancho language. 

 The coloqual form of the Wancho 

language is used in family life only. 

The new generation communicates 

with others in public field using 

Hindi, Assamese and English 

language. However, there is a recent 

awareness among the limited literate 

section to keep their language alive. 

 

Inflectional Process of the Nouns of 

Wancho Language 

Wancho is a major tribe of Arunachal 

Pradesh. They are living in 68 villages of 
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various areas of Longding district. The 

Language is an undeveloped and previously 

undescribed language. UNESCO recognized 

the Wancho language as an endangered 

language.  

Inflection is a process which combines 

words and affixes to produce alternative 

grammatical forms of words. Inflection 

contributes a morpheme that required in 

order to ensure that the word has a form that 

is appropriate for the grammatical context. 

Noun words of Wancho Language show 

inflection foe gender, number and case. 

Gender 

Gender distinction in the Wancho Language 

is determined on the natural recognition of 

sex. Gender is not grammatically marked in 

this dialect. It has only natural genders. On 

the basic of semantical-morphological 

criteria, nouns are primarily classified into 

two classes; viz, i) animate, ii) inanimate. 

Both human and Non human nouns are 

considered neture. 

Nouns in wancho do not show gender 

concord with the verbs. Secondly all the 

nouns in Wancho do not show 

morphological inflection for gender. 

Genders in Wancho are two-masculine and 

feminine. The distinction of gender observes 

the sex variation of human and non-human 

being. 

Process of gender distinction 

 In Wancho, mainly two processes are 

followed to indicate the gender of nouns. 

 * By using different words in case of 

human being 

 * By using attributed words in 

human and non human being 

By using different words in case of human 

being- 

In case of kinship terms, gender is 

distinguished by using different noun 

words referring to masculine and 

feminine respectively. For example 

  Mas.    Fem. 

  apa ‗father‘   anu ‗mother‘ 

  paup ‗grand father‘  tatai ‗grand mother‘ 

  usa ‗son‘   namsa ‗daughter in law‘ 

 Gender distinction of Human Noun 

In some other kinship terms, gender is marked by adding the attributives {-pa} ‗male‘, 

nu ‗female‘. For example; 

Com.    Mas.   Fem. 

mi ‗man‘  mi-pa   mi-nu 

sa ‗child‘      sa-pa   sa-nu  
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b)  Gender distinction of Non-Human Nouns 

By using suffixes {-pong} ‗male‘ and {-sa} ‗female‘ to animate objects. For 

example 

Com.    Mas.   Fem. 

mahu ‗cow‘  hu-pong  hu-sa 

ran ‗goat‘  ran-pong  ran-sa 

hi ‗dog‘  hi-pong  hi-nu 

 

On the other hand suffix {-pong} ‗male‘ and {-nu} ‗female‘ are used in case of 

domestic animals. For examples- 

Com.    Mas.   Fem. 

o‘ ‗bird‘  o‘pang   o‘nu    

o‘su ‗dove‘  o‘su pang  o‘su nu 

o‘nak ‗crow‘  o‘nak pang  o‘nak nu 

Some words are traditionally masculine. These are based on traditional image. For 

example- 

rangham ‗sun‘, phaukha ‗hill‘, zawan ‗God‘, wangham ‗king‘. 

Some words are traditionally feminine. These are based on traditional image. For 

example- 

Sa ‗river‘, ti ‗water‘, rangpham ‗moon‘, wangsa ‗queen‘.  

 Neuter gender  

The inanimate nouns have no gender in Wancho. They are neither classified as 

masculine nor as feminine. These are treated as having neuter gender. Consider the 

following examples- 

paan ‗wood‘, kha ‗firewood‘, bitsa ‗knife‘, ham ‗house‘ etc. 
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 Number  

Number is one of important morphological category in Wancho language. The 

Wancho language possesses two numbers- singular and plural. The plural is indicated 

by adding some plural suffixes, such as {-bu}, which are used after noun and pronoun.  

 Sing.   Pl. 

{-bu} laka ‗boy‘  lakabu ‗boys‘ 

 seko ‗girl‘       sekobu ‗girls‘ 

khohom ‗umbrella‘ khohombu ‗umbrellas‘ 

 ham ‗house‘  hambu ‗houses‘ 

{-khanak} classifier plural suffix is added for human being. For example- 

obikhanak ‗a group of people‘ 

sikozem ‗a group of female people‘ 

luakzem ‗a group of elephant‘ 

o‘sazem ‗a group of birds‘ 

{-hurem}, {-horem}, are used with words to indicate only animated objects. 

For example-{-hurem} plural suffix is added for animated objects. 

Sing.   Pl. 

mahu   mahuhurem 

lui   luihurem 

lua   luahurem 

{-horem} plural suffix is added for animated objects. 

Sing.   Pl. 

osa   osaharem 

o‘   o‘harem 

o‘pak   o‘pakharem 
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Besides these attributive words, sometimes the nouns are made plural by adding 

numerical words. The numerical words follow the noun words. For example- 

Sing.    Pl. 

mi huwak tuita‗one man‘  mi huwak ani ‗two men‘ 

luwa tuita ‗one elephant‘ luwa ani ‗two elephents‘ 

ham tuita ‗one house‘  ham ani ‗two houses‘  

Some words are universally singular. These words are based on traditional image. For 

example- jowam ‗God‘, hawen nu ‗earth‘, rangham ‗sun‘, letnu ‗moon‘, wangham ‗king‘. 

Numerical System of the Wancho 

Language  

Base of a number system 

The base of a number system can be 

envisioned as main building block of the 

system. It is the first number, reached in 

counting, which is the first number, reached 

in counting which is used to build higher 

numbers by being itself counted in a regular 

manner. So, for instance in a perfect decimal 

system whose building block is number ‗10‘ 

we would have simple non-compound 

names for all numbers between ten and 

compounded names above. 

 

The construction of intermediate numbers 

One we have names for the main 

base and its power, identify unanalyzable is 

synchrony, the intermediate numbers are 

built by operations of elementary arithmetic. 

Multiplication, addition and subtraction 

Multiplication and addition are found 

in all numeral systems. They both build the 

number to express in reference to closet 

lower step in the gradation. Thus in English 

‗thirty two starts from 30 and adds 2 to it 

‗three hundred‘ starts from 100 and 

multiples it by 3. 

 

 

Half counting 

Using a fraction to express a quality 

smaller than one unit is common, even if 

many languages do not have dedicated terms 

for fractions such as half, quarter third etc. 

 

Number of the Wancho  

The term of ‗numeral‘ is often used 

to refer to number like one, two, three, four, 

five etc. Numeral form is a sub-class of 

nominal. Numeral is another interesting 

phenomenon of the Tibeto-Burman group of 

Languages of North-East India. The 

numerical system of these languages is 

mainly of the decimal type. The majority of 

basic cardinal numbers are formed with 

mono-morphemic root. The other numerals 

are derived by compounding the basic 
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cardinal numerals. These are formed in 

Boro, Karbi, Mising, Deori, Singpho, 

Tangsa etc. in a peculiar way. It is 

mentioned that these languages have 

developed a numeral system, which is newly 

created for academic purpose.The numerals 

of the Tibeto-Burman group of languages in 

Arunachal Pradesh are chiefly classified into 

two types. These are – 

Cardinal Numerals  

Ordinal Numerals  

 Words like ‗one, two, three, four, 

five, six, seven, eight, nine, and ten are 

called cardinal numbers.  

 

Classification of Numerals Cardinals 

 Wancho has decimal numeral 

system. Cardinal numbers are also divided 

into two sub-divisions in Wancho. These are 

–  

Basic Cardinal Numerals 

Derived Cardinal Numerals 

 

Basic Cardinal Numerals 

 The number system of Wancho has a basic form and one to ten, twenty, forty, sixty, 

eighty and hundred.  Examples of basic numerals are noted below- 

ata  ‗one‘   arok  ‗six‘ 

ani  ‗two‘   anat  ‗seven‘ 

arɔm  ‗three‘  aset  ‗eight‘ 

ali  ‗four‘  aku  ‗nine‘  

aga  ‗five‘  ban  ‗ten‘ 

sa  ‗twenty‘  puli  ‗forty‘ 

puni  ‗sixty‘  puram  ‗eighty‘  

hota  ‗hundred‘ 

The numeral forms for hundred, thousand, lakh are borrowed from Assamese. The 

words hota, jatta, lakta are formed by the main Assamese words- xo, hajar, lakh etc. The new 

words are formed by phonological change. 

  hota (100) means xo (100) in Assamese 

  xo(100) (1) 
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  jatta (1000) means hajar (1000) in Assamese 

  jat/hajar/hajat(1000) (1) 

  lakta (1,00000) means lakh in Assamese 

  lakh/lak(100000) (1) 

 

Derived Cardinal Numerals 

 The derived cardinal numerals are formed by a combination of the basic numeral with 

or without any combination marker. The derived cardinal numerals are formed by two 

processes. These processes are discussed below. 

By addition  

By double addition 

By addition 

 Numerals are formed by the process of addition in Wancho. The numeral  from eleven 

(11) to nineteen (19) are formed of process by addition in which the first component is ten 

(10) and the second component is any one of the cardinal numbers from one to nine . In this 

counting system, the first number is– ‗sai‘ (ten). Examples are given below.    

  ban + ata =  banbata  ‗eleven‘ (10 + 1= 11) 

  ban +  ani = banani  ‗twelve‘  (10 + 2= 12) 

  ban + arͻm=banarͻm  ‗thirteen‘ (10+3=13) 

 In the same process of addition the numerals from twenty one (21) to thirty (30) are 

formed.  sa + ata =  sabata  ‗twenty one‘ (20 + 1= 21) 

  sa +  ani = sabani  ‗twenty two‘  (20 + 2= 22) 

  sa + arͻm=sabarͻm  ‗twenty three‘ (20+3=23) 

  sa + ali=  sabali   ‗twenty four‘ (20+4=24) 

  In the same process forty one (41) to fifty (50), sixty one (61) to seventy (70), 

eighty one (81) to ninety (90) are formed. For example- 

puni + ani =  puniani  ‗forty two‘ (40 + 2= 42) 

puram + aga= puramaga ‗sixty five‘  (60 + 5= 65) 
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puli + ali =  pulibali  ‗eight four‘ (80 + 4= 84) 

  puli + ban= puliban  ‗ninety‘  (80 + 10= 90) 

From thirty one to thirty nine (31-39), fifty one to fifty nine (51-59), seventy one to 

seventy nine (71-79), ninety one to ninety nine (91-99) are formed by addition of numerical. 

For example- 

sa +  ban  + ata =  sabanbata  ‗thirty one‘ (20 +10+1= 31) 

sa + ban +ani= sabanani  ‗twenty two‘  (20 +10+ 2= 32) 

puni +  ban  + ata =  punibanata ‗fifty one‘ (40 +10+1= 51) 

Ordinals 

An ordinals number is a number defining a things position in a series such as first, 

second, third, fourth etc. in wancho ordinal numbers are formed as below- 

  avang lakija  ‗first‘ 

  ani lakkija  ‗ second‘ 

  aram lakkija  ‗third‘ 

  ali lakkija ‗fourth‘ 

  aga lakkija  ‗fifth‘ 

Fractional 

An ordinary fraction is not made use of by speakers of the Wancho language. The 

word ‗quarter‘ is the first fractional number in the Wancho language. Half, one third etc. are 

formed by addition of numerals. For example- 

puwa (quarter) +ata (1) =1/4 

puwa (quarter) +ani(2) =2/4 

puwa (quarter) +aram (3) =3/4 

puwa (quarter) +ali (4) =4/4 

Binary 

In the Wancho language, ‗2‘ is used as ‗zut‘ which means ‗pair‘. It is used in counting 

two objects as one unit. Actually this word ‗zut‘ is belongs from Assamese word ‗zur‘ it 

means ‗pair‘. For example- 
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  ᴐ (bird) + zut (pair) + ata (1) = ᴐzut ta ‗a pair of birds‘ 

The word ‗han‘ is used as pair in this language for animals. For example- 

  mahu (ox) + han (pair) = mahu han ‗a pair of ox‘  

Quantifiers 

The words ‗rari‘, (many/more) ‗tuta ani‘ (some)  ‗hindau le‘ (little), etc., are used as 

quantifiers in this language. For example- 

  rari (many) khanak (people) = rari khanak ‗many people‘ 

  tuta ani (some) khanak (people) = tuta ani khanak ‗some people‘ 

The vocabulary of the basic 

numerical words of the Wancho language is 

rich. Basic numerical words and derived 

numerical words are two major parts of 

numerals of the language. Addition is the 

main process of the formation of the 

Wancho language. Tibeto-Burman 

characteristics of numerical word formation 

are seen in this language. 

Word formation of the Wancho Language 

 A noun is a word that denotes the 

name of a person, place, thing or idea. The 

noun may be defined as the base morpheme 

which takes or in capable to taking case, 

number, gender, blassifier and other nominal 

affixes. Any word whose occurrence allows 

use of determiner or case word in the same 

construction in treated as a noun. The 

determination of noun classes in a language 

is based on syntactic criteria in large part. 

Wancho language agglunative is character. 

Also it is mono-syllabic in structure. Affixes 

are added around to the ‗root‘ to built poly-

syllabic form.Nouns constite the major 

portion of theWancho vocabulary. A Noun 

can simply be a root, a stem or even a group 

of words by itself. Due to nominalization 

process, verbs as well as adjectives can be 

converted into nouns such as de-verbals and 

de-adjective respectively. 

Process of Noun word formation in 

Wancho 

Word formation is sometimes 

referred to all processes connected with 

changing the form of the word by for 

example affixation, which is a matter of 

morphology. In its wider sense word 

formation denotes the process of creation of 

new lexical units. Several types of 

morphemes of the Longchang dialect show 

different processes of word formation in the 

Wancho languageyet it has primarily three 

processes of noun word formation. They are- 

 Derivation  

 Compounding 

 Reduplication 

Process of Derivation  

Derivation is a process of word formation where a stem is formed with two roots, one 

or more than one root and one or more than one affix.According to Hocket, 
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“Derivation, then, deals with the structure of stems”
1
. 

After derivation, the derived word or stem does not belong to the same class of the 

previous root or stem. Robert Beart says,  

In its broadest sense derivation refers to any process which results in the 

creation of a new word.(The Handbook of Morphogy, ed. Spencer 

&Zwicky) 

To illustrate this process, discussion with examples is given below.  

Types of Derivation  

 Viewing the word class or the changes in words in the word formation of the Wancho 

Language, the derivations are classified in two types. They are- 

 Class maintaining derivation  

 Class changing derivation 

 Both the types of derivation are found in Nominal derivation of the Wancho dialect. 

Class maintaining nominal derivation in Wancho 

The class maintaining nominal derivatives in this dialect is manifested by the 

formation of the noun stems by adding some definitive suffix with noun stems. The newly 

formed noun stems belongs to the same class. The definitive suffix used to form such stems 

are like {-ʋa}, {-la}, {-kəu}. 

Noun    Def.suffix  Noun 

ʦai ‗song‘    {-miɂ}   ʦaimiɂ ‗singer‘ 

ŋat ‗mentaly disturbed‘  {-miɂ}   ŋatmiɂ ‗mad‘ 

ekiya ‗read‘    {-miɂ}   emiɂ ‗author‘ 

hi‗dog‘    {-pͻŋ}   hipͻŋ‗male dog‘ 

 Sometimes in case of word formation of class maintaining nominal derivatives a 

single free stem is added with another free stem. After the combination of the two free stems, 

a new nominal is derived of the same class. Examples are given below. 

Noun  Noun   Noun 

ni ‗cloth‘  pͻŋ ‗male‘  nipͻŋ‗shirt‘ 

k
h
alap ‗tea‘ ti ‗water‘  k

h
alapti‗tea‘ 

ʦam ‗breast‘ ti ‗water‘  ʦͻmti‗mothers‘ milk‘  

 Some derived nominals are formed by adding with the verb stems with the noun 

stems. The newly formed word does not make any class change of the original noun. 

Verb    Noun   Noun  

takkiya ‗to weave‘ + miɂ  ‗person‘ = takkiyamiɂ‗weaver‘ 

ratkiya ‗to reap‘    + miɂ ‗person‘=    rat kiyamiɂ ‗reaper‘ 

                                                           
1
C. F Hockett, Op.cit,p. 240 
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ekiya ‗to read‘ +  miɂ ‗person‘ = emiɂ‗author‘ 

 Some nouns are formed by addition of the verb stem with two nouns. After the 

derivation the noun loses a part of the original stem and a noun stem totally. These are the 

verb based noun. The noun does not make any change of the class. Examples are: 

Noun  Noun  Verb     

Noun 

ramN ‗path‘  +naŋN ‗man‘+ karͻV‗to go‘  =ramnaŋkarͻN ‗wanderer‘ 

zapͻiN ‗moon‘+raŋpuN ‗night‘+maŋV‗to darken‘=zaraŋpumaŋN  ‗night without moon‘ 

zapͻiN ‗moon‘+chᴐkN ‗light‘ +litV‗to light‘= zachᴐklitN‗Day of full moon‘ 

 In the Wancho Language, the names of the seven days are formed with the 

combination of two or three nouns. The formation of the names of the seven days as follows- 

Noun  Noun   Noun 

hatdaŋ ‗week‘ ata‗one‘  hatdaŋ ata ‗Monday‘ 

hatdaŋ ‗day‘  ani ‗two‘  hatdaŋani ‗Tuesday‘ 

hatdaŋ ‗day‘  aram‗three‘  hatdaŋaram ‗Wednesday‘ 

hatdaŋ ‗day‘  ali‗four‘  hatdaŋali ‗Thursday‘ 

hatdaŋ ‗day‘  aga‗five‘  hatdaŋaga ‗Friday‘ 

hatdaŋ ‗day‘  azak‗six‘  hatdaŋazak ‗Saturday‘ 

hatdaŋ ‗day‘  anet ‗seven‘  hatdaŋanet ‗Sunday‘ 

  In this formation of these nouns some peculiarities are noticed and the derived word 

remains as noun being class maintaining nominal derivatives. For the name of the Sunday 

only two noun stems are added. In case of this day, the return of a week is taken for and the 

numeral ‗one‘ is added with word ‗bat‘ that means ‗week‘.   

 In the names from Monday to Saturday the middle stems are taken from the numerals 

of the dialect. For Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday three noun stems are found combined 

and the middle stems of the numerals are added leaving initial ‗{-a}‘ as stated above.The 

names of Thursday andFridayare formed with addidtion only numeral directly. There are no 

omissions of any part.  

 In the class maintaining nominal nouns the derivation of the names of birds are formed 

on the basis of the nature or the sounds they do. This kind of derivation may be verb based or 

noun based. Examples are as follows: 

Noun  Verb(onomatopoeic)   Noun 

ͻ ‗bird‘+ kʰu ‗to sit silently‘ = ͻkʰu ‗owl‘ 

ͻ ‗bird‘+ pak ‗a sound pak‘ = ͻpak ‗duck‘ 

ͻ ‗bird‘  + kun ‗a sound ‗kun‘ = ͻkun ‗vulture‘ 

ͻ‗bird‘  + kuŋ‗a sound ‗kung‘ = ͻkuŋ ‗peacock‘ 
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ͻ ‗bird‘  + su ‗a sound ‗hu‘ = ͻsu ‗a dove‘ 

  

 In the formation of the names of the trees and its related things the process of class 

maintaining nominal derivation occurs. A syllable {pu-} from the original word of the ‗pu-

kʰuŋ‘ is added and {kʰuŋ} is dropped to some parts of the tree. The names of various kinds of 

trees are formed with the addition of {-pu} from the main word of tree i.e. {pukʰuŋ} before or 

after.The formation of these derivative noun stems are class maintaining nominal derivatives.  

These compounds contain a stem as head of the construction, which does not have any 

fixed stress properties. That is why they are subject to a specific compound-stress rule, 

according to which, stress falls on the third syllable form the end of the formation. Obviously, 

a systematic treatment of stress and syllabification is needed separately from segmental 

phonological rules. 

Noun   Noun   Noun 

pan‗tree‘ + sak ‗leaf‘ = pansak  ‗leaves‘ 

pan ‗tree‘ + kaŋ ‗limb‘ = pankaŋ ‗branch‘ 

pan ‗tree‘ + p
h
i ‗wood‘ = panp

h
i ‗wood‘ 

 On the other hand the formation of some fruit trees names does not show any drop. 

The noun form of name of the fruit is added to the word of tree and the derived word remains 

as noun. For examples- 

 Noun    Noun   Noun 

 mamum‗mango‘ + pan ‗tree‘ = mamumpan‗mangotree‘ 

 ŋ‗banana‘   + pan‗tree‘ = ŋpan‗banana tree‘ 

 The above discussed processes form a good deal of words in the Longchang dialect. 

The nominal derivation has led to the enrichment of the dialect and there would be always an 

effective scope for increasing the vocabulary of the dialect as well.  

Class changing nominal derivation 

Noun   Suffix       Deno.    

tͻp ‗ablow‘  {-tͻ}  tͻptͻ ‗to make blow‘ 

buk ‗a hit‘   {-tͻ}  buktͻ ‗to make hit‘ 

aʋat ‗a slap‘  {-tᴐ}  aʋattᴐ ‗to make slap‘ 

zamᴐhip ‗a kick‘  {-tᴐ}  zamᴐhiptᴐ ‗to make kick‘  

Adj.   Verb   Ver.N. 

kachəi‗front‘ + ka ‗to go‘ = kacʰəi-ka‗going towards‘ 

həinaŋ‗back‘ + ka ‗to go‘ = həinaŋ-ka‗returning‘ 

azuŋkᴐ‗wide‘ + tha ‗to do‘ = tha-zuŋ ‗widening‘ 

akaŋ ‗hot‘ + te ‗to boil‘ = tekaŋ ‗boiling‘ 
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In the process of class changing nominal derivation definitives are suffixed with nouns 

and forms adjective words. Examples are given below: 

Noun   Adj. mar.   Adj. 

zat ‗jungle‘  {-ʋͻi}   zatʋͻi ‗jungle grown‘ 

phanpuŋ ‗flower‘ {-ʋͻi}   phanpuŋ-ʋᴐi ‗flowery‘ 

keŋ ‗village‘  {-ʋan}   keŋʋan ‗rural‘ 

kham ‗water‘  {-ʋan}   khamʋan ‗watery‘ 

 

Process of Compounding 

Compounding is a derivational process in which a stem is formed with more than one 

root morpheme.InWancho compounding is the most productive word formation method.Here, 

compound words are formed by adopting the derivational process. To define a compound 

word is ‗a  word made up wholly of smaller words is called a compound‘
2
.  

Compound words in Wancho are composed of following ways- 

i) A free form+ one or more free forms  

ii) A free form+ A derivative  

iii) A derivative+ A free form 

 

i) A free form+ one or more free forms 

Free Free Comp. 

mikɂ‗eye‘+ren‗line‘= mikɂren‗eyebrow‘ 

sak‗hand‘+k
h
u‗knee‘=sakk

h
u‗knee‘ 

raŋ ‗sky‘+ʋat ‗fall down‘ =raŋʋat‗rain‘ 

pa ‗pray‘+ham ‗house‘ = paham‗pray house‘  

Free  Free  Free  Comp. 

O+pak+ape = opakpe ‗bat/flying fox‘ 

Su+nam+sa = sunamsa ‗grand daughter‘ 

Hat+ dang+ata = hatdangata ‗Monday‘ 

Hu+pang+sa = hupangsa ‗male calf‘ 

 

ii) A free form+a derivative 

The derivative is generally an adjective derived from some noun-root. 

ak
h
uŋ-meŋ  

‗riped in tree‘ 

miɂ-ke-dᴐk 

‗having one eye‘ 

                                                           
2
 Bloch, Bernard and Trager, George in OLA, 1972 Indian Edition sec. 4.2 Source: P.N, 

DuttaBoruah, 2007, A Contrastive Analysis of the Morphological Aspects of Assamese 

and Oriya p.77 
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iii) A derivative+ a free form 

asᴐm +  ŋaa = sᴐm-ŋaa‗salty fish‘ 

Process of Reduplication 

A very common morphological operation is reduplication, whereby part of the base or 

complete base is copied and attached to the base. This may happen either preceding or 

following the base. 

According to Sapir,  

„Reduplication is a process that involves repetition of all or some part of the radical 

element and which is generally employed to indicate such concepts as distribution, 

plurality, repetition, customary activity and increase in size, added intensity, and 

continuance.‘
3
 

Reduplication in linguistics is a morphological process in which the root or stem 

of a word or part of it or even the whole word is repeated exactly or with a slight 

change. It is often used when a speaker adopts-- a tone more "expressive" or figurative 

than ordinary speech.  

 

hai-haiʋa ken-aken  ŋinraᴐ-rᴐ.    ‗The beggar begged from 

beggar def. village to village money want t.m village to village 

ni aŋaŋ nuŋ-nei-nuŋ     ‗we sit face to face‘. 

We  sit     face to face. 

 On the basis of different grounds reduplication, as a phenomenon, can be sub-divided 

into different sub-types. The major grounds include structural point of view and degree 

of sameness of the reduplicant and the root or stem reduplicated. On structural basis 

reduplication in Longchang can be categorized into two types. 

 Full reduplication 

 Partial reduplication 

Full reduplication 

 Full reduplication shows the entire word reduplicated. Anvita Abbi (1985) defines on 

Full Reduplication-  

Complete reduplication refers to the phenomenon when a single word or a clause is repeated 

once in the same sentence without any phonological or morphological variations.
4
 

                                                           
3
Extracted  from : Dash, Niladri Sekhar, 2015,A Descriptive Study of Bengali Words, Cambridge University 

Press, Delhi, p.228 
4
Abbi, Anvita, 1985, Reduplicative Structures: A Phenomenon of the South Asian Linguistic Area, University of 

Hawai‘s Press, P. 
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In other words full reduplication is the repetition of entire word without any deleting 

or interchanging of a root word (root with one or more affixes). Therefore complete 

reduplication is the repetitionwithout bringing any phonological or morphological changes to 

the root word. For example: 

azuŋ-azuŋ   ‗tall‘ (used in talk) 

ɦai-ɦai    ‗to beg‘ 

nan-nan   ‗firm‘ /‗fixed‘ 

In the examples given above the entire stems are reduplicated. 

Partial Reduplication 

  Partial reduplication plays a vital role in word formation in Wancho. It involves a 

reduplication of only a part of the reduplicated root or stem. That part can often be called 

phonological because it is of some phonological part of the word. There may be the analysis 

of syllables. 

Noun  

 Rang kham kham  ‗illness‘ 

 Pang pang ham  ‗home and home‘ 

 Hai hai    ‗water‘ 

 Muwa muwa le  ‗some‘ 

Pau nga pau nga  ‗waking‘ 

Adjective  

alap-akap   ‗rich‘ 

alap    ‗wealth‘ 

 Verb 

phing-pheŋ   ‗heart beating‘ 

phiŋ    ‗beat of heart‘ 

Adverb 

keŋ-akeŋ   ‗from village to village‘ 

keŋ    ‗ village‘ 

  

Conclusion 

From the above discussion, it may be summarized as stated below: 

 Inflection affects nouns, with reference to the gender and number in Wancho. 
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 In wancho gender and number are not grammatical as found in the language like Sanskrit 

and the Hindi language. 

 Inflection is motivated by syntax and this process assigns a noun stem certain grammatical 

properties so as to produce a grammatical word that can fit in a given syntactic slot. 

 In Wancho, mainly two processes are followed to indicate the gender of nouns. These are- 

by using different words in case of human being and by using attributed words in human 

and non human being. 

 Some noun words are traditionally masculine and feminine. 

 In Wancho plural suffix is added in both human being and non human beings. 

 Plural classifier suffix are added in both human and non human beings.  

 Wancho has decimal numeral system. Cardinal numbers are also divided into two sub-

divisions in Wancho. These are – Basic Cardinal Numerals and Derived Cardinal 

Numerals. 

 The number system of Wancho has a basic form and one to ten, twenty, forty, sixty, 

eighty and hundred. 

 The numeral forms for hundred, thousand, lakh are borrowed from Assamese. The words 

hota, jatta, lakta are formed by the main Assamese words- xo, hajar, lakh etc. The new 

words are formed by phonological change. 

 The derived cardinal numerals are formed by two processes. These processes are - by 

addition and by double addition. 

 In wancho ordinal numbers are formed by numerals addition with ordinal suffix. 

 An ordinary fraction is not made use of by speakers of the Wancho language. The word 

‗quarter‘ is the first fractional number in the Wancho language. Half, one third etc. are 

formed by addition of numerals. 

 In the Wancho language, ‗2‘ is used as ‗zut‘ which means ‗pair‘. It is used in counting two 

objects as one unit. Actually this word ‗zut‘ is belongs from Assamese word ‗zur‘ it 

means ‗pair‘. 

 The Wancho inhabitant area is nearby of Assam. Cultural and linguistic share is easily 

transmitted in this type of area. So, in numerical system we see same some numerical 

numbers.   

 On the basis of structures, the nouns in Wancho language can divided into two broad 

classes viz; primary and secondary. Secondary nouns in Wancho can be classified into 

two sub-classes viz; derived and compound. 

 Derived nouns are formed by a) Adding personal pronominal prefixes, b) Adding general 

Inflectional suffix, c) adding categorical affixes. 

 Compound noun are formed by the process of a) a free form + one or more free forms, b) 

a free form + a derivative and c) a derivative + a free form. 
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 Derivation, compounding and reduplication are main processes of noun word formation of 

the wancho language. 

 Categorial affixation is a main peculiarity of the process of noun word formation of the 

Wancho language. These categorical affixes are indicates a special category of animals, 

birds, snakes etc. 

 In this study I have seen that that the characteristics of word formation process indicate 

both mono-syllabic and poly-syllabic character. It is a major morphological peculiarities 

of tibeto-burman languages.  
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MATERNAL HEALTH AND COVID-19: A SPECIAL 

REFERENCE TO GOLAGHAT DISTRICT OF ASSAM 

 

Priyanka Gogoi 

 

Abstract 

COVID-19 was declared as pandemic by the World Health Organisation (WHO) on 

11
th

 March 2020 as the virus was spread globally. Almost all the countries of the world has 

been affecting by this pandemic socially, economically, physically, and mentally. The first 

positive case in India was reported in Kerala on 30
th

 January, 2020. Unlike the developing 

countries like Spain, Germany, India has poor health infrastructure for which people face 

many problem at many times. For which, it has been a challenging task for India to fight with 

this pandemic while Developing countries witnessed to many positive cases and deaths too 

instead of having improvised health facilities. Whenever we talk about health in general, we 

cannot ignore maternal health in India as Maternal health has been always a matter of 

concern since colonisation for which many initiatives has been taken to improve. In India, 

Assam is the state that comes in the top of the list of maternal mortality rate with 300 per 1, 

00,000 live births while the corresponding figure of nation is 168. Several studies reveal that 

prime reasons behind poor maternal health is lack of accessibility, availability and 

affordability of health facilities. Therefore, this study was an attempt to understand the 

problem that pregnant women faced during COVID-19 pandemic as the whole health system 

was mainly focusing on COVID positive patients.  

Keywords: Maternal health, accessibility, availability, COVID-19 pandemic 

 

Introduction 

COVID-19 was first detected in Wuhan 

Municipal Health Commission, China 

(WHO, 2020). It was declared as pandemic 

by the World Health Organisation (WHO) 

on 11
th

 March 2020 as the virus was spread 

globally. Almost all the countries of the 

world has been affecting by this pandemic 

socially, economically, physically, and 

mentally. The first positive case in India was 

reported in Kerala on 30
th

 January, 2020 

(Belfin et al., 2020). Unlike the developing 

countries like Spain, Germany, India has 
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poor health infrastructure for which people 

face many problem at many times. 

In developing countries, pregnant women 

generally face lots of difficulties in 

accessing health facilities. India is a country 

where inequality in maternal health care 

utilization can be seen in many places 

because of scarcity of researches or poor 

resource setting. Lack of accessibility, 

availability, and affordability is a common 

phenomena in India especially in Assam 

because of geographical location as well as 

different socio-cultural aspect (Baru, 

Acharya, Acharya, Kumar, & Nagaraj, 

2010)(Gogoi, 2021). There are many other 

reasons such as poverty, lack of nutrition, 

cultural beliefs for which maternal death in 

Assam is unacceptably high. Studies show 

that anaemia, haemorrhage, sepsis etc are the 

causes of maternal deaths. Along with this, 

geographical inaccessibility is another cause 

of maternal deaths. As for example, most of 

the hospitals are not functional 24x7 hours 

for which women face difficulties to access 

health care services (Rane et al., 2019). This 

is the general condition of health care 

system in India which is very fragile and the 

spreading of life-threatening virus like 

COVID-19 has almost broken down existing 

health status though, the health facilitators 

tried their best to reach people with the 

limited available resources. Therefore, this 

study is just an attempt to explore the 

problem faced by pregnant women during 

pandemic. 

Assam is the state that has 34 districts and 

inhabitants of many ethnic groups such as 

Bodo, Chutia, Ahom, Rajbangshi, Adivasis, 

Rabha, Karbi, Bengali speaking Hindu and 

Muslim and so on. This study was conducted 

in Golaghat district of Assam which is 

located in Upper Assam.  

 Objective of the study 

Assam is one of the states of India where 

maternal death is reported as highest among 

all the states. It indicates the poor health 

status of Assam as well as the poor health 

infrastructure of Assam. Therefore, this 

study was attempted to understand the 

experience of pregnant women during 

COVID-19 and her family.  

Methodology 

Qualitative Research design was used. The 

data has been collected in the month of 

October-November, 2020. The data was 

collected from pregnant women and ASHA. 

This study explores the nine case studies 

who were pregnant and have experienced 

childbirth during lockdown. The study was 

conducted in Golaghat District of Assam. 

Golaghat district was selected as it was 

declared as red zone along with four districts 

of Assam at the month April, 2020 when 

other districts were either in orange zone or 

green zone (Pratidin Times, 2020). The data 

has been collected in the month of 

September, 2020.  The inclusion criteria of 

the study are women who were pregnant or 

have experienced childbirth during COVID-

19 lockdown. Thematic analysis of the data 

has been done. The interviews were 

conducted in Assamese language and later, it 

was transcribed and translated to English.\ 
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Findings and Result 

Findings and result will be discussed 

thematically in below- 

 Antenatal Care (ANC) 

WHO suggests pregnant women to go for at 

least four ANC which is just an opportunity 

for pregnant women to receive the effective 

maternal health intervention that helps in 

identifying the risk factors associated with 

pregnancy (WHO, 2021). The study shows 

that women could not able to visit regular 

antennal check up during lockdown due to 

fear of getting infected. In this regards, one 

respondent named K. Gogoi said that- 

“I was scared of going out for antenatal 

check up too. I was availing ANC in district 

Hospital but I come to know that it was 

converted to COVID-19 centre. So, my 

whole family gets tense, thinking about 

where we go for check up. Along with this, 

lots of people were identified as positive who 

came from Delhi attending that.......(trying to 

remember) Islamic religious program where 

many foreigners too attended that program. 

It was informed that people got infected in 

that programme and were carrying the virus 

to Assam. So, arrangement to quarantine for 

those suspected and COVID-19 positive 

people were made in Golaghat civil hospital. 

Therefore, we were not visiting any ANC at 

that moment.”  

However, one respondent mentioned that she 

has visited the hospital for check up taking 

all the necessary precaution though check up 

was not done on time.  The respondent 

named T. Saikia said that-       

“I have completed four ANCs after 

lockdown though it was not on time. When 

we went for check up in PHC, ANM asked us 

to wear mask, and if someone did not have 

mask then they use to provide. They also 

sanitized our hand before entering to PHC. 

And we were asked to enter one by one 

maintaining one meter distance. Still, I was 

scared of being infected as I have heard one 

incident of Jorhat where a pregnant lady 

was detected positive and I have heard that 

she was getting insufficient treatment. I 

don‟t know if it was a rumour or true. But I 

was really scared and that‟s why I was using 

all the necessary precaution.” 

Insufficient hospitals and Scarcity of 

Hospital bed 

From the above data, we got an overall idea 

about ANC, then next question comes to our 

mind is how people accessed hospital for 

childbirth. Government of India has been 

promoting institutional childbirth for which 

several government schemes such as JSY, 

JSSY etc. are launched. However, childbirth 

at home is common in some of the places of 

Assam such as char area (Gogoi, 2021). 

During COVID-19, people of the study area 

were scared of thinking about the 

institutional childbirth as the treatment of 

COVID-19 has been providing in the civil 

hospital located in Golaghat. This is the only 

civil  hospital in Golaghat where most of the 

pregnant women go for childbirth. Along 

with this, lack of availability of private 

hospital could also be seen during COVID-

19.  One of the respondents opined that- 

“When we come to know that the one of the 

good private hospitals in Golaghat for 
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childbirth was closed due to detection of 

COVID-19 positive patient, we got tensed. 

We did not have any idea where do we go if 

pain comes suddenly. We do not want to go 

civil hospital as COVID-19 centre was there 

within the campus.” 

In addition to this, one pregnant woman‘s 

mother shared her experience how much she 

was scared and how she managed. She said  

“My daughter was pregnant during 

lockdown. I was scared, could not sleep at 

night thinking about the problem that 

pregnant women have been facing because 

of COVID-19. We talked to the hospital 

authority many times asking whether any 

kind of problem may rise. We also tried to 

do pre-booking a cabin because of the 

scarcity of hospital bed specially in private 

hospital. Finally, the delivery took place in 

September. But I can remember when I was 

at hospital sitting at the hospital balcony, a 

family came at night around....1 AM to 

admit someone from the family. The gate 

keeper did not open the gate. Because all the 

patients admitted in the hospital had to go 

through COVID-19 test. I am glad that the 

delivery took place at day time otherwise we 

might face lots of difficulties” 

This portrayed the clear picture how much 

pregnant women and her well wishers 

suffered thinking about problem that might 

arise during childbirth. 

Unwanted pregnancy 

Violation of sexual and reproductive health 

of women is reported during COVID-19 

(Shrivastava et al., 2021). Limited access to 

health services and shortage of medical 

supply led to unwanted pregnancy. In this 

context, one of the respondents aged 33years 

old shared her story- 

 “I have already two children. This was 

third time... I was pregnant. If it was a 

normal time period I could have gone 

through abortion. But I come to know lately 

about my pregnancy status. I was discussing 

with my family members regarding abortion 

as we are okay with two children. But 

lockdown was declared next day evening for 

21days for which we could not go for 

abortion. Anyway the baby is healthy now”.  

It was predicted that the number of 

unwanted pregnancy might be increased if 

the lockdown extended. The narrative of the 

respondent proves that the prediction was 

not myth. Though, it is difficult to say firmly 

that the prediction is completely true 

because of lack of rigorous study on this 

issue. 

 Unwillingness to access public hospital 

“Last time, my delivery was taken place in 

district hospital. But this time I could not 

take the risk. My family managed money and 

we have gone to private hospital. Everyone 

suggested that it was better not to visit civil 

hospital though the COVID-19 patients 

centre and the general patients ward is 

different. In private hospital, it is too costly 

while in district hospital it is free”. -  

Narrative of a lactating mother, aged 28 

years, C. Saikia.  

Above statement is an example to show how 

much people were scared and their 

unwillingness to access public hospital 

specially the Kushal Konwar Civil Hospital 
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where COVID-19 treatment is provided. The 

reason behind not accessing public hospital 

was the fear of getting infected by the virus. 

However, one of the respondents said that 

she had gone to civil hospital for childbirth. 

She mentioned- 

“We had to take private car to visit hospital 

when I felt that my water broke as there 

were a few public vehicles available at that 

time. We did not try to contact 108 also as 

we were scared of using 108 at that time. 

The car charged around Rs1000.... I do not 

remember the exact amount. As I come to 

know from ASHA that the maternity ward in 

civil hospital is completely separate from 

COVID-19 centre, then only we took the 

decision of getting admitted in district 

hospital” 

Although, her narrative clearly showed that 

she was convinced to go only after gathering 

appropriate information from the ASHA. It 

depicts how much precaution pregnant 

women and her family members were taking 

to save themselves from the virus.  

 Scared to visit frontline workers 

Some people were taking the help of ASHA 

to collect relevant information about ANC, 

immunisation, and other facilities. On the 

other hand, some people ran away from 

ASHA as they had the highest probability of 

getting infected as they had to go door to 

door visit. In this context, one of the 

respondents said that- 

“At that time, we were even scared of 

visiting PHC for check up. ASHA also used 

to visit each and every household for survey. 

Along with it, they also went to ask people to 

quarantine themselves if any symptoms show 

or if any people come from outsides. It was 

risky to meet even ASHA. Our ASHA called 

me several times for check up. I remember I 

had one ANC time during complete 

lockdown period. But I even did not think of 

going for check up. I heard that pregnant 

women should take extra precaution....it is 

very risky for pregnant women...Yes after 

removing lockdown I have gone for 7months 

check up. But I have missed one. Still, thanks 

to god...I am and my baby is healthy now” 

Discussion and conclusion 

The study was conducted to understand the 

problems faced by pregnant women during 

COVID-19 pandemic. According to WHO 

guideline, a woman should go through at 

least four antenatal check-up (WHO, 2021). 

However, from the above analysis, it can be 

understood that women were missing ANC 

due to COVID-19 pandemic. The study 

clearly indicates that people gave priority to 

remain inside the home rather than going out 

for check up because of the fear of getting 

exposed to virus. Other quantitative and 

qualitative studies also find the same result 

which clearly shows decreasing of number 

of ANC during lockdown. (East et al., 2020) 

(Muhaidat et al., 2020) (Shrivastava et al., 

2021). Moreover, the analysis of the data 

shed light to increase of unwanted 

pregnancy during pandemic due to scarcity 

of resources and inaccessibility to visit 

medical store. 

Whenever we talk about missing of ANC, 

the question comes directly on role of the 

ASHAs. It is one of the responsibilities of 

ASHA i.e. mobilize the community and 
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facilitate them in accessing health and health 

related services, for which pregnant and 

lactating women contact ASHA  (GOI, n.d.).  

However, a complete different scenario can 

be seen where pregnant women were scared 

of meeting ASHA and ANM because of 

their involvement in COVID-19 duty. India 

is a developing country and therefore it is 

necessary to utilize every possible human 

resource for preventive as well as 

rehabilitative measures of COVID-19.  

However, the negative impact of active 

involvement of ASHA and ANM on 

maternal health could be seen. The 

respondents of the study said that they felt 

scared to contact or meet ASHA because of 

their active involvement in COVID-19 duty 

and it is genuine cause to be feared. That‘s 

why a study conducted in Kenya suggested 

that community midwives needs to be 

separated from the care facilities of COVID-

19 patients to continue the maternal health 

services without any barrier or problem 

(Kimani et al., 2020).     

Despite of taking extra preventive measure 

to stop the spreading of virus, people were 

scared of visiting government hospital and 

accessing the government facilities such as 

108 or Adoroni. As a result, out of pocket 

expenditure can be seen. To reduce the 

burden of out of packet expenditure, as said 

earlier the government has been taken the 

initiative such as providing free institutional 

childbirth. Government‘s free institutional 

childbirth facility under Janani Suraksha 

Yojana is applicable in government hospital. 

However, this study shows that people 

prefer to go for private hospital rather than 

visiting public hospital which lets to out of 

packet expenditure.  

The analysis of the findings shed light to the 

fear of getting infected led to accessing out 

of packet expenditure, not accessing private 

hospital and other government resources and 

difficulties to access health facilities. While 

taking about the people‘s fear to COVID-19, 

we cannot avoid the discussion of mental 

health of pregnant women. Deterioration of 

metal health during COVID-19 pandemic is 

very common due to loss of job, loneliness, 

fear of infection, fear of losing family   

members and many other reasons (WHO, 

2021) (Javed et al., 2020)  (Ceulemans et al., 

2021) (East et al., 2020). This study also 

reveals the same i.e. worsening of mental 

peace among pregnant women and their 

family members. Almost all the respondents 

use some terms such as ―fear‖, ―scared‖, 

―worry‖ which represent clearly that they 

were going through some stress or anxiety .  

From the above analysis, we can say that 

pregnant women suffer a lot both physically 

and mentally. A holistic approach and a 

strong medical health system are required to 

fight with such situation. Having physical 

health is not sufficient until we do not work 

on mental health. A strong counselling cell 

is required to deal with fear, anxiety, stress, 

depression and other mental health issue. A 

social worker has ample responsibility and 

scope to strengthen the existing medical 

system through policy formation, policy 

reformation, spreading community 

awareness to reduce unnecessary fear and 

providing individual counselling to people.  
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SIMILARITY BETWEEN SANKARDEVA‟S 

VAISHNAVITE IDEOLOGY AND SUFISM:  

A COMPARATIVE STUDY 
 

Sahin Jafri 

Abstract 

This is the reason why a comparative discussion on similarity between Sufism and 

Sankardeva's Neo-Vaishnavite religion is emphasized here. The main objectives of the present 

study are to study about the Sufism and Sankardeva‘s neo-vaishnavite religion and fo find out 

the similarities between Sufism and Sankardeva‘s neo-vaishnavite.this article is written on the 

basis of analytical method basically. It is seen that because of the manifold resemblance of 

Sufism with the Vaishnavite Ideals the unity of Assam is preserved for a long time. 

Keywords: Sankardeva‘s Vaishnavite Ideology, Sufism 

 

Introduction 

There is an immense influence of 

Srimanta Sankardeva's religious ideology, 

traditional rules and practice of his belief 

form in Assamese social life. For this 

society, the subject of devotion is a unique 

essence of life. Assamese social life is 

highly enriched because of such traditional 

Discussions on Sankardeva and his beliefs 

practice of devotion and religion deeply. On 

the Other hand monotheistic Sufism has also 

played an equally important role in 

spreading ideals of Islam and the message of 

peace to all: irrespective of caste, creed or 

religion. Sufism played an important role in 

constructing a pragmatic classless society by 

spreading the doctrine of brotherhood and 

unity. Looking at the logical approach, 

similarity of ideals, convergence of goal and 

magnanimity of purpose, it can be easily 

summarized that Neo-Vaishnavite ideology 

and Sufism are the two sides of the same 

coin. Monotheism; the idea of a classless 

society, and socialism were given priorities 

in both the doctrines. They requested all to 

live in harmony by practicing such 

philosophical thoughts leaving behind all 

religious intolerances. At present, it seems 

very essential that both Sufism and 

Sankardeva's ideology will help to establish 

peace and harmony in our society.  Practice 

of both the doctrines looks very relevant in 

today's society. This is the reason why a 

comparative discussion on similarity 

between Sufism and Sankardeva's Neo-

Vaishnavite religion is emphasized here. 

Objectives of the study 

The main objectives of the present study are 

as follows: 
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1. To study about the Sufism and 

Sankardeva‘s neo-vaishnavite religion. 

2. Find out the similarities between Sufism 

and Sankardeva‘s neo-vaishnavite. 

Methodology 

The present research is based on secondary 

sources of data. I have written the 

researchArticle is written on the basis of 

analytical method basically. Data has been 

collected from reference books, published 

articles, journals, magazines and 

Newspapers etc. 

Subject Matter 

Saint SrimantaSankardeva was the 

pioneer who created the waves of Neo 

Vaishnavite movement inclassless Assamese 

society devoid of caste, creed and religion in 

Assam. His simple, logical, philosophical 

and theoretical teachings had won the hearts 

of the mass and as a Result, the influence of 

vaishnavite religion spread all over Assam in 

no time. He along with his 

DiscipleMadhabdeva wrote many books, 

songs, drama, epics, Bhaona and created 

dance forms which were easily 

comprehendible for the general public and 

helped to spread this religion to the masses. 

He discovered the concept of "Kirtanghar" 

or "Namghar" as a place of worship so that 

the people can practice his religious 

preaching in groups doing "shravan-kirtan" 

(listening-saying) en masse. On the other 

hand under their constructive guidance many 

"satra"s were established where arts, 

literature and cultural plays were practiced. 

According to both Sankardeva and 

Madhabdeva, the best way to devote God is- 

all creatures must be treated as his own self 

and especially all humans should be 

considered as the parts of God. He taught 

not to discriminate people as high or low, 

touchable or untouchable in the name of 

religion. Not limiting his preaching‘s to 

merely Hindu society; SrimantaSankardeva 

reached out to the Non-Hindu tribalsalso. 

Garo, Mikir, Miri, Kachari, Bhutiya, 

Musalman and many tribal groups were 

among his disciples. The proofs are evident 

in the history. His disciple Sandsai was from 

Islamic background. He was attracted by the 

Saint's personality and accepted as his Guru. 

There are proofs that even at present his 

offspring are practicing this "Naamdharma".   

Sufism is an ideology to attract people 

towards the religion Islam by spreading 

love, selflessness and integrating people 

without class based society. It is evident 

from the opinion of various literates and 

pundits that only those Islamic scholars are 

called Sufi who wear plain white cotton 

clothes, lead a simple lifestyle and an austere 

devotee of Allah throughout his life. They 

were also inspired by the vaishnavite 

ideologies and took part in spreading Islam 

to the masses in plain and simple way. The 

main doctrine of Sufism is- to visualize the 

true form of Allah and to reach the path of 

spiritual enlightenment even after leading a 

normal life. Rules and logic is the basis of 

Sufism. It is also based on holiness, emotion 

and honesty. The idea of a classless society, 

doctrine of Islam without discriminating 

coloror race, value of equalitarian society 

and religious yet progressive unorthodoxly 

blended with love and compassion, religious 

tolerance  are the epitome of Sufism. It 

teaches to replace the subjective & 
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materialistic thoughts by spiritualism, peace 

and good will among different people. 

Among those who came to Assam for 

spreading this ideology of Sufism were 

GiasuddinAulia, Azan Fakir, Ismail Gaji and 

Nizamuddinwhose names are worth 

mentioning.  Amongst all GiasuddinAulia 

was called the first religious Guru who 

preached the message of Islam in the state of 

Assam. In the year 1321-22, the Sultan of 

Bengal GiasuddinBahadur Shah attacked 

and took over the province of Kamrup 

briefly. GiasuddinAulia also entered Assam 

along with him. He established a Dargah in 

Hajo (Kamrup) and started preaching the 

message of Islam. GiasuddinAulia was seen 

as an apostle of honesty and hence under his 

influence many Hindu Koch residents of 

Hajo took to Islam. At present his grave lies 

in Poa Mecca, Hajo.  

At the dawn of seventeenth century, 

came Azan Fakir from the faraway land of 

Bagdad to preach Sufism in Assam. His 

birth name was Shah Milan or Miran. In 

close ties with Sankardeva‘svaishnavite 

religion he spread the message of Islam 

throughout the state and laid the foundation 

of Hindu Muslim unity. Azan Fakir 

transformed himself into a true Assamese by 

developing an in depth understanding of 

Assamese traditions, rituals, folklores and 

cultural practices. The Jikir&Jari songs were 

composed by Azan Fakir taking inspiration 

from the local folklores. Flashes from both 

Madhabdeva and Sankardeva‘sGhosha-pada 

can be seen in the Jikirs of Azan Fakir. 

These songs became equally popular 

amongst the Hindu and Muslim 

communities. Being inspired by the strong 

character of Azan Fakir, many Hindus were 

towards him and they converted to Islam. 

Owing to the fluid and unorthodox 

preaching of Sufism by Azan Fakir though 

Hindus and Muslims varied in religious 

practices, they were one socially. 

A comparison between New Vaishnavism 

and Sufism 

    Whether there is a resemblance between 

the vaishnavite and Sufi ideologies, can 

easily be figured out by paying close 

attention to the statements presented below.  

―One God one shelter- there is none 

other‖ is the prime motto of Vaishnava 

Dharma. The main motto of Islam is also 

same. In Islam ―La ilaha Ilaillahu 

Mohammadur rasullah‖ means there is none 

to worship other than Allah. Mohammad is 

His Messenger sent by Him.  

Secondly according to Sufism the 

prime duty of human is meditation and altar, 

prayers and reminiscence of His name. More 

elaborately it instructs all human to pray to 

the almighty Allah and more you pronounce 

His name more you earn virtues. The saint 

Sankardeva‘s ―Naam Dharma‖ also 

preached the same.  According to Vaishvite 

ideology also ―Listening and Singing Hari 

Naam (Name of the Lord of the universe)‖ 

leads to Moksha (Ultimate Freedom/ 

Salvation). 

 Thirdly, according to Sufism 

underlying all religious and ethical 

philosophies is sheer love and compassion 

for all beings. Exhibiting the same amount 

of love for all kinds of beings is what 

comprises of dharma. It is believed that there 

resides a messenger of God inside each 
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being. Vaishnavite philosophy also supports 

this ideology and hence professes that one 

should respect all fellow beings as equal to 

their own self.  

A striking evidence of this can be 

found in Hem Saraswati‘sPrahladCharitra. 

Sankardeva mentioned in his scripture 

―KirtanaGhosha‖ that- 

―Kukur, Srigaal, Gadarvaroattma Ram 

Janiasabakoporikoribapranaam‖ 

(God is the soul of all animals, knowing that 

worship all being) 

In Sufism it is believed that in the 

path of worship, the disciple is benefited by 

the advice of his Guru. Similarly in 

Vaishnavism also the place of Guru is 

considered above all in all forms of worship.  

In Sufism ―bhakti‖ (devotion to Lord) is 

assigned a higher priority along with the 

form of Allah, theory of creation and 

specialty of Koran and importance of Rasul. 

Similarly in Vaishnivism also it gives more 

importance to ―Bhakti‖ without the need of 

salvation.    Moreover in Sufism, one main 

criteria is –All beings in this universe is the 

forms of the supreme God, all activities of 

human are controlled by that supreme-soul 

(Paramattma). Sufism believes that behind 

the supervision of the entire universe there is 

Allah, who controls all activities of the 

world. Sufism relies the ubiquitous presence 

of one omnipotent super power whose heart 

is overflowing with love and compassion for 

all. This ideology also resembles with the 

Vaishnivism of Shankardeva. According to 

Vaishnivism Lord Vishnu or Lord Krishna is 

the absolute truth or Absolute Brahma. 

According to Sankardeva it‘s not worth to 

worship other gods or goddesses except 

Lord Krishna. He says – 

―Anya devi deva nokoribaxeba 

Prasadonakhaiba tar 

Murtikonasaibagrihenapasiba 

Bhoktihoibovybhisaar‖ 

( Bhagavata, Second part) 

(Never worship other gods & goddesses, do 

not accept the offerings of that don‘t look at 

the idols, never bring it to home, or else 

devotion will be sacrilege or profane. So, it 

is evident that Vaishnavite ideology has 

striking similarity with Sufism. Perhaps this 

is the reason why Sufism did have the 

opportunity to spread in Assam without any 

controversy. Irrespective of religious divide 

between Hindu and Muslim, it was able to 

tie up the entire Assamese community with a 

rope of unity. 

In fifteenth century, in mediaval 

Indian context, Sant Kabira‘s Doha also 

catalysed unification of Hindus and 

Muslims. Because of the resemblance of 

monotheistic belief of SantKabira with 

Vaishnavite ideology, Sufism did spread all 

over India. It is found in ―CharitaPuthi‖ that 

during pilgrimage of 

MahapurushaSankardeva in this period, he 

reached Kabira‘s house and discussed about 

this with his family. So there is some 

substance to assume that 

Shankardeva‘sVaishnivism had some 

influences from Kabira‘s doctrine. It is said 

that the Dihanaams of Shankardeva were 

composed after inspiring by Kabira‘s Doha. 
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Many advocated that in the same fashion the 

―DehaVisaraGeet‖s of Assam were also 

originated from Jikirs.   Some similarity is 

also found between the literature and 

ideology of Geet and Pada of Vaishnavite 

period with the Jikirs composed by Azan 

Fakir. For example- 

Jikir: 

Ghosha:  

Rahamargirihat,  

tumiallah sahib hoi,  

Jodi kora dariarpaar. 

Pada:   

Chintoheramor mon Allarnamot 

BhajoheraMor mon Gururepawat 

Paani more piyahotagni more jaarot 

KhodaRasullukaiaseMominorAarot. 

(Ajan Peer) 

Bargeet:  

Ghosha: Gopale Ki gotikoile, Gobinde Ki 

motidile Naathbipholeboyos sab gelore 

Pada:E bhova gahan bana aati mohe 

paxesanna Taate hamo harino berai. 

Fandilu mayarpaxe kaal byadho dhaya axe 

KaamaKrodhakuttakhedikhai.  

In this Jikir, ―KhodaRasul is hiding 

behind Momin‖ is similarly depicted in a 

Lokageet where ―You are hiding inside the 

Manikut but we can‘t see, Shankar Guru is 

ours, Madhava Guru is ours.‖  

MahapurushaSankardeva dreamt of a 

society where all people irrespective of their 

different castes, creeds and religions could 

live in a peaceful atmosphere and justice, 

equality and brotherhood were free for all in 

a broad society. Enamored by his 

magnanimity, his preaching of a classless 

society and religious tolerance for all, a 

Muslim preacher Sandsai wholeheartedly 

accepted to be his disciple.When Sufi 

preachers came to Assam for spreading the 

ideals of Islam, they soon realized that 

without understanding the ethos and basic 

values of Vaishnivism direct conversion of 

people into Islam was not possible. Perhaps 

this is the reason those Sufi saints and 

preachers took to the morals of Vaishnivism 

and tried to spread their religious ideals. 

While doing so they never tried to hurt the 

religious sentiments of anyone rather they 

had moulded people of all hues with the 

values of Islam and Vaishnavism blending 

with brotherhood. This Jikir is worth 

mentioning here as a striking example- 

Mor Monot bhed bhab nai o Allah 

Mor monot bhin par nai o Allah 

Hindu ki Musalman, eke Allar farman ‘ 

Mor monot eketi bhav 

Hindu ke jhala bohai o Allah 

Musal maanok puti bohai o Allah 

Hai o eke khini jaminor tol 

(Azan Peer) 
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Conclusion 

      So it is seen that, because of the 

manifold resemblance of Sufism with the 

Vaishnavite Ideals the unity of Assam is 

preserved for a long time. Although that 

stability between Hindus andMuslims has 

been hit sometimes by the cruel clutch of 

time, but there is no distinct possibility of 

religious polarization to be permanent. All 

credit goes to MahapurushaSankardeva and 

those Sufi Saints who heralded the path of 

unity amongst all religions and made this 

unified society of Assam, a great place to 

live.   
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PROBLEMS, PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF 

COOPERATIVE DAIRY FARMING: WITH SPECIAL 

REFERENCE TO THE SITAJAKHALA DUGDHA 

UTPADAK SAMABAI SAMITY OF ASSAM (INDIA) 

 

Subhraneel Baruah 

Abstract 

Dairy farming is an important agricultural enterprise in Assam, India. The Sitajakhala 

Dugdha Utpadak Samabai Samity Limited (SJDUSSL) is one of the leading dairy enterprises 

in the state. The objective of this study is to go into the operational issues including the 

management aspect, challenges, constraints, scopes and performances of this Cooperative 

Society. Qualitative interviews have been taken amongst the farmers, employees and 

customers‘ vis-à-vis the issues under study. SWOT analysis was also taken following all this. 

The objective was to know the realistic problems of the farmers in order to find possible 

solutions to the underlying issues. Both primary and secondary data have been used for the 

study. 

Keywords: Agricultural, Enterprise, Operational, Issues, SWOT 

 

Introduction 

India is the largest milk producing 

country in the world. During 2014-15 she 

produced 146.31 million tonnes of milk. The 

Milk productivity of India is low as 

compared to western countries, and still the 

country tops the list of the milk producing 

countries of the world. Rajasthan, Punjab, 

Uttar Pradesh, Haryana and Andhra Pradesh, 

are the major milk producing states in India. 

The country produces around 17% of the 

world. About 80% of the milk production 

within the country is within the organized 

sector while the remaining 20% is shared 

equally by the cooperatives and personal 

dairies. India consists of over 1.50 lakh 

village level dairy cooperative societies 

which cover 265 districts within the country 

and collects about 26 million liters of milk 

per day. Dairy farming is an important 

agricultural enterprise in Assam, India. The 

Sitajakhala Dugdha Utpadak Samabai 

Samity Limited (SJDUSSL) is one of the 

leading dairy enterprises in the state. The 

Sitajakhala Dugdha Utpadak Samabai 

Samity Limited (SJDUSSL) was set up way 

back in 1958 by a small group of 

enterprising youth of Amlighat- (then) a 

sleepy village in the erstwhile Nagaon 

District (presently: Morigaon District) with 

an aim to wipe out middlemen in milk 

business. The cooperative, as it first set out 

in its business, had only 17 members. Today, 

it has over 1,000 registered members. With 
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the increasing popularity among the masses, 

the products of the cooperative society have 

found markets in places like Kamrup, 

Morigaon and Nagaon districts of Assam. 

The objective of this study is to go into the 

operational issues including the management 

aspect, challenges, constraints, scopes and 

performances of this Cooperative Society. 

Methodology 

Qualitative interviews have been 

taken amongst the farmers, employees and 

customers vis-à-vis the issues under study. 

For this, questionnaires were prepared to 

elicit feelings, perceptions and attitudes of 

the major stakeholders. Analysis of data has 

been undertaken. SWOT analysis was also 

taken following all this. The objective was to 

know the realistic problems of the farmers in 

order to find possible solutions to the 

underlying issues. Both primary and 

secondary data have been used for the study. 

The Primary data includes interview, 

questionnaires.  Secondary data consist of 

books, articles, journal and e-source. The 

researcher for this study has also approached 

the subject from a dual perspective: from the 

perspective of the dairy farmers and that of 

the marketplace. 

Profile of the Organization: 

Started in 1958 with just 17 

members, Sitajakhala Dugdha Utpadak 

Samabai Samity Ltd in Jagiroad (Dist. 

Morigaon, Assam) now has over 1,000 

members, with its products finding markets 

in several districts of Assam. At the time of 

its establishment, its operation was limited 

to the Production of milk in the villages 

surrounding a village, named: Amlighat. But 

the producers were deprived of a legitimate 

price because of an unorganized marketing 

system. So, some socially conscious people 

thought about collecting the milk for selling 

it through organized marketing. This thought 

was the seed of inspiration behind the 

formation of this cooperative society, as it is 

found today Today, the Society produces 

around 18,000 to 20,000 liters of raw milk 

per day. Moreover, it has 13 milk collection 

booths across the state. The society has a 

family of around 1100 farmers from 

different communities and classes of the 

society, including women. It consists of 

approximately 6000 cattle (High breed H.F 

cross, Jersey cross and Sahiwal). The 

cooperative society is spread over 10 village 

Panchayat areas, within the districts of 

Morigaon and Kamrup Assam. Moreover, 

trainees from around the whole north eastern 

region attend the training and workshops on 

Dairy Farming provided by the organization. 

The profits generated from the operations 

are being distributed among the milk 

producers.  

The Annual turnovers of the Society up to 

2018-19 are as follows:  

Table 1 Annual turnovers of the Society 

 
Source: Field Study 

The society is experiencing a 

moderate periodic growth in its annual 

turnover for the last five years. Starting from 
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Rs. 19,23,14,116 in 2014-15 to Rs. 

40,13,51,070  in 2018-19. So, in five years 

the annual turnover is found to have 

doubled. 

The society produces a variety of 

products served over 13 booths across the 

state.Some of their most popular dairy 

products are: Standard Milk, Pasteurized 

milk, Cottage cheese (Paneer), Sweets,Plain 

Curd,Sweetened curd and Cream. 

The sector- wise activities of the 

farm are: Fodder/feed cultivation, 

Preservation of fodder/feed in the form of 

blocks, silage etc., Farm mechanization, 

Floriculture, Package of practice, Post-

harvest processing, Marketing and 

Horticulture. 

The Society is also the Recipient of 

the Biennial “Cooperative excellence 

award-2006” instituted by the National 

Cooperation Development Corporation. 

Collection of Data, Analysis and 

Interpretation 

In recent times, a few competitors have 

emerged in the area of the operation of this 

farm, and therefore,  the society is not 

compromising on the quality of the products. 

The society is also diversifying its business 

in different other sectors to get an edge over 

its competitors. An attempt, therefore, has 

been taken to study the different aspects 

which the society gives top priorities in 

order to stay ahead of its counterparts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table: 1: Responses of the consumers (50 

respondents) 

                          

 
 

Table: 2: Responses of the breeders (45 

respondents) 
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 Table: 3: Responses of the sellers (8 

respondents) 

 
Table: 4: Responses of the general 

employees (35 respondents) 

 
 

 

 

 

Table: 5: Responses of the local public (30 

respondents) 

 
 

Sources: Field Study 

i. Questions to Consumers (50 

respondents): 

 

1. Are you satisfied with the quality of 

the products of SITAJAKHALA? 

Table 2 

 
Source: Field Study 

 

2. Is it able to deliver the items by the 

farm on time at your doorstep? 
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Table 3 

 
Source: Field Study 

 

 

3. Do you think it is able to compete 

with the other familiar brands in the market 

around you? 

Table 4 

 
Source: Field Study 

4. Are you satisfied with the behaviour 

of those engaged by the farm in distribution 

of the product at its centres? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 

                            

 
Source: Field Study 

5. Do you see the Farm contributing for 

community development in and around it? 

 

Table 6 

 
Source: Field Study 

 Observations: 

Most of the customers are satisfied with the 

society. They are found to be satisfied with 

the quality of the products. The efficient 

home delivery of the products makes the 

society more preferable among the 

customers. The customers believe that the 

society is contributing for the community 

development in and around it. Moreover, it 
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has set up goodwill in the region, which 

keeps them ahead of their competitors. 

 Interpretation 

The society is able to attract more and more 

customers hence; it is getting an edge over 

other competitors in terms of customer 

satisfaction. 

Questions to Breeders (45 respondents) 

1.How many milking cows do you 

have? 

Table 7 

 
Source: Field Study 

2. How much milk do you contribute 

daily on an average? 

Table 8 

       

Source: Field Study 

             

3. Whether the Society management 

addresses your problems in farming when 

required? 

Table 9 

 
Source: Field Study 

 

4. Do you have insurance of your 

cattle? 

Table 10 

 

 
Source: Field Study 

 

5. Does the Farm make any 

contributions for the socio-economic 

development of the community of the 

breeders? 
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Table 11 

 
Source: Field Study 

 

 Observations 

The breeders associated with the society 

have a good number of milking cows, as a 

result they are being able to contribute 

some good volume of milk per day. 

Moreover, most of the breeders have 

insurance on each and every cattle which 

could save them from unforeseen 

circumstances. The breeders are also happy 

in the way the society is addressing their 

problems. Moreover, the society is 

contributing towards the socio-economic 

development of the breeders.  But, the 

breeders are not getting proper incentives 

for contributing their share of milk. 

 Interpretation 

 

The society is making the breeders satisfied 

by addressing their problems. But there are 

no provisions for incentives, which may de-

motivate the breeders at times. 

 

iii. Questions to Sellers (8 

respondents): 

1. How many customers do you have 

approximately per day? 

 

 

Table 12 

 

 
Source: Field Study 

 

2. Do you check the quality of the milk 

and milk products every day? 

Table 13 

 
Source: Field Study 

 

3. Do you have daily sales target?  
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Table 14 

 
Source: Field Study 

 

4. Do you get incentives for 

maximizing your sales? 

Table 15 

 
Source: Field Study 

 

 Observations 

 

The sellers deal with a good number of 

customers every day. They also check 

the quality of the products before selling 

it to the customers. They are provided 

with some sales target on daily basis 

which they have to accomplish. The 

sellers also get incentives for 

maximizing their sales. 

 

 

 Interpretation 

The sellers are very much concerned 

about the need of maintaining the quality 

of the products while selling it to the 

customers. Also, the sellers are 

motivated enough to maximize their 

sales even after achieving the targets 

because of a good of incentives.   

 

iv. Questions to general employees (35 

respondents) 

1. Are you satisfied in serving the 

Society? 

Table 16 

 

 Frequency Tally 

Yes 60% 21 

No 0% 0 

Partially yes 40% 14 

 

 
Figure 15: Employee satisfaction 

Source: Field Study 

 

2. Given your qualification, experiences 

and proficiencies at work, are you satisfied 

with the salary/wages given by your 

organization? 

Table 17 

 Frequency Tally 

Yes 48.57% 17 

No 2.85% 1 

   Partially yes 48.57% 17 
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Figure 16: Are employees satisfied with 

their remunerations. 

Source: Field Study 

 

3. Do you get any incentives or 

appraisals from the society for your good job 

performances? 

Table 18 

 

    Frequency Tally 

Yes 14.28% 5 

No 60% 21 

Sometimes 25.71% 9 

 

 
Figure 17: Percentage of employees getting 

incentives for good performances 

Source: Field Study 

 

4. Are you happy with the supervision? 

Table 19 

     Frequency Tally 

Yes 51.43% 18 

No 0% 0 

     Partially yes 48.57% 17 

 

 
Figure 18: Employees happy with the 

supervision. 

Source: Field Study 

 

5. Are there any official criteria for 

promotions in the farm? 

Table 20 

 

 Frequency Tally 

Yes 28.57% 10 

No 5.71% 2 

   Partially yes 65.71% 23 

 

 
Figure 19: Criteria for promotion. 

Source: Field Study 

 

6. Do you volunteer to work overtime, 

considering it is a cooperative society? 

Table 21 

 Frequency Tally 

Yes 20% 7 

             No 31.42% 11 

Sometimes 48.57% 17 
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Figure 20: Percentage of employees 

working overtime. 

Source: Field Study 

 

7. Are you satisfied with the 

infrastructural facilities given to you by the 

management for smooth functioning of your 

duty? 

Table 22 

 Frequency Tally 

Yes 11.42% 4 

No 45.71% 16 

   Partially Yes 42.85% 15 

 

 
Figure 21: Are the employees satisfied with 

the infrastructural facilities? 

Source: Field Study 

 

8. Are there any provisions for 

retirement benefits in the farm? 

Table 23 

 Frequency Tally 

Yes 54.28% 19 

No 0% 0 

    Partially Yes 45.71% 16 

 

 
Figure 22: Provisions for retirement 

benefits. 

Source: Field Study 

 

 Observations 

Most of the employees seem to be 

satisfied with the nature of their job 

and the remuneration they are getting 

for performing the job. Although 

they are not getting regular 

incentives and appraisals, due to 

which they are not willing to work 

overtime. But, hardworking and 

dedicated employees are being 

awarded with promotion. Moreover, 

few employees are unsatisfied due to 

the lack of proper infrastructural 

facilities Also, the employees are 

getting a good provision for 

retirement. 

 Interpretation 

The employees are getting very 

irregular incentives; as a result, most 

of the employees are not willing to 

work overtime. Moreover, the 

infrastructural facilities are not up to 

the mark. But the employees 

provided a good provision for 

retirement benefits. 

v. Questions to Local public (30 

respondents): 
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1. How often does the Sitajakhala dairy 

cooperative society come forward to 

make contributions for the 

upliftment of the local community in 

socio-economic terms? 

Table 24 

 Frequency Tally 

Regular 43.33% 13 

Never 0% 0 

Sometimes 56.67% 17 

 

 
Figure 23: Contributions for the upliftment 

of the local community. 

Source: Field Study 

 

2. What kinds of contributions do you 

expect it to make in this regard? 

Table 25 

 Frequency Tally 

Monetary 40% 12 

Kinds 36.67% 11 

Other 26.67% 8 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 24: Preferred types of contribution. 

Source: Field Study 

 

3. Do you see the growth of a culture of 

self-employment among the youths as a 

result of its existence in your locality? 

Table 26 

 Frequency Tally 

Yes 70% 21 

No 0% 0 

     Partially Yes 30% 9 

 

 
Figure 25: Growth of a culture of self-

employment among the youths. 

Source: Field Study 

 

4. Are there any growths of 

employment opportunities in sight among 

the local people as a result of the growth of 

this Farm? 

Table 27 

 Frequency Tally 

Yes 53.33% 16 

No 0% 0 

Partially Yes 46.67% 14 
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Figure 4.26: Growths in employment 

opportunities around the region 

Source: Field Study 

 

 Observations 

The society is very much concerned 

about the upliftment of the locality as 

it often contributes to its general 

public through various means. 

Moreover, the local public believes 

that this society has contributed to 

the growth of a culture of self-

employment among the youths of the 

locality. Moreover, the society is 

giving employment opportunities to 

many unemployed people in the 

locality. 

 Interpretation 

The society has been able to create 

goodwill among the local public. It 

has become a means of employment 

for many unemployed youths. 

Moreover, the society has created a 

culture of self-employment among 

the youths of the locality.  

 

Following this thorough investigation 

on the problems, prospects and 

opportunities of the Sitajakhala Dugdha 

Utpadak Samabai Samiti, the researcher 

now can present the following as the 

findings, suggestions and conclusion: 

 

 

Findings 

 It is found from the employees‘ 

responses that the Dairy farm has 

been able to provide a steady source 

of livelihood to more than thousand 

families in the area of its operation. 

Thus, it has been able to provide the 

concerned families with the basic 

requirement of sustenance such as 

food, cloth and shelter.  The area in 

which the farm does operate has a 

long history of milk farming and 

many milk producers associated with 

this enterprise have already 

progressed in life with improved 

living conditions and improved 

educational level, showing a pathway 

to others to follow their example. 

 It has been able to create an 

ambience of entrepreneurship by 

boosting up the ideal of self-

employment among the inhabitants 

in and around the area of its 

operation. Production of milk by the 

milk community also helps some 

other people like those who sell milk 

and milk products in the market.  

 Improved health conditions of the 

cattle and a steady and easy flow of 

fodders are two important challenges 

to be reckoned with in regards to its 

present scenario. Foreign varieties of 

cows like Jersey, Red Sindhi, 

Australian, Sahiwal, Frie Sian etc. 

are generally being reared by the 

farmers and often sickness of them 

affects the production level. Want of 

a full fledged hospital along with a 

doctor at Amlighat in particular has 
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posed as a real hindrance in the 

expansion of the enterprise. 

  The younger generation among the 

milk breeding families are seen being 

partially interested in taking up dairy 

farming as means of self-

employment in life. The main reason 

behind it is want of proper 

infrastructural facilities for dairy 

farming.  

 The study has shown that the 

majority of the consumers of the 

Farm are satisfied with the quality of 

the products, the timeliness in their 

delivery, behavior of the sellers and 

the overall image of the Brand. The 

company is getting an edge over 

other competitors in terms of 

customer satisfaction.  

 The Society management generally 

attends to the problems of the 

common breeders. It is also seen that 

most of the holders of the farm have 

had their cattle insured with the 

appropriate agency. Incentives are 

given to the sellers on performance 

in maximizing sales though suitable 

incentives are not given to the 

employees on performances in their 

works.  

 While sellers are motivated enough 

to maximize their sales even after 

achieving the targets because of a 

good of incentives,  

 The employees are getting very 

irregular incentives, as a result, most 

of the employees are not willing to 

work overtime. The society is 

making the breeders satisfied by 

addressing their problems. But there 

are no provisions for incentives, 

which may de-motivate the breeders 

at times. 

Suggestions 

i. Increased collaboration with 

institutions like The Assam 

Agricultural University towards 

development of the skills and 

technological knowledge among the 

employees and breeders. 

ii. Providing suitable infrastructural 

facilities like waterproof shades etc. 

to the breeders considering the 

tropical climate condition.  

iii. Implementation of special dairy 

development programmes as per 

necessities of the region with support 

from the government agencies. 

iv. To expand dairy activities, marketing 

and collaborations, the Society needs 

to have its own website. 

v. Initiation of diversified allied 

enterprises like poultry, pisciculture, 

floriculture, horticulture and compost 

manure etc. for expanding the 

business activities.  

vi. Provision of a full-fledged hospital 

especially for the framings of the 

breeder-members of the Society. 

vii. Opening of a training institute with 

support from government or non-

government agencies.  

viii. Better awareness among the breeders 

about maintenance of hygiene in all 

respects including dairy farming 

ix. Readiness for flood and other 

probable calamities. 

x. Controlled use of antibiotics and 

other medicines for milching cattle 
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xi. Strategies for steady and easy flow of 

fodders. 

xii. Initiative to attract the younger 

generation among the milk breeding 

families towards taking up dairy 

farming as means of self-

employment. 

xiii. Provision of suitable incentives for 

the employees on performances in 

their works. 

xiv. Provision of suitable incentives for 

the performing breeders. 

Conclusion 

The study has shown that the Sitajakhala 

Dugdha Utpadak Samabai Samiti has been 

able to make substantial contributions to the 

growth and development of a culture of 

entrepreneurship in and around its area of 

operation. Since its inception in the year 

1958, it has been negotiating with a whole 

lot of problems and challenges. But on the 

way, it has also learnt a lot from these 

problems. The farm has provided some 

steady source of livelihood to about a 

thousand families and it has been a learning 

experience for the scholar to be able to see 

how livelihood is important for economic 

development. The enterprise has not only 

provided livelihood for families, it has also 

contributed to the economic development of 

the region in which it operates. Besides, it 

has contributed to the alleviation of the 

nutritional deficiencies in the health of those 

who depend upon its products. In its Mission 

and Vision statement, 2020, the Society has 

set the target of associating total 10,000 

farmer families directly with dairy farming 

and 20,000 farmer families indirectly with 

agriculture and allied activities like piggery, 

goatery, duckery, fodder cultivation, silage 

production, vermicompost production etc. It 

has set a vision of targeting all its 

beneficiaries to come out of poverty and in 

the process there will be simultaneous 

increase in agricultural productivity besides 

increase in forests. The vision of the Society 

as per its statement is to redefine progress by 

its effort to bring change through 

cooperation and knowledge intensive 

agriculture. The Society has advantages in 

terms of the industriousness of the people 

directly involved with its productivity, 

formation of goodwill among the people of 

the region by providing good quality 

products, distribution of profits on the 

principle of equity among the breeder-

members, efficient delivery of products at 

the doorsteps of the customers etc. It also 

has the scope for low cost human resources 

and employment generation. Bringing 

diversification to its product profile could be 

another area the Society may think of 

exploring in future. During the study it is 

found that the farmers have specific needs of 

investments in their individual enterprise, 

but their need is generally not fulfilled as 

parts of their dues, against supply of milk, 

from the firm remain pending or put off for 

prolonged periods. Besides, there is a need 

for proper schemes for dairy farming, like 

any other enterprise. But no well-thought-

out planning and schemes are undertaken for 

dairy farming. For example, less importance 

is given on the quality of fodders, which 

adversely affects the cattle‘s growth. 

Besides, it has been found that the role of 

women in the various activities of the  farm 

too is not being well appreciated by the 

authority , though the women folk are found 

to be putting up the best of their efforts to 
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keep the enterprise rolling. For example, 

they have a large share in the maintenance of 

the cleanliness in and around the sheds, 

which they do by taking time off from their 

household chores.   
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EDUCATION DURING COVID 19 PANDEMIC 
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Abstract 

Governments‘ decision almost all around the globe for total suspension of regular 

classes in educational institutions for an uncertain period to contain the spread of COVID-19 

pandemic has made the educational institutions prepare for a paradigm shift from the 

traditional chalk and talk physical classrooms to ICT based virtual classrooms. ICT based 

mode of education has emerged as the only alternative solution for ensuring continuity in 

learning without losing an academic session during this crisis. ICT based education is featured 

with multidimensional opportunities such as 24x7easy accessibility, flexibility, world class 

learning materials, innovative teaching technology etc. for both the teachers and the learners 

to combat the pandemic created educational loss. But multiple challenges have been faced in 

accessing  ICT based educational opportunities especially in developing countries like India 

such as digital divide, technologically challenged faculties and learners, poverty, cost of 

required gadgets to avail online learning through ICT etc. It is true that the sudden shift to ICT 

based online mode of education is accompanied by a number of hazards in the current 

scenario, yet a gradual but permanent shifting of education from traditional classroom to 

virtual one does not seem to be far away. This article is an attempt to discuss those 

opportunities and challenges of ICT based education that have been realized while using them 

as the only solution to ensure continuity in learning especially in Indian context during 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

Keywords: ICT based education, virtual classroom, COVID-19 pandemic, opportunities, 

challenges. 

 

Introduction 

     COVID-19 pandemic, a global health issue 

has affected almost every sphere of life and 

livelihood. The UN‘s Framework for the 

Immediate Socio-Economic Response to the 

COVID 19 Crisis warns that ―The COVID-

19 pandemic is far more than a health crisis: 

it is affecting societies and economies at 

their core. While the impact of the 

pandemic will vary from country to country, 

it will most likely increase poverty and 

inequalities at a global scale, making 

achievement of SDGs even more urgent.‖  
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     After health and economy the sector 

affected entirely by the COVID-19 

pandemic is the education sector. Educational 

institution closure has always been resorted to 

by governments all over the world as the most 

potential measure to contain the spread of 

pandemics especially influenza pandemics. 

Previous outbreaks of infectious diseases 

have proved the impact of school closure in 

lowering the spreading of the diseases with 

different levels of effectiveness. It is therefore 

hoped that closure of educational institutions 

during pandemics might break the chains of 

transmission, reduce the rate of infection, 

slow down the speed of the epidemic to 

provide more time for production of vaccine, 

limit both the stress on health-care systems 

and peak absenteeism in the general 

population, and thus increasing community-

wide resilience. 

     However, there is no certainty regarding 

that the same advantages can be expected in 

the case of COVID-19 pandemic. Modeling 

studies on earlier influenza pandemic reported 

that closing the schools may prove 

considerably effective only when the attack 

rates of the virus are higher in children than in 

adults. Studies on COVID -19 indicate that it 

affects mainly adults and elderly individuals. 

Recent modeling studies of COVID-19 from 

the United Kingdom using data from the 

Wuhan province, China, predict that school 

closures alone would prevent only 2% to 4% 

of deaths, much less than other social 

distancing interventions. 

       Although exact effect of school or other 

educational institutions closure on preventing 

the pandemics is an undecided and debated 

issue, most of the governments of the 

pandemic affected countries have temporarily 

declared total shut down educational 

institutions as the only workable measure to 

control and restrain the spread of the COVID-

19 pandemic. India was not an exception. The 

government of India declared shutting down 

of all educational institutions affecting 

learners at almost all the levels of education 

from preparatory school going children to 

postgraduate and research students. These 

nationwide closures have affected over 91% 

of the worlds' student population. The 

estimates of UNESCO indicate that more than 

290 million students around 22 countries will 

be affected by the pandemic, 32 crores in 

India. 

     Our nation‘s education sector was in 

crucial and confused state-board 

examinations, recruitment examinations were 

postponed, results were delayed, school 

admissions were delayed, entrance tests of 

various universities and competitive 

examinations were delayed, and semester 

examinations were either cancelled by some 

universities or in a confused state about 

holding. CBSC and CISCI have postponed 

examinations of class X and XII. Institutions 

like IITs and IIMs have all closed their 

campuses and moved classes online. Even 

tests like JEE, UGC-NET, NEET, MAT have 

been postponed and the future of many 

students hanged in balance. It seemed that the 

next academic session 2020-2021 might 

witness a delay as board examinations and 

end semester examinations were being 

postponed. MHRD were in continuous 

discussion with UGC and educational 

authorities on issues concerning examination 

and evaluation procedures. Government, 

educators, students and parents in India and 
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round the globe were panic and confused. It 

was quite certain that suspension of 

educational institutions for an uncertain 

period will not only break the continuity of 

learning of crores of learners in the country, 

but also will produce far- reaching socio-

economic effects. 

     During this time of crisis, digital or ICT 

based education has appeared to be a 

workable solution to fill the void for face to 

face conventional classroom teaching-

learning practices until classes resume. 

Distance or online modes of learning have 

emerged as feasible solution for learners as 

they offer easy access of learning. In response 

to the significant demand for ICT based 

teaching and learning many online learning 

platforms like BYJU‘S, Unacademy, Zoom, 

Google Meet, Hangouts,  Google classroom, 

Whatsapp, Skype and many more are offering 

free access to their services. However, inspite 

of its manifold advantages for educational 

purposes, it has been felt that ICT integrated 

educational practices have failed to reach 

huge percentage of learners in India and other 

developing countries during the pandemic 

because of a number of hazards in accessing 

them. To understand the future feasibility of 

ICT based virtual education in our country, 

there is a need to analyze the privilege of ICT 

based education to consider it as a demand to 

cope up with the educational crisis due to 

COVID-19 pandemic especially in Indian 

scenario and the major challenges in 

accessing its far reaching benefits in an 

appropriate way. 

Discussion 

The demands of ICT based education 

during a Pandemic: 

     With the hasty switch over from face to 

face curriculum transaction of traditional 

classroom to online  teaching learning 

practices through ICT based tools and 

techniques, many people including teachers, 

authorities, students and parents are 

wondering about its impact on learning 

outcome. 21
st
 century has been witnessing 

tremendous growth in the use of technology 

in education to meet the need of equity and 

access in education. With easy access to right 

type of technology, learning on online mode 

can be more effective for learners compared 

to the conventional classroom setting as one 

can learn at own pace, can go back and re-

read, can learn from anywhere on the spot. In 

case of small children, studies have shown 

that they extensively use their senses to learn, 

making learning fun and effective through use 

of technology is crucial for developing 

creativity, imagination and even thinking. 

With integrating ICT in education, online 

video-based classes, e-books, simulations, 

other online study materials are making 

learning more accessible, engaging, and 

contextualized. Students are receiving world-

class education through online modes which 

cannot be expected in traditional chalk and 

board method of teaching. Students have 

found online learning through ICT more 

interesting, personalized and enjoyable. The 

massive open online course (MOOC) is a 

gateway for the huge student population of 

India for availing cloud-based quality 

learning opportunities. Although some people 

are of the opinion that the unplanned and 

drastic shifting to virtual learning without 

proper groundwork, training and with poor 

network connectivity have resulted in a 

unsatisfactory user experience, a fact has been 
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realized during this academic crisis that a new 

mode of ICT integrated education with 

remarkable opportunities is certainly here to 

supplement the conventional teaching-

learning process sitting for long hours in a 

physical classroom. According to Wang Tao, 

Vice President of Tencent Cloud, integration 

of information technology in education will 

be more accelerated and online education will 

become an integral part of school education. 

     Information and communication 

Technology (ICT) based education has thus, 

to a considerable extent replaced the 

classroom based teaching and learning during 

the devastating COVID-19 pandemic. It has 

become the only resort to ensure continuity in 

learning throughout all levels of education, 

from preschool to highest level of education-

the research level because of the following 

opportunities it provides: 

The Opportunities 

1. Only safe alternative: Delivering 

teaching and availing learning 

continuously staying at home through 

ICT is on demand during the 

pandemic as the only safe alternative 

for classroom teaching and learning 

for teachers, students and parents to 

keep away from the fear of being 

infected by the virus that is easily 

transmissible if required to attend 

educational institutions. 

2. Ensures continuity in learning: ICT 

based online teaching –learning and 

evaluation practices ensure continuity 

in learning during the worldwide 

shutting down of educational 

institutions. ICT based education 

system has kept the learning process 

intact at this time of crisis.  

3. Saves time and energy: It saves time 

and energy for both teachers and 

students as they do not have to go 

anywhere wasting time in travelling. 

4. Increases competency in teaching 

integrating ICTs: Compulsory use of 

ICT for teaching during the lockdown 

has made teachers more competent in 

use of ICT in teaching, delivering 

study materials, preparing and 

presenting contents and evaluation of 

students‘ performance on online 

mode. 

5. Prepares future ICT skilled 

workforce:  Integrating ICT in 

education provides a platform for 

developing the essential 21
st
 century 

media and ICT skills in young as well 

as mature learners, thus producing 

them as skilled and technologically 

well equipped future workforce of a 

nation. 

6.  Familiarizes online study resources 

and platforms:  Extensive use of ICT 

during the pandemic has opened the 

doors to easy access of knowledge by 

familiarizing students, teachers and 

researchers with huge numbers of 

online study resources and platforms. 

7. Promotes professional growth: ICT 

has enabled students and 

academicians to make maximum 

utilization of this lockdown period by 

enrolling into numerous online 

courses provided by Swayam, 

Coursera, edX and many more. Sitting 
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at home maintaining social distancing, 

they have been accessing contents and 

free books through various online 

platforms. Through proper application 

of ICT, many academicians and 

researchers have been availing a grand 

opportunity to create their own OERs 

(Open Educational Resources) which 

has made them professionally skilled. 

The academicians are not just teachers 

but have become creators of 

knowledge. 

8. 24x7 access:  ICT provides 24x7 

access to study materials. 

9. Greater awareness about online 

educational sources created: Large 

number of webinars are organized by 

colleges, universities and other 

organizations like NDLI to create 

awareness about using online 

resources, thereby making students 

capable of taking the advantage of 

online learning opportunities not only 

during the pandemic but also in future. 

10. Promotes change in attitude: 

Teachers who were not in favour of 

ICT integrated teaching learning 

practices have started using online 

mode as no other scope is left for 

them. It is a good sign for future 

development of ICT based education 

system which has been regarded 

essential for ensuring equality in 

access of educational opportunities 

not only in developing but also in 

developed nations. 

11. Promotes self learning: On online 

mode teaching, teachers get not as 

much opportunity to go to the details 

of the contents as in case of face to 

face classroom. It promotes a habit of 

self learning in students.  

12. Less tiring: For teachers it is less 

physically and psychologically tiring 

as they need less energy in teaching 

online compared to lecturing face to 

face in large classrooms. 

13. Reusability of contents: Once 

teacher creates a good online content 

he can reuse it as many times as he 

wishes. 

14. Minimizes examination terror: 

Appearing in examinations sitting at 

homes has minimized the terror of the 

threatening environment students 

often experience in examination halls. 

It results in improved performance. 

15. Less stressful: Since viva voce, 

presentation, seminars etc. of research 

works and projects are being taken on 

online mode by video conferencing, it 

has made these tasks less stressful for 

scholars and students then if they had 

to present physically in front of a 

panel of experts. 

     With an analysis of all these 

advantages of ICT based education during 

the worldwide shut down of educational 

institutions for ensuring continuity in 

learning, it is needless to mention that 

during this crisis, ICT played an 

essentially supportive role and is 

responsibly transforming the talk and 

chalk classroom to a technologized cloud 

based teaching-learning platform. It 

indicates the future possibility of radical 

shifting of traditional classroom teaching 
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and learning practices to ICT based 

techniques and tools of instruction and 

learning. The cloud based systems are 

popular among the 21
st
 century teachers 

as well as learners as they are providing 

seamless access to information, data that 

can be easily and quickly shared and 

foster the means for tracking multi-user 

collaboration. A major role in 

popularizing the cloud based ICT 

enhanced teaching-learning practices is 

played by the fact that it is easily 

accessible through the gadget – smart 

phones, which is, not an exaggeration, if 

said, the part and parcel of 21
st
 century 

learners and academicians young as well 

as mature. Teaching and learning can no 

longer be considered as confined within 

the four walls of a physical classroom, it 

is now a transportable activity that can be 

carried with one no matter wherever one 

goes. The mobile phones, laptops and the 

cloud based education are here to confirm 

and demand that education cannot wait, 

education must not stop. COVID-19 

pandemic actually provides a fertile 

ground for ICT enabled education to fit its 

feet tightly not just for the time of current 

crisis but for years to come in the field of 

educational practices and processes. 

 In spite of all these benefits that have 

made ICT based education to emerge as the 

only and urgent solution to overcome the 

crisis in education because of the total 

suspension of regular classes in educational 

institution for an indefinite period to contain 

the spread of Covid-19 pandemic, there are 

some threats that delimit the use and 

effectiveness of ICT based education faced by 

a considerable population especially in 

developing countries like India. While the 

benefits of virtual learning are manifold, 

the immense digital, gender, and class 

divide in India mean that these benefits will 

only accrue to those who have access to 

technology, those who can adapt to it, and 

most importantly, those who can afford it.  

Challenges faced by both the teachers and the 

students in providing and accessing education 

through ICT based tools and technology are: 

 

The challenges 

1. The digital divide: ICT based education 

demands easy access of internet facility. 

While following the instruction of 

government and authority to provide 

education through the digital media, the 

Indian educational institutions during 

the pandemic has exposed the 

prevailing deeply rooted imbalance in 

the use and access of digital 

opportunities between rural population 

and those living in urban areas, between 

male population and female population, 

between the economically sound and 

the poor people. The report of the Key 

Indicators of Household Social 

Consumption on Education, which was 

prepared on the basis of data collected 

from National Sample Survey (2017-18) 

indicates internet access of only 23.8% 

of households in India. This percentage 

was only 14.9% in rural India as 

opposed to that of 42% of households in 

urban India. Only 13% of people (aged 

above five) in rural areas are able to use 

the internet. The overlapping socio-

economic and gender disparities are 

also quite stark in such areas, just 8.5% 
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of females in rural areas know how to 

use the internet. Additionally, a mere 

4.4% of rural households have a 

computer–compared to 23.4% of urban 

households. There is regional difference 

also across different states. Delhi, Kerala, 

Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Punjab and 

Uttarakhand show more than 40% access 

to internet by the households. In case of 

states like Odisha, Assam, Andhra 

Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh 

Bihar, Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh, Madhya 

Pradesh and West Bengal, less than 20% 

of households have access to the internet.  

These figures reveal that a huge 

percentage of students will not be able 

to avail education based on ICT leading 

to a alarming educational inequality in 

the country. 

2. Poor power supply: For accessing digital 

education, uninterrupted supply of 

electricity is essential both for powering 

electronic devices and for linking to the 

internet. While Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli 

Har Ghar Yojna named ‗Saubhagya‘ 

launched in 2017 aiming to supply 

electricity to every households, demands 

99.9% homes availing electricity 

connection, but if the quality of electricity 

and the hours of its availability per day is 

considered, the picture is very much 

disgusting. Ministry of Rural 

Development conducted a survey of 

villages entitled Mission Antyodaya in 

2017-‘18. Its report indicates 16% of 

households in the nation receiving 

electricity for one to eight hours per day 

and 33% for 9-12 hours. Only 47% 

households receive power supply for more 

than 12 hours daily.  

3. Gadget limitations: For hassle-free 

access of ICT based teaching and 

learning, a computer is more preferred.  

But majority of students nationwide 

cannot afford a desktop or laptop. A smart 

phone serves the purpose for such 

learners, but may not be suitable to carry 

out long assignments or research 

activities.  24% Indians own a smart 

phone, only 11% of households possess 

any one type of computer. 

4. Internet connectivity: Divide in internet 

access is not the only internet related issue 

that is challenging ICT based teaching-

learning in India during COVID-19 

pandemic. Poor quality of internet 

connectivity is equally creating a major 

drawback in this context. Neither the state 

nor the private companies have provided 

good connectivity to their subscribers. A 

report on internet usage in India based on 

a study by Quacquarelli Symonds  

revealed  that of those respondents using 

home broadband, more than 3% faced 

cable cuts, 53% of them faced poor 

connectivity while 32% respondents faced 

signal related disturbances. The report 

also showed that 40.2% faced poor 

connectivity and 56.6% faced signal 

issues in case of usage of mobile phone 

data. However, difficulty in accessing ICT 

based education is not always due to poor 

or lack of internet connectivity. For 

instance, students of Jammu and Kashmir 

are unable to access online classes 

smoothly because of a government 

order restricting internet connectivity to 

2G instead of 4G. 
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5. Infrastructural divide: Government of 

India mandated all educational institutions 

for total suspension of physical classes 

and to shift to the virtual classes to ensure 

social distancing to contain the spread of 

Covid-19 Pandemic. This shifting had not 

been easier for the public institutions due 

to infrastructural limitations as compared 

to the private educational institutions. 

6. Lack of digital study materials in 

vernacular languages: The field of ICT 

is an English language dominated one.  

Unavailability of digital study materials in 

vernacular languages had been a major 

challenging factor that restrained 

vernacular medium learners in availing 

the advantages of digital educational 

opportunities and remained the victim of 

the academic crisis led by the Pandemic. 

7. Examination and evaluation: While 

both the teachers and the students are 

somehow coping with teaching and 

learning during this crisis caused by the 

pandemic, the most serious and debatable 

issue is concerning the examination and 

evaluation process to be followed. There 

have been continuous debates and 

discussions whether they could be 

conducted online or not, whether open-

book or MCQs or students will be 

promoted on the basis of previous grade 

performance. Moreover, the institutes 

taking online examinations are setting 

tough questions to lessen the chance of 

cheating by the students. The result is the 

average and below average students are 

facing lots of problems.  

8. Teachers‟ incompetency: Teachers‘ lack 

of competency in using and handling 

properly the tools, techniques and 

methods of instruction and teaching based 

on technology is now proved to be a 

major challenge for them. Designing a 

lesson plan for online teaching, preparing 

audio or audio- visual teaching and study 

materials, and presenting them through 

properly operating the digital gadgets and 

online platforms have become a never 

faced threat for a huge percentage of 

teachers.  

9. Unsuitable home environment: For 

flawless learning from home students 

need an undisturbed environment. 

While 37% of families in India are living 

in one room houses, it is obvious that 

many students are not provided with a 

suitable home environment to attend 

online classes. 

10. Absence of someone at home to 

supervise:  Although schools are giving 

class work, notes assignments regularly 

and students who have parents and elders 

to supervise are easily completing their 

assignments. But those who have no one 

to help them and supervise their studies 

are lagging behind. 

11. Cost of internet connection: Cost of 

internet packs provided by various tele- 

service provider companies is another 

challenge for many families particularly 

those whose source of income has been 

barred as a  result of lockdown-related job 

loss. Students from such families are 

stressed as they cannot afford the cost. 

12. Working parents: This is an intense 

issue faced by the preparatory and lowers 

primary grade students. If both the parents 

are working the kids are unable to handle 
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these devices if there are no elders present 

at home. It cannot be expected in case of 

all children that the grandparents or care 

takers are able to help the children with 

the proper use of the devices. 

13. Physical threat: It is an experienced fact 

that staring on the screens for hours while 

attending the class may harm the eyes. 

14. Expense of online courses: For students 

opting for paid online courses it can be 

expensive and only a very few students 

can afford. 

15. Cyber threats: Some cyber issues 

concerning use of certain online platforms 

have also been created during COVID-19, 

causing chaos and threats among 

academicians and students. There is still 

some security issues related to most 

popular platform during COVID-19, the 

zoom cloud app. People take this type of 

cyber related issues very seriously and are 

afraid of using these ICT based teaching 

learning platforms. ‗It is important to note 

that, while providing online learning to 

learners, providing them safe access to the 

internet is imperative as they may come 

across risks, such as online sexual abuse, 

cyber-bullying and potentially harmful 

content and children‘s privacy may also 

be at greater risk.‘ (UNICEF, 2020) 

 

Conclusion 

     Switching over to ICT based virtual 

classroom from the traditional face to face 

classroom was a must to control the spread of 

COVID-19. But the transition was so sudden 

that it left little scope for government and 

educational institution to initiate properly 

planned strategies to meet the challenges. 

Consequently, it has been felt that the effect 

of the manifold opportunities that ICT 

integrated education can create, has failed to 

reach the expected level of satisfaction of the 

users. Being technologically least equipped to 

avail the privilege of virtual education, most 

of the teachers and students as well at almost 

all levels of education, have to make 

extensive efforts. Ministry of Human 

Resource Development, AICTE, NCERT etc. 

have been constantly trying to support the 

faculties and students through online 

platforms such as SWAYAM, UG/PG 

MOOCs, e-PG Pathshala, CEC-UGC, 

YouTube channel, Vidwan , DIKSHA, 

National Digital Library (NDL) etc. To 

bridge the digital divide the government 

must initiate plans to improve internet 

infrastructure and connectivity, subsidize 

mobile data, make online platforms more 

affordable, subsidize smart phones and 

expand the access and affordability of 

decent bandwidth in remote areas to 

promote learning among all sections of the 

population. In this time of crisis as well as 

for the years to come, government and other 

institutions and organizations in our country 

must aim at developing a well designed and 

refined system of ICT based educational 

practices to meet the 21
st
 century global 

standards in education that is capable of 

producing skilled, employable, productive 

future workforce for the nation. It is true that 

technology cannot take the place of a 

traditional teacher in a traditional classroom 

set up.UGC vice chair person, Dr. Bhushan 

Patwardhan said, ―We should not make our 

education system automatic as technology 

cannot replace teachers. Due to COVID-19 
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people are adapting to new ways to learn but 

this should not make our education system 

automated and we should not rely on the 

trend.‖ But due to the uncertainty prevailed 

regarding opening of educational institutions 

many universities and institutions have 

decided to go completely online in the next 

semester. Thus it is needless to say that in 

spite of the challenges inherent in ICT based 

educational practices; we cannot disregard its 

far-reaching impact during COVID-19 

pandemic. All stakeholders of education are 

made to realize that the reliance on ICT 

integrated modes of teaching and learning 

that COVID 19 Pandemic has initiated and 

emphasized, might be here to stay 

permanently and it will become an integral 

part of formal education. 
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DRAUPADI‟S RESISTANCE TO PATRIARCHY:  

A FEMINIST STUDY OF SAOLI MITRA‟S 

FIVELORDS, YET NONE APROTECTOR 
 

Prerona Bora 

 

Abstract 

Indian culture has been turned unique by the uniqueness of the Indian myths. From the 

time immemorial myths have controlled and shaped each and every sphere of our life, whether 

it is social, cultural or religious; and no one can deny their influence in constructing our 

psyche and determining our actions.The sanctity of the mythological tales cannot be 

questioned because sacredness always brings with it, authenticity and universal approval. And 

this irrefutability of myth has turned it, into the most powerful tool to propagate and to justify 

the dominant ideologies. Myths as the product of the patriarchal society play an important role 

in forming gender conventions and in granting gender hierarchies. Presenting the women 

characters as the ‗other‘ of the society mythological writings in most of the time glorified 

men‘s life by highlighting men‘s perspective.Therefore, a considerable number of retellings of 

theMahabharata, attempted to demystify the patriarchal myth by presenting the events of the 

epic from the perspectives of the women characters.Saoli Mitra in her Five Lords,Yet Nonea 

Protector recreated Draupadi by exploring her resistance to patriarchy and by presenting her 

strong determination to restore justice.Here Mitra had delved deep into her psyche to focus on 

those aspects of her personality which were overlooked in the source text. Adopting a feminist 

perspective this research article attempts to discuss, Draupadi‘s stance against patriarchy,and 

her approaches to bring reform in women‘s condition in a male dominated society. 

 

Keywords: Myths, retelling, patriarchy, feminism, gender, subjugation, identity 

 

Introduction 

Myths have defined women 

characters either as ‗ideal‘ or as ‗vamp‘ and 

here the concept of ‗ideal‘ itself 

isirreconcilable. Because the intensity of the 

idealness depends on their compliancy and 

submissiveness and the outcome of this 

servility is unending hardships and 

sufferings.In this context, Sita and 

Surpanakha the two most contrasting women 

characters of the epic Ramayanacan be 

mentioned to put light on the concepts of 
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‗ideal‘ and ‗vamp‘ respectively. Accepting 

the subjugation Sita became ideal and by 

revolting Surpanakha had turned into a 

vamp. Therefore, it can be said that it is not 

illogical to question the sanctity of myth, 

because myths are the product of the 

patriarchal society and cannot be devoid of 

the power politics.Beauvoir in her 

SecondSex quoted a little-known feminist of 

the seventeenth century, who said, 

―Everything that men have written about 

women should be viewed with suspicion, 

because they are both judge and party‖ 

(Beauvoir 10). In order to oppose the 

representation of women by men, Helen 

Cixous said, ―Woman must write herself; 

must write about women and bring women 

to writing, women must put herself into the 

text – as into the world and into history by 

her own movement‖ (Cixous 254). 

Glorifying the perspectives of women, a 

number of Indian women writers have 

greatly contributed in the growth of 

women‘s writing, with an attempt to 

demystifythe patriarchal myth and to beat 

gender stereotypes. In the genre of 

mythological retellings contemporary 

women writers like Pratibha Ray, Saoli 

Mitra, Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, Kavita 

Kane, Madhavi S Mahadevan are worthy to 

be mentioned. 

Saoli Mitra is a remarkable Bengali 

theatre and film actress known for her role 

of Bangabala in JuktiTakkoAarGappo of 

RitwikGhatak. Besides FiveLords,YetNone a 

Protector&TimelessTales, she also wrote 

another notable work called, Gononatya, 

Nobonatya, SotnatyaOSombhuMitra and 

acted in a number of plays like 

Daakghar,NaathavatiAnaathavat, 

KathaaAmritasamaan etc.SaoliMitra has 

directed many notable contemporary plays 

and she is also known, for her intellectual 

blending of the contemporary issues with the 

fictional world of her plays. Mitra won 

Sangeet NatakAkademi Award in 2003 for 

acting in Bengali theatre and Padma Shri in 

2009 in Arts. Banga Bibhushan Samman 

was also offered to her in 2012 for her 

lifetime achievement in theatre. Mitra‘s play 

FiveLords, YetNoneaProtector had not only 

recreated Draupadi, but here very tactfully, 

she had connected the events of the past with 

that of the present. In this way she not only 

tried to explore the unchangeable plight of 

women in all the ages,but she had also tried 

to find out a possible solution which could 

restore their lost identities. 

 

Analysis 

Saoli Mitra‘s Five Lords, Yet None a 

Protector presented the events of the 

Mahabharata from Draupadi‘s perspective. 

Mitra‘s Draupadi is not submissive or docile 

but she is rebellious and resistant. By 

restoring Draupadi‘s voice, Mitra here 

revived her individuality and revealed her 

invincible attitude.Draupadi throughout her 

life had gained nothing despite misfortunes, 

insults and sufferings. But all these 

adversities were not able to devour her 

indomitable spirit and to reverse her love for 

justice. Mitra presented Draupadi as a 

woman for whom the battle of Kurukshetra 

was not only necessary to avenge her own 

indignity andhumiliation, but also to re-

establish dharma or justice.When Krishna, 

was about to leave for Hastinapur as a 

messenger of peace from Pandava‘s side to 

stop the war, Draupadi confronted him, she 
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asked him with hope; ―If I forgot the 

humiliation inflicted on me, dear friend, will 

it usher a Dharmarajya, the rule of virtue, 

into this world? Can you promise that in the 

future no woman will ever be persecuted and 

demeaned like I was? Will my forgiveness 

usher in that heavenly state? Tell me, 

Krishna…‖ (Mitra 1960). As a woman and 

as a Queen Draupadi knew her 

responsibilities towards the society. She 

knew very well that if she would not be able 

to get justice as a daughter of a powerful 

king like Draupad, wife of the invincible 

Pandavas and daughter-in-law of the great 

Kurus, then what would happen with other 

women who belonged to the lower 

classes.The patriarchal society often defines 

women as overtly sensible than rational, and 

Mitra‘s Draupadi challenged that type of 

illogical categorization of women. Because, 

for Pandavas, Draupadi had emerged as the 

guiding light, she became the source of 

inspiration and the ultimate cause behind 

their invincibility who had always 

influenced them to move on the path of 

dharma. In order to criticize the baseless 

categorization of women, Margaret Fuller 

had rightly said, ―There cannot be a 

completely ‗masculine‘ male, just as there is 

no truly ‗feminine‘ female; each contains a 

bit of the other, argued Fuller‖ (Nayar 86). 

Woolf also put light on the same issue by 

portraying the androgynous state in her 

novel Orlando(1928), ―…where man and 

woman as mind switch places in the same 

body‖ (Nayar 87). 

The patriarchal society defines 

dharma as a state that can be attained only 

by men and it is impossible for women to 

move on the path of dharma without the 

guidance and support from men, but Mitra‘s 

Draupadi had changed this perception 

becausethe sufferings of Draupadi itself had 

reflected men‘s injustices upon women. But 

her unshakeable faith for justice had never 

allowed her to surrender before the adharma 

or injustice. From her father to her husbands, 

Draupadi was used as a tool to fulfill their 

own purposes. For King Draupad, she was 

important for the political alliance with the 

Pandavas, then for her husbands she was a 

way to bind them together. When Draupadi 

arrived at her newlywed husband‘s home 

then Kunti her mother-in-law without 

knowing the truth asked all her sons to share 

whatever they had brought to home, then 

none from the brothers had opposed what 

their mother said. And Yudhishthir who 

himself was known as the Dharmaraj was 

the first to accept and to propagate this 

adharma,―Yudhishthir looks around. He 

looks at himself, he looks at his brothers and 

their eyes are on Draupadi, Dear Sirs, all 

their faces aglow with desire. Yudhishthir 

realizes that if this girl were to be married to 

any one of the brothers, the bond among 

them would be destroyed. They would not 

remain united. So Yudhishthir says, ‗As you 

wish, Mother‘ ‖(Mitra 23).Kunti though she 

showed resentment on what she had said but 

inwardly she accepted her own words for the 

same reason which instigated Yudhishthir, 

and that is to secure the unity of her sons. 

Pandavas had never asked for her consent, 

they had only done what they wanted to 

do.But despite this injustice Draupadi 

accepted what was destined for her bravely 

and tried her best to do whatever she could 

for their betterment.In order to criticize the 

expectations of a patriarchal society from a 
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wife, Mitra said, ―Draupadi becomes a 

virtuous wife, with five husbands‖ (Mitra 

24). 

Mitra‘s Draupadi stood strong amidst 

all the injustices of the male dominated 

society and she had never feared to retaliate 

in her turn. In this context Simon De 

Beauvoir can be mentioned, whohad rightly 

claimed,―the necessity for women to take 

responsibility and choose for themselves‖ 

(Nayar 88). So that women can restore their 

place in the society and they can refute their 

categorization as the ‗other‘.And in order to 

assert her own individuality and to move 

towards her own emancipation, Draupadi 

had also chosen a way for herself, and that is 

the way of justice. When Yudhishthir staked 

her in the game of dice, then Draupadi very 

logically justified why Yudhishthir could not 

use her, she asked the Pratikami, ―Pratikami, 

go back to the sabha and find out whether 

Dharmaraj had staked me before he lost 

himself or after. And if this is so I‘m not 

bound to go to the sabha. Now go‖ (Mitra 

34). But Draupadi was dragged by 

Duhshashan to the court because dharma 

had lost morality. Here Saoli Mitra 

questioned the concept of dharma which had 

allowed a woman to become the wife of five 

husbands and to be staked as if one‘s 

property. Patriarchal society constructed 

dharma to justify their own immorality but 

that dharma is not beneficial for women 

because women in all the ages have 

appeared as its victim. According to 

Beauvoir, religion, that teaches lessons 

about morality is itself forged by men. 

Mitra‘s Draupadi was not silent and 

not passive, she knew what was the duty of a 

Kshatriya Queen, she knew how to remind 

the king about his dharmawhen he 

deliberately tried to forget his own 

responsibilities; and she knew very well that 

the primary duty of a king is to restore peace 

and justice by punishing the culprits. 

Draupadi dared to question Yudhishthir, 

when all his four brothers were silent on 

their insult caused by him, she asked, ―Raja, 

you have taken to wearing rags. You eat 

only wild fruits and roots.Doesn‘t the 

hardship of your brothers cause you pain? 

They have to endure this only because of 

you!‖ (Mitra 47).Excluding Bhim, she 

questioned other four Pandavas about their 

pride on their own masculinity, power and 

wit. Because, on that day when Duhshashan 

dragged her to the sabha,it was only Bhim 

who was enraged but all the four brothers 

remained silent without uttering a single 

word to protect her dignity. She again 

questioned them furiously, ―Wasn‘t my 

dishonour your dishonour, too? Bhimsen, 

and only he, was enraged, but what about the 

rest of you? What sort of men are you?‖ 

(Mitra, 1947) Draupadi pointed out to the 

great mistake of Yudhishthir, for which all 

of them were suffering, she said, ―You know 

what Shastras say? The shastras say that 

gambling is a vice. Yet you played the game 

of dice‖ (Mitra 48).According to the norms 

of the patriarchal society a wife cannot 

question her husband,and she is bound to 

follow his command blindly.A woman from 

her childhood is expected to follow certain 

rules and she must follow certain manners, 

all these greatly contribute in the 

development of her mind and her 

personality. Therefore,Judith Butler gave 

importance on the concept called 

‗performativity of gender‘ to focus on the 
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issue of gender construction in a male 

dominated society.Butler argued that gender 

is constructed by impersonating gender 

conventions as no one inhabits them, but 

Mitra‘s Draupadi had never allowed the 

gender conventions to define her identity 

and to fix her predicament.   

Draupadihad influenced her 

husbands to fight for justice but for her 

justice didn‘t imply to avenge her own 

humiliation, she wanted justice for the 

women in general, to secure them from such 

insult from which she had been suffering. 

When she was in exile with her husbands 

then on one occasion Jaydratha the brother-

in-law of Duryodhan made a futile attempt 

to abduct her. Draupadi was rescued by the 

Pandavas and Bhim and Arjun punished 

Jayadratha for his deed. Though Arjun asked 

Bhim to leave him but Bhim was adamant, 

he did not want to let him go, then it was 

Draupadi who freed Jayadratha from his 

clutches and in this way saved his life. It was 

Draupadi‘s love for Dushala, Duryadhan‘s 

sister saved Jayadratha‘slife. As a woman 

Draupadi could not ruin the life of another 

woman only to avenge her own humiliation. 

Though Draupadi was married to the all five 

Pandava brothers but secretly throughout her 

life, she longed only for the love of Arjun, 

and this very longing helped her to forgive 

Jayadratha as she didn‘t want his wife to 

suffer from the same. When Draupadi was 

living in the Kingdom of Virat as Sairindhri 

then she helped Bhim to kill Kichak, the 

brother-in-law of King Virat, a cruel and 

lascivious man who had tried to seduce her. 

It is true Draupadi was insulted, humiliated 

repeatedly, but she had never spared her 

offenders accepting her sufferings as mere 

plight. The patriarchal society defines 

women‘s exploitation and domination as 

predestined for them, because they were 

‗women‘. Therefore, Beauvoir said, ―She is 

determined and differentiated in relation to 

man, while he is not in relation to her; she is 

the inessential in front of essential. He is the 

subject; he is the absolute. She is the other‖ 

(Beauvoir 6). But Mitra‘s Draupadi had 

never accepted that she deserved all that 

sufferings and she believed in creating her 

own fate. 

Before Krishna left for Hastinapur as 

the messenger of peace from the Pandavas 

side she said to him, ―Hah! Dharma! 

Where‘s Dharma, Krishna? Where is 

justice? Letthere be a war for justice in this 

world to reinstate morality‖ (Mitra 59). 

Mitra here put light on Draupadi‘s journey 

from sufferings to rebellion and then to 

recognition.Draupadi in her longing for the 

love of Arjun she had not been able to see 

Bhim‘s selfless love for her, who had helped 

her in each and every situation and rescued 

her from her miseries. But at the last 

moment of her life, taking her last breath, 

Draupadi made the ultimate decision, and 

she requested Bhim, saying, ―Be mine in my 

next birth, Bhim, I want only you to be 

mine, I will be able to sleep in peace with 

my head resting in your lap‖ (Mitra70). In 

this way, Draupadi at the end of her life 

made herself free from the imposed marriage 

which she had never desired but she could 

not oppose. And then by choosing Bhim she 

had done that what she always wanted to do.  

 

Conclusion 

Mitra‘s FiveLords, Yet None a 

Protector had reconstructed Draupadi by 
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exploring her voice and by unveiling her 

strong determination to resist the patriarchal 

domination.Draupadi wasoften considered as 

the ultimate reason behind the Kurukshetra 

war, and it happened because the patriarchal 

hegemony had not allowed to see the truth. 

Therefore, here Mitra had made an attempt 

to expose the real cause behind the war and 

she presented it as the restoration of 

dharmaor justice, where Draupadi with her 

unshakeable faith in dharmahad emerged as 

the ultimate force to bring this great 

transformation.  
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FEMINIST VOICES IN SELECT FICTIONS OF 

ANURADHA SHARMAPUJARI 

 

Anamika Devi 

 

Abstract 

During pre and post independent era feminism brought a change and transformation in 

India. In villages the feminist thinkers tried a lot to bring new reformation in problematic 

gender relation. From an apparent view on northeastern region, the status of women cannot be 

guessed. Apparently women are seen enjoying higher status compared to their counterparts. 

But the customs and traditions never provide equal status but discriminating women and are 

caught in the web of traditions. The North East women writers express only their gender 

experiences through their writings. The outside world keeps the women issues, concerns and 

problems of northeast region under the cloud of mystery.This article seeks to examine the 

select fictions of North East woman writer Anuradha Sharma Pujari and state that there are 

visible feminist voices and consciousness in these fictions which allow the silenced voices of 

women to be heard. The suppressed women characters in these fictions gradually show 

growing boldness to claim a dignified existence and space in the midst of gender 

discrimination, inequality and domination in a patriarchal social system. 

Keywords: North East, women writers, feminism, feminist voices, consciousness, fiction. 

 

Introduction 

Woman is a social construct in the 

culture of patriarchy and through the voice 

of woman masculine desires, expectations 

and meanings are generally fulfilled in 

such a social set up. The process of social 

conditioning plays a major role in 

changing a girl into a woman. A woman‘s 

anatomy is not the only factor. The society 

compels a woman and her psyche to 

dream, to desire and pursue those feminine 

roles which are approved, accepted and 

encouraged traditionally. Women became 

conscious and aware of their desires, 

existence,sexuality, and destiny in 

Twentieth Century. All over the world 

womenstruggled for independence and self 

identity and thereby started a revolution 

which was termed as ―Feminism‖. Gender 

equality, rights and justice are the major 

demands of feminism. The feminists 

accept that in a patriarchal social system a 

woman is forced to fit ina predetermined 

gender role. 

Regarding gender French feminist 

Simone De Beauvoir said: ―one is not born 

a woman, one becomes one‖.(The Second 

Sex, 18) This view suggests that gender is 
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not biological or the state of being male or 

female but only masculinity and 

femininity, a predetermined construction 

of society. Helene Cixous in The Feminist 

Reader defines feminine as passive and 

masculine as active and thereby expresses 

her views about issues of sexual difference 

and female experience in writing. The cry 

and struggle for emancipation of women 

started way back in 1972, in Mary 

Wollstone Craft‘s A Vindication of the 

Rights of Women. To explain the reason of 

the subordination of women, Wollstone 

Craft in her book admits that the women 

exist in a state of ignorance because they 

lack education. The essential reform 

necessary for equality of men and women 

is equal and quality education for women.  

Kate Millett popularized the phrase 

―sexual politics‖ and defined patriarchy as 

the domination and oppression of women 

by men. This social construction is 

responsible for gender discrimination. 

Originally there is no discrimination 

between men and women but society 

expects women to be inferior and to 

support the eternal feminine idea which is 

culturally learned or acquired. 

In the context of North East women 

writers the feminist Toril Moi‘s 

Sexual/Textual Politics (1985) gave a new 

direction to the feminist movement. By 

referring to the language employed in the 

literary text she says that there is inherent 

relationship between literature and 

feminism. Those literary texts are 

storehouse of gender roles played in 

patriarchal society where women are 

expected to act, speak and write 

themselves based upon their assigned sex. 

That ideology gives rise to gender and 

sexual discrimination. 

After the 1980s, issues of gender 

equality emerged as a dominant and a 

critical thematic concern in Assam. This 

period witnessed the lines of Anuradha 

Sharma Pujari, Nirupama Borgohain, 

Nilima Dutta who took up the question of 

women oppression and empowerment 

under the patriarchal set up. 

 

Anuradha Sharma Pujari occupies a 

significant place in Assamese literature as 

an author and a journalist. She was born in 

1964in Jorhat. She studied sociology at 

Dibrugarh University and journalism at the 

Birla Institute of Liberal Arts and 

Management Science, Kolkata. She lives 

in Panjabari, Guwahati. She wrote both 

fiction and essay. She edited the Assamese 

monthly magazine ―Satsari‖ and weekly 

magazine ―Sadin‖.Her first novelHriday 

Ek Bigyapan, published in 1998 became 

popular among the youth of Assam. Her 

fictions describe the tension between the 

society and the individuals including 

explorations of femininity and the gaps in 

the relationship between people that exist 

in society. Her novels are Mereng, Son 

Harinar Chekur, Neel Prajapati, Hriday 

Ek Bigyapan, Kanchan, In Search of a 

God, Autograph and Sahebpurar Borosun 

etc. She was awarded Kumar Kishore 

Memorial Literary Award from Asom 

Sahitya Sabha in 2003.  

 

Her two novels Mereng (2010)and 

Sahebpurar Borosun (2003) are selected 

for this analysis. Its purpose is to explore 
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and examine the images of women as 

portrayed in these novels. These two 

novels voice against the injustices and 

inequalities that crept into the Assamese 

society. Issues like domination of women, 

economic injustice, caste system, 

patriarchy are at the forefront of her 

literary preoccupation. For example, in 

Mereng Sharma Pujari exposes atrocities 

of the males against the females, 

particularly the young widows. They were 

made responsible for the death of their 

husband and were punished by the 

patriarchal society. Sharma Pujari‘s works 

revolved around the social realities of her 

times and through them she wants to bring 

reformation to the conservative patriarchal 

orders of Assamese society. For example, 

in her another novel Sahebpurar Borosun 

the protagonist Borsha fights for 

establishing her own identity and dignity. 

She sacrifices her luxurious life with 

Prantik, her fiancée, and engaged herself 

for the development of poor people in 

Bihar. Therefore, it is amply clear that 

patriarchal societies and gender 

discrimination have existed for long in the 

West and the East. In the post – colonial 

era, the issues of inequality and gender 

discrimination were debated by humanists, 

social reformers and feminists.Through 

their writings authors are expressing the 

female experiences and age old system of 

oppression and continue their battle against 

it. So, the Assamese fiction writer 

Anuradha Sharma Pujari focuses on 

women‘s issues, gender relations and the 

constraints of patriarchal societies on 

women. Thus, her writings are not overtly 

feminist but it reflects a self awareness of 

being a woman in a patriarchal society. To 

offer insights into the self awareness of 

being female and become a voice for the 

varied female experiences, the novels 

Mereng and Sahebpurar Borosun are taken 

for analysis. Anuradha Sharma Pujari in 

her novel Mereng, published in 2010, 

projects her female experience through the 

character Indira Miri (Mereng) who did not 

get any space to create an identity for 

herself after her marriage with Mahi 

Chandra Miri. In the novel Sahebpurar 

Borosun by Anuradha Sharma Pujari, the 

protagonist Borsha as a woman has to 

confront many systematic prejudices and 

oppression. Borsha‘s experiences make her 

confident enough by giving her a voice to 

speak out against patriarchy. 

 

Thenovel Mereng 

A good number of Assamese 

women came out for education during pre 

– independence era. Being woman that sail 

for education was not so smooth for them. 

The custom and tradition of India takes the 

women‘s question as a problem. The 

patriarchal society divides the inner and 

outer space into the house and the world. 

The male represented the world, where 

practical considerations reign supreme. On 

the other hand the women represented the 

house which is unaffected by the outer 

world and by its material activities. So, the 

woman cannot escape from the clutches of 

the prevailing social norms. For example, 

in the novel Mereng as soon as the 

protagonist Indira Miri got a teaching job 

her father wanted her to got married with 

Mahichandra Miri, as a concerned father 

would do during those days. Thus Indira in 
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the novel Merenghas to negotiate her way 

through the relation of the modern with the 

traditional. There is the hint of new 

patriarchy when the figure of modern 

woman Indira Miri starts her married life 

with Mahichandra Miri. Mahichandra Miri 

constantly reminded her regarding her 

unutilized education by staying at home. 

But throughout the novel at no point do we 

see Mahichandra providing for her a space 

where she could create an identity for 

herself. In her married life she 

accompanied Mahichandra wherever he 

was posted and was confined deeper into 

the domestic sphere. Indira Miri became 

mother of three children. She feels that 

after the death of her husband she learnt to 

grow. Indira Miri proceeded to NEFA as 

Education Officer on the insistence of Mr. 

Walker, the then director of NEFA, which 

was a ‗violent‘ place. So, through her 

biographical novel Mereng Sharma Pujari 

portrays the picture of Indira Miri‘s 

journey to self – assertion. Her confidence 

and courage establishes the fact that every 

goal can be achieved by women if due 

status and opportunity are given to them. 

 

The novel Mereng portrays the 

events covering the span of years from 

1910 to 2010. In 1947, the Government of 

India placed on Indira Miri the challenging 

task of spreading education among the 

indigenous people of NEFA (North East 

Frontier Agency) which was totally 

isolated from the so called civilized 

society. Those were the times when caste 

was an important factor that governed our 

society. The daughters of the Brahmins, 

the so called upper castes, got married 

before attaining puberty. The groom 

happened to die soon and the young widow 

had to live a life of abject cruelty and 

deprivation. She was considered ‗unlucky 

one‘. But, the same was not true for the 

man. A man could marry again as soon as 

he wished. The young widow if 

contemplated such a matter considered 

sinful and unpardonable. She had been 

punished by blackening her teeth, eating 

vegetarian food for life and wear nothing 

but white. The upper castes looked down 

upon the other castes and tried to dominate 

them and considered them ‗inferior‘ in all 

ways. Those widows‘ pacifist approach 

can be viewed as a ―conditioning‖ that 

Kate Millett mentions in her ―sexual 

politics‖ where she says that in patriarchal 

politics the socialization of the sexes 

allows the conditioning of passivity, 

ignorance, docility and ineffectuality into 

women. (26) 

In one of his speech in the novel 

Mereng, Benu, one relative of Mereng 

states: 

―The Brahmin society believes that 

the widow should get punishment for her 

husband‘s demise. Again a Brahmin 

widow is never allowed to wear jewellery, 

to have nutritious food‖. (Sharma Pujari, 9) 

 

But, Mereng‘s father Sonadhar 

Senapati vowed that the division of caste 

system should not in any way jeopardize 

the education of his children. But at the 

same time Mereng‘s father wanted her to 

get married as a concerned father of 

patriarchy. He states:  

―It is the duty and responsibility of 

a father to give his daughter‘s hand in 
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marriage to suitable man‖. (Sharma Pujari, 

15) 

 

Mereng had to leave her teaching 

job. Her father‘s logic was that if Indira 

continues her vocation, she would never 

think of marriage. Sonadhar Senapati, her 

father considers marriage for her an 

uppermost responsibility. The novel gives 

a realistic depiction of a traditional 

patriarchal society. The character Indira 

Miri represents all the women who 

struggle a lot to find their place or fight for 

liberation. 

 

Sharma Pujari‘s novel is not 

overtly feminist but it certainly contains 

overtones that acknowledge the gender 

inequalities and discrimination that women 

face in colonial society. The novelist 

Sharma Pujari‘s own experiences of 

growing up in a traditional patriarchal 

society gave her the inspiration to create 

Indira Miri as a representative figure of the 

challenges that women face. 

 

Thenovel Sahebpurar Borosun 

Anuradha Sharma Pujari‘s third 

novel Sahebpurar Borosun was published 

in 2003. This is the story of a young 

woman from Assam, Borsha, who along 

with her fiancée Prantik were in a train. 

They were going to get married after 

sixteen days. Borsha is portrayed as a free 

and modern woman, who establishes 

herself with full dignity in a society where 

male and female are equally educated and 

sufficient. The story took place in a 

railway station in Bihar and the last part of 

the novel narrates an incident that took 

place in a village near the railway station. 

There was scarcity of water in the train. 

Borsha wanted to help the thirsty traveller 

Shekhor Hussain by offering her water 

bottle. Prantik did not expect such an act 

from Borsha. The character of Borsha is 

presented here as conscious woman of her 

own self. 

 

The protest against male 

domination and deprivation of right starts 

by this incident in the novel. Borsha 

represents the educated women section 

who have their own dignified position in 

the society. Prantik shows his self centered 

and possessive nature what Borsha could 

not tolerate. So, she decided to leave 

Prantik to save her own dignity. Borsha 

left the train and started to work with 

Shekhor Hussain in an NGO. Thus, 

Borsha‘s decision to break the relation 

with Prantik is the result of the difference 

that exist in his mentality and ideology. 

That is the feminist ideology that fights to 

provide an equal status and right to women 

to live their own lives independently 

according to their own ideology and 

dignity. Borsha introduces a bold and 

courageous mind to the reader by taking 

the decision to leave rich and established 

engineer Prantik and went to the poor 

village Tilua to help the poor people. 

Borsha had to protest Prantik for hurting 

her freedom.  

 

At the time of leaving the train 

Prantik states:  

―This is my last warning. You have 

to change yourself. You cannot do 
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whatever you want to do. I did not know 

that you are ......‖ (Sharma Pujari, 35)    

 

Borsha being a conscious woman 

protested Prantik and states: 

―What did not you know about me? 

As a characterless woman?‖ (Sharma 

Pujari, 35) 

 

Prantik shows his superiority and 

domination and states: 

―I don‘t say you characterless but 

you cannot get limitless freedom from 

me.‖(Sharma Pujari, 35) 

 

The novel Sahebpurar Borosun 

reflects the original feminist thinking of 

availing rights, freedom, dignity and 

identity of a woman. Sharma Pujari as a 

writer allows the narrative of this novel 

Sahebpurar Borosun to bring to light 

through her storytelling the many 

psychological barriers that women face for 

being female. Sharma Pujari is also critical 

of the institution of marriage. Marriage in 

this novel is presented as an oppressive 

contract of obligations because Borsha, the 

protagonist, is pressured to fulfill the 

expectations of Prantik and failing to do so 

becomes less desirable in the eyes of her 

fiancée Prantik and in the eyes of her 

family. Moreover, Sharma Pujari here 

wants to expose the oppressive nature of 

marriage by the character Binudini‘s 

mother who had to die in the hands of her 

husband for not having a boy child. 

Anuradha Sharma Pujari in the novel 

Sahebpurar Borosun exposes male 

prejudices against the creativity and talent 

of women. Throughout the novel she 

shows how art promotes feminism and 

freedom for women. The protagonist of the 

novel Borsha‘s attitude towards the 

institution of marriage is only a system 

where women are objects created to amuse 

men. In this novel another woman 

character Rakhi, one of Borsha‘s friend 

had to leave her family and joined in the 

same NGO where Borsha was an active 

member. Rakhi‘s mother wanted to give 

her daughter‘s hand to Basudev, a friend of 

Rakhi‘s father. Rakhi states: 

―For me the marriage proposal of 

Basudev means inviting a prostitute to the 

bed. Basudev‘s decision to marry a 

nineteen years old girl exposes his sexual 

desire only.‖ (Sharma  

Pujari, 109) 

 

In the novel Rakhi tried a lot to 

save herself and became mad in anger. 

Narrating Basudev‘s nature Rakhi again 

states: 

―Still he was attracted to me and 

wanted to satisfy his sexual desire after 

marriage.‖ (Sharma Pujari, 109)  

 

Through the above excerpt Sharma 

Pujari narrates the oppressive nature of 

marriage. This goes in line with Simone de 

Beauvoir‘s formulation in ―the second sex‖ 

(1949) where she narrates on how 

historically marriage is made a necessity 

for the sexes but there is no mutual 

understanding. ―A woman has no equal 

dignity in marriage while the man remains 

socially autonomous and even 

acknowledged for his role as a producer‖. 

(502) Sharma Pujari‘s women characters 

are not passive. They oppose male and 
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rebels male prejudiced support for his own 

sex even at the cost of disintegration of 

their life. Borsha struggles in the novel to 

find her lost identity in a male dominated 

society. 

 

A journey of transformation in the lives 

of protagonists Mereng and Borsha 

Anuradha Sharma Pujari is acutely 

aware of the concerns that come with 

being a woman and she deals with 

feminine burdens and problems with a very 

sensitive approach in her novels. Thus in 

the writings of Sharma Pujari there is a 

journey of transformation in the life of 

women character from an ordinary 

suffering woman to a dignified new 

woman. The woman in her novels passes 

through three phases. The first phase is 

feminine where woman questions 

patriarchal society about her position and 

thereby protest the injustice by her self – 

discovery. In the novel Mereng Indira Miri 

the protagonist protested against the 

patriarchal society where a man can have 

three wives but a widow is never allowed 

to marry again. 

 

Indira Miri states: 

―I have heard that our stepmother 

will come soon. I have fear about it‖. 

 

 

Her own relative and caretaker 

Benu states: 

―You should not say like that Ai. 

Men cannot live without wife. A man can 

keep many wives‖. 

 

Indira Miri states: 

―Why then a widow cannot get 

married again?‖ 

 

The second phase that the woman 

passes through is the feminist where 

woman fights for her rights and to make 

space in a gendered equal society. In the 

novel Sahebpurar Borosun the protagonist 

Borsha resists the men centric norms 

where women were victimized. She has a 

strong desire to live an independent and 

empowered life. Borsha rejected the 

marriage with Prantik and states:  

―Sorry Prantik, you have a bad 

impression about me. I cannot be your wife 

with that. I will not have any dignity in my 

life‖. (Sharma Pujari, 36) 

 

Then comes the last phase female 

where women win the battle and discovers 

her true identity as a new woman who is 

confident and courageous enough. The 

women characters in these two novels 

come out of their patriarchal domination 

and show that they have liberty of thought 

and can take independent decision. 

 

There is indications of the 

emergence of ―feminist voices and 

consciousness‖ in the novels of Anuradha 

Sharma Pujari which is worthy of attention 

and significant for further studies. Sharma 

Pujari offers a glimpse through her novels 

into the lives of women in the region. By 

writing her experiences Sharma Pujari 

becomes a crucial voice in the silenced 

space that she inhabit in a man‘s world. 

She has created literary characters that 

typify the new women in North East 

societies. They not only challenge the 
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status quo but also create their own 

destined identities in male dominated 

cultures. 
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PARENTAL ENCOURAGEMENT AMONG MALE AND 

FEMALE HIGHER SECONDARY STUDENTS OF 

LANKA TOWN OF HOJAI DISTRICT OF ASSAM 

 

Tribeni Saikia 

Munmun Das 

Abstract 

Flexibility in children‘s learning patterns, giving importance to children‘s needs and 

interests, taking active part in helping out children for coping with home as well as school 

environment-all these comes under the area ofparents‘ role for motivating children. Smith, et 

al. (1994).The main objectives of the study were, (1) To study about the factors affecting 

Parental Encouragement, (2)To study the level of difference in the Parental Encouragement 

among the boys and girls of the HigherSecondary Students. Researcher used Descriptive 

Survey Research.Population included 1480 student, out of which a sampleof 296i.e.,131 boys 

and 165 girls were selected.Researcher usedParental Encouragement Scale by Dr. Kusum 

Agarwal for collecting the data where „Simple Random sampling‘ technique was used.Paired 

sample„t‟ test was used (SPSS) by the researcher for analyzing the data. The study reveals 

thatthere are many factors that affect Parental Encouragement and the study also found no 

significant difference in their levels of Parental Encouragement. 

Keywords: Parental Encouragement, Higher Secondary Students. 

 

 Introduction 

 Parental Encouragement as defined 

by Rossi (1965) was ―When father and 

Mother approve or appreciate any activity 

related to education or revoke any hurdle felt 

by the student in the process, or guide him 

the right  and wrong, this entire spectrum 

activity comes within the preview of 

Parental Encouragement.‖  

 In the words of Kaushal, (2014) 

―Parental Encouragement is a treatment 

originating from parents with a view to 

increase the possibilities of future 

occurrences of good behavior by parental 

care, apprehension and guidance. Parental 

Encouragement also helps in developing 

psychological as well as academic behavior 

of children.‖ 

 In the words of Nivedita, Deepika 

(2017) ―Parental Encouragement is the most 

vital factor in contributing the life of present 

generation. This is because the norms of 
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society are learned by the child, first in the 

family and then at school. In 

encouragement, the parents help the child, 

guide him and so that he may not feel 

disheartened at a particular point of 

difficulty‖  

 ―Period of adolescents is one of the 

most crucial and critical as well. It is during 

this time that teen struggle with their own 

identity. They are progressing into a period 

of maturation and development that is scary 

and uncertain. They need guidance and 

strong support features that come from their 

parents‖, Gardner (2000). 

Statement of the Problem 

 The present study is entitled as 

„Parental Encouragement among boys 

and girls of the Higher Secondary 

Studentsof Lanka Town of Hojai District 

of Assam.‟  

III. Objectives of the study 

1. To study about the Factors affecting 

Parental Encouragement. 

2. To study the level of difference in 

the Parental Encouragement among 

boys and girls of the 

HigherSecondary Students of Lanka 

Town of Hojai District of Assam. 

IV.Hypothesis of the Study 

With respect to objective II 

  There is no significant difference in 

the level of Parental Encouragement 

among boys and girls of the Higher 

Secondary Students of Lanka Town of 

Hojai District of Assam. 

 Operational Definitions of the Terms 

1. Parental Encouragement- 

In the study Parental Encouragement 

refersto the marks acquired by the students 

who were selected as a sample by using 

Parental Encouragement Scale developed by 

Dr. Kusum Agarwal (2019). 

2. Higher Secondary 

Students- Higher Secondary students refers 

to the students of academic session 2020-21 

and 2019-20 of first and second 

year,respectively,of Lanka Town of Hojai 

district of Assam.  

Delimitations of the Study 

 One degree college, two higher 

secondary schools and six Junior 

colleges of Lanka Town of Hojai 

district of Assam. 

 Higher Secondary First and Second 

year Students of academic session 

2020-21 and 2019-20 (Arts streams) 

respectively of Lanka Town of Hojai 

district of Assam.  

Review of related Literature  

Bala, (2010) found insignificant 

difference in case of Parental 

Encouragement between adolescents of 

rural and urban areas, where the study also 

revealed the difference amongmale and 

female adolescents for risk taking 

behaviour.  

Sunita Arya, (2016) they found 

significant difference between male and 

female students with respect to Parental 

Encouragement but found no differences in 

case of courses like professional and non-

professional. 

Bashir and Bashir, (2016)revealed 

insignificant differencebetweenmale and 

female students in their Parental 

Encouragement. They also found positive 

and significant relationship between 

Parental Encouragement and educational 

aspirations. 
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Afroza Akhter, (2018) showed that 

urban and rural students did significantly 

differ in case of Parental Encouragement. 

The study also showed that male students of 

secondary classes have high Parental 

Encouragement compared to female. 

 

Methodology  

Nature of Research  

  For necessary investigation 

researcher used Descriptive Survey 

Research. 

Population of the Study  

  The students of entire academic 

session 2020-21 and 2019-20 of Higher 

Secondary first and second year of Lanka 

Town were selected as population, where 

under Lanka Town of Hojai District of 

Assam different types of schools, college 

and junior colleges were included. The 

population included 1480 students 

consisting 669 boys students and girls 

students were 811. 

Table No.1 

Total number of Higher Secondary Students of Lanka Town of Hojai District of 

Assam for the session 2020-21 and 2019-20   

  First year  Second year   

Total  Educational Institution Boys Girls Boys Girls 

H.S.  

Schools  

 

Netaji Vidya Niketan 

Higher Secondary School  

51  79  36  74  240  

Rastravasa Higher 

Secondary School  

13  20  3  4  40  

Junior 

Colleges  

Gopinath Junior College  20  10  22  18  70  

Lanka Junior College  85  110  93  102  390  

Lanka Snatak College  20  25 19  26  90  

Kanaklata Junior College  13  17  21  19  70  

Navajyoti Junior College  50  65  50  55  220  

B.R.M Academy  9  14  8  19  50  

College Lanka Mahavidyalaya  92  82  64  72  310  

Total   353  422  316  389  1480  

Source: 1. Based on data obtained from field survey, 2020.  

Sample of the Study  

  296 Higher Secondary Students of Lanka Town of Hojai District of Assam ware 

selected as a sample where 131 boys and 165 were girls. 
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Table No. 2 

Total number of boys and girls of the Higher Secondary Students of Lanka 

Town of Hojai District of Assam for the session 2020-21 and 2019-20 

  First year  Second year   

Total  Educational Institution Boys Girls Boys Girls 

HS  

Schools  

 

Netaji  Vidya  Niketan  

Higher Secondary School  

13 12 10 13 48 

Rastravasa  Higher  

Secondary School  

2 2 2 2 8 

Junior  

Colleges  

Gopinath Junior College  3 5 2 4 14 

Lanka Junior College  10 20 18 30 78 

Lanka Snatak College  6 3 3 6 18 

Kanaklata Junior College  3 5 2 4 14 

Navajyoti Junior College  15 15 7 7 44 

B.R.M Academy   3 3 1 3 10 

College Lanka Mahavidyalaya  16 15 15 16 62 

Total   71 80 60 85 296 

Source: 1. Based on data obtained from field survey, 2020. 

 

Tool and Technique Used 

  For collecting the necessary 

information, the researcher usedParental 

Encouragement Scale by Dr. Kusum 

Agarwal, where the scale consists of 80 

items. 

Sources of Data 

  Primary sources: Which consisted 

of the first hand data that were collected by 

visiting the institution selected by the 

researcher. 

Sample Technique  

  Researcher used „Simple Random 

sampling‘ techniquein the present study. 

Procedure for Data Collection  

 For collecting necessary data, 

researcher had personally visited all the 

institutions one by one, after that by taking 

permission from the authorities and head of 

the institutions, researcher met the 

respondents and provided guidelines for 

giving their valuable responses as according 

to the instructions of the questionnaire. 

Statistical Technique  

Researcher used Paired sample„t‟ 

test for the present study. 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

OF DATA  

Objective wise Analysis 

Objective 1 

  To study about the Factors affecting 

Parental Encouragement. 

 The many factors that affect Parental 

Encouragement are as given below: 
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  Socio-economicstatus: It is 

seen that parents with low socio-

economic status create a home 

atmosphere where they have 

authority over the children, and in 

case of parents havinghigher socio-

economic status they are very much 

concerned about their children. They 

take initiative in every activity 

connected to school or homework, 

and they use less physical 

punishment which also creates a 

good atmosphere sothat the children 

feel free to share anything. 

 Parental education: 

Educated parents are more 

concernedabout thenecessity of their 

children, which are connected to 

their life goals or life decisions. 

They help in developing positive 

attitude towards life, education, 

personality developmentand also 

helps in study related queries. 

 Upbringing: In most of the 

cases every parent follow the style 

of parenting which were used by 

their own parents, and in daily life, 

they try to apply various techniques 

so that they can get desirable results 

from the children in various 

activities. 

 Emotions: Children show 

positive results when they achieve 

high acceptance and understanding 

from parents, and this also helps in 

the development ofsocial 

competence among children. It also 

encourages children in maintaining 

their day to day activities. Boyum & 

Parke (1995). ―Acceptance of 

children‘s emotions is related to 

children‘s ability to manage their 

emotions in a positive way.‖ Parke, 

(2004). 

Objective 2 

 To study the level of difference in 

theParental Encouragement among 

the boys and girls of the Higher 

Secondary Students of Lanka Town 

of Hojai District of Assam.  

 

Hypotheses  

  There is no significant difference in 

the level of Parental Encouragement among 

the boys and girls of the Higher Secondary 

Students of Lanka Town of Hojai District of 

Assam.  

 In order to analyse the fourth objective, the 

mean and the standard deviation scores for 

both males and females were calculated. 

Paired sample‗t‘  test was used to find out 

the significant difference of mean scores 

among male and female Higher Secondary 

Students of Lanka Town of Hojai District of 

Assam which is shown in the following 

table: 
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Table No. 3 

Level of Difference in the Parental Encouragement among the boys and girls of 

the Higher Secondary Students of Lanka Town of Hojai District of Assam 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: 1. Based on data obtained from field survey, 2020. 

   2. (SPSS),2016 

 

From the table mean and standard deviation 

scores are 369.37, 390.76 and 31.20, 16.88. 

In the present study researcher accepted the 

null hypothesis as the‗t‘ value was -7.87 

which is smaller than the critical value at 

1.96. Found no significance difference 

among boys and girls students. 

Findings, Discussionsand Conclusions 

Findings 

 In the present study, theresearcher 

foundvarious factors like the parent‘s 

emotional condition, upbringing style of 

parents, educational qualities received by 

the parents and the social as well as 

economic conditions which are very crucial 

for the children‘s all round development. 

Researcher also found no significant 

difference for Parental Encouragement of 

both boys and girls students. They 

perceived same level of Parental 

Encouragement. 

 

Discussion 

It was seen that for the all-round 

development of a child, the parental role is 

very much necessary. For this various 

factors like parental care, raising them in a 

much disciplined way, quality education for 

children and socio economic conditions, all 

has a great impact. For Parental 

Encouragement among boys and girls 

students researcher tested no difference. 

Studies like Afroza, Akhter (2018), Bashir 

and Bashir (2016)tasted the same results.In 

other findings like Suita Arya, (2016). Bala, 

(2010) revealed difference between male 

and female students for Parental 

Encouragement. 

 

Conclusion 

Encouragement works as a 

motivational factor for children, as it can 

increase good qualities among them. In the 

present study,researcher mentioned about 

various factors thataffect Parental 

 N 

 

Mean Std. 

Deviat

ion 

Paired Differences 

t 

Remarks 

 

Not 

Significant 

and, null 

hypotheses 

accepted Mean 

Std. 

Devia

tion 

Std. 

Error 

Mean 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Boys 131 369.37  31.20 Lower Upper 

Girls 165 390.76 16.88 -21.39 31.12 2.72 -26.77 -16.01 -7.87 
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Encouragement and plays significant role in 

the upbringing children.Researcher also 

found no significant difference in the Level 

of Parental Encouragement of both boys and 

girls students. 
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